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A NOTICE TO QUIT. 
As English Idea of the Resignation of 
Mr. Blaine. 
London, June 5.—The Post comment- 
ing on the “Methods of American poli- 
ticians,’* says: “Mr. Blaine’s letter of 
resignation is more like a notice to the 
President to quit the White House than 
the statement of a great offioer of state 
in concluding his administration.” 
SPECIAL NOTICES 
STEAM CARPET BEATING. 
OFFICE AND ROOMS AT 
Foster’s Forest City Dye House, 
13 PREBLE ST., OPP. PREBLE HOUSE. 
This machine with steam attachments patent- 
ed and to use by the leading houses through- 
out the United States; largest floor space in 
New England; covered teams; no charge for 
trucking; Carpets cleansed in any kind of 
weather at all seasons of the year. 
LACE CURTAINS CLEANSED EVERY DAY 
SPECIAL TELEPHONE CONNECTION. 
mar29 _eodtfsn 
FIRE INSURANCE. 
The business and good will of the late Arm of 
J. H. COFFIN & CO., 
has been sold and transferred to 
DOW & PINKHAM, 
35 Exchange Street. 
All persons needing changes, transfers, 
endorsements, assignments, renewals, etc., in 
following companies formerly represented by 
J. H. COFFIN & CO., viz: A5TNA, HOME 
ins. co. of n. a., Lancashire, giraed, 
PEOTLE’S,.are requested to call on the under 
signed who have'the necessary authority to act. 
DOW & llNKHAH, 
(Suooessors to J. H. GOFFIN&CO.) 
Office, 35 Exchange Street. 
my 21 sntf 
WANTED—Young man aged 21 kesires re- engagement i  dry goods store; total ab- 
stainer; good home in preference to high 
wages. AddressW. E. PARKER.Island Pond, 
LOST—Between the store of X. John Little & Co. and the Oltv Building, Monday fore- 
noon, a yard and a half of colored silk. Will 
the Under please leave the same at the Police 
Station. 7-1 
LOST—A black female pug, stolen or strayed. Return to 22 GRAY ST. 7-1 
FROM DEATH TO LIFE. 
A Gore Which Crowns X&idden’s Mag. 
netio Couipouud King of 
Medicines. 
Mrs..Isabel M. Perkins of Haverhill, Mass., 
tells a story, marvellous but true. The lower 
half Of her body was paralyzed. The rest 
—a “ receptacle for intense pain.” She 
writes that.ehe was a <g casket of disease.*’ 
Disease and pain stricken, enciente, yet for 
seven months more than half dead. A se- 
vere coa&h set in. Hemorrhages were of 
fre<5uent:j>ccutt*ence. Frequently lost a pint 
of blood in bleeding attacks. Simplest 
food caused great distress. Doctors of va- 
rious schools were baffled. Said she would 
die when baby was born. Dr. Hidden came 
withhiagrea* life giVcr, the Magnetic Compound. The weary patient found in- 
stant relief. In two days the stomach re- 
tained food without distress. In four 
days cough and hemorrhages were under 
control. The gain was eieady and certain. Life came back. Paralysis was conquered. 
Baby was born without pain. Mother and child are alive today,(2J years later) active, healthy,.mart. Hidden's Masnotic 
compound performs wonderful tints 
because it is new. It is not an old fashioned 
mineral decoction, a century behind the times. It is a clean, new compound, right up with the medical and scientific knowledge of today. It 
cures modern diseases in the modern way. It 
fills the tired, worn out system, with new life, vigor and snap. It is the coming medicine. All 
ird?^Si?Arf l-«BUY IT> TRY IT, ’TWILL DO YOU GOOD. Remember the name: 





Restores faded, thin, and gray hair 
to its original color, texture, and 
abundance; prevents it from falling 
out, checks tendency to baldness, 
and promotes a new and vigorous 
growth. A clean, safe, elegant, and 
economical hair-dressing, 
Everywhere Popular 
** Nine months after having the ty- 
phoid fever, my head was perfectly bald. 
I was induced to try Ayer’s Hair Vigor, 
and before I had used half a bottle, the 
hair began to grow. Two more bottles 
brought out as good a head of hair a3 
ever I had. On my recommendation, 
my brother William Craig made use of 
Ayer’s Hair Vigor with the same good 
results.”—Stephen Craig, 832 Charlotte 
st., Philadelphia, Pa. 
Ayer’s Hair Vigor 
Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer Sc Co., Lowell, Mass. 
Bold by Druggists Everywhere. 
UMO ■ ■■ .. — 
MRS. ABBIE T. CHICK. 
New Portland, Mo. 
Dana Sabsapakilea Co.: 
Gents :—About ten years ago I began to be troubled with terrible pain m my hands and arms during the night. The 
pain increased in severity so rapidly, that I 
became alarmed. I tried different Physi- 
cians, but received no benefit. I read of 
the wonderful cores by 
DATA’S 
SARSAPARILLA 
and began taking it. Have used four bot- 
tles ana consider myself 
ENTIRELY CURED. 
I believe DANA’S 8AB3APABILLA Is 
superior to all other remedies. 
Yours with respect, 
MBS. ABBIE T. CHICK. ( 
New Portland, Me. 
County of Somerset ss. Personally ap- peared before me the above named Abbie 
T. Chick, and subscribed and swore to the 
troth of above statement. 
JOHN METCALF. 
New Portland, Me. Justice of the Peace, 
Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast, Maine. 
CUMP is a mark °£ QUHl civilization. 
How far from barbar- 
ism is our store front 
this week showing as it 
does some 40 kinds of 
soaps. 
The prices are reason- 
able and of wide range 
of choice. 
H. H. HAY & SON, 
Middle Street, my28 dtflstor8thp 
THE WEATHER. 
Fair for Today and Tomorrow. 
Boston, June 6.—Local forecast for 
New England for Tuesday: Fair; cooler; 
west and northwest winds. For Wednes- 
day: Continued fair and rising tempera- 
Local Weather Report. 
Portland, Me, June 6,1892. 
8 a. m. 8 p. M. 
Barometer. 29.827 89.796 
Thermometer....-. 71.2 74.6 
Dew Point.,. ..-. 68. 64. 
Humidity.. 76. 48. 
Wind...W W 
Velocity....7 ]5 
Weather. ......CloudyjP C 
Mean daily ther.. .G9.0|Max. vel. wind... 10 W 
Maximum ther.. .82.0|Total precip... .0.16 
Minimum ther... 66.0| 
P. C.—Partly Cloudy. 
Weather Observations. 
The following are the observations of 
the Agricultural Department Weather 
Bureau for yesterday, June 6, taken at 
8 p. m., 75th meridian time, the ob- 
servations for each station being given in 
this order: Temperature, direction of 
the wind, state of the weather: 
Boston, missing; New York, 76°, NW, 
cloudless; Philadelphia, 78°, cloudless; 
Washington, 76°, SW, partly cloudy; 
Albany, 70°, SW, cloudless; Buffalo, 58°, 
SW, cloudless; Detroit, 70°, S, cloudless; 
Chicago, 66°, N, cloudy; St. Paul, miss- 
ing; Duluth, 62°, NE, cloudy; St. Vin- 
cent, 64°, E, cloudy; Huron, So. Dak., 
62°, N, partly cloudy; Bismarck, 66°, NE, 
partly cloudy; Jacksonville, 74°, NE, 
cloudy. 
Charles H. Duren has been appointed 
postmaster at West Corinth, Me., vice 
Mrs. Abbie Bailey. 
mini: ms. 
They Wave Above Cheering 
Thousands 
AS THE ANXIOUS LEADERS 
STRAIN EVERY NERVE. 
Yesterday’s Developments Have Left 
Neither Side Sure. 
MAINE DELEGATES CONFIDENT OF 
BLAINE’S SUCCESS. 
The Day Was One of Excitement, Marked 
by Some Bitterness and Several En- 
counters-Points Gathered in the 
Meetings of Various Delegations—West- 
ern Men in Caucus Have a Lively 
Time—Blaine’s Strength in Ohio—Lat- 
est News Encouraging for Blaine 
Men. 
[Special to the Press.] 
Minneapolis, Minn., June 6.—The 
day has been one of intense excitement. 
The scenes in the political panorama 
have been as shifting as the clouds that 
have skurried across the heavens and 
have presented every variety of view 
with the figure of Blaine looming up in 
the background as the most oonspiouous 
figure always and everwhere. Today 
for the first time since the crowd began 
to gather here, there has seemed to be 
something of the old enthusiasm for 
Blaine. His name has been chanted in 
rhythmoic verse and his glories have 
been sung in doggerel, set to popular 
tunes. Blaine badges of a hundred de- 
vices and shapes have made their 
appearance and Blaine clubs have come 
to shout his name and parade with ban- 
ners bearing his portrait. With all this, 
however, there is still lacking consider- 
able of the warmth and fervor which 
was particularly noticeable in 1884 and 
whicli was again manifest, though not in 
quite so marked a degree in 1888. In the 
midst of all the shouting and the cheer- 
ing, the leaders are plainly worried. Both 
sides, while claiming great things, realize 
that the battle is not yet won. They 
know that a great many delegates are 
quietly saying that neither Harrison or 
Blaine ought to be nominated and they 
are almost ready to break away from the 
managers and attempt; in headstrong 
fashiyn, to settle the most perplexing 
and serious problem that has presented 
itself to the Republican party for many 
years. 
Of course, men like New and Clarkson 
are not outwardly proclaiming their in- 
ward reenngs. me one is still confident 
of Harrison’s renomination and the other 
is equally.sure that Blaine.-will be chosen. 
That this confidence is more assumed 
than real is plainly evident from the fact 
that to-day they and their lieutenants 
have been working with unflagging in- 
dustry to capture votes. In the game that 
they have been playing to-day, it has not 
been a question'of rubbers,1 but of points. 
So close the strength of Blaine and Har- 
rison seem to-night that the skirmishers 
for both sides were glad enough to cap- 
ture delegates singly. Could either side 
have made a change of an entire delega- 
tion, it would undoubtedly have turned 
the tide and settled the nomination even 
with the balloting still two days dis- 
tant. 
It is not to be supposed that the feel- 
ing which has been engendered on both 
sides could be felt without 
Causing Some Angry Demonstrations. 
There have been today at least two of 
these, the first occurring in the head- 
quarters of the Harrison managers on the 
seventh floor of theWest Hotel. The Presi- 
dent’s lieutenants were busy at work 
figuring out the situation when Rhody 
Shiel of Indianapolis made a remark 
which indicated that, if the President 
was not renominated, it would be due to 
the half hearted support which had been 
given him by men who used to be at heart 
for Blaine. “Such men as this,” he 
added, placing his hands upon the 
shoulders of Hick Kerens of St. Louis. 
Kerens sprang back and exclaimed that 
he would not be insulted in that manner 
aru__ ___-u 
ed up and reminded Shiel that he had no 
right to make such a statement anywhere, 
much less in a room where all should be 
friends. Mr. Shiel’s apology was ac- 
cepted but the incident left a sting 
which had not wholly disappeared to- 
night. 
The second outbreak of bad feeling 
was a row in the West Hotel lobby this 
morning when Mr. Shiel led a score of 
Harrison men in an endeavor to cut down 
a banner which had been hung over the 
staircase, reading ‘‘Indiana Blaine Head- 
quarters.” The banner had been placed 
in its conspicuous position by the anti- 
Harrison men from Fort Wayne, Ind., 
200 men or more of whom arrived this 
morning on a special train and its display 
was like the shaking of a red flag before 
a bull. When Shiel shouted to cut it 
down a dozen men rushed to obey, 
and in a riotous clash the two factions of 
Indiana men met. Shiel came very near 
being mobbed and the Fort Wayne men, 
with bitter exclamations, vowed to do all 
they could to defeat the President should 
he be nominated. 
There is no question but this exhibi- 
tion of bitterness between the men from 
the President’s own state has had its in- 
fluence of the delegates to-day. If it has 
done dothing else, it has intensified the 
talk of the 
Necessity of Choosing a Third Man. 
I It was hoped that when Governor Me- 
Kinley arrived) some combination would 
be effected, whereby ms name would be 
put forward but Mr. McKinley wouldn’t 
agree to this proposition. As soon as 
he arrived and had settled himself in his 
room, lie was seen by Gen. Michener of 
Indiana and Commissioner Carter, who 
were anxious to learn whether he could 
be depended upon to remain 
firm ana loyal to President. 
He assured them that he would. To the 
newspaper men, who saw him, he said, 
without any equivocation, that he was 
for Harrison and that he would not ac- 
oept the nomination if it came to him 
unanimously. To some friends in pri- 
vate he went further and said that he 
didn’t believe that the present year was 
his time. He himself feared, he said,the 
falsehoods that would be circulated to 
his detriment about the McKinley bill, 
but feeling sure that the test of time, 
v,roulfi but make him and the protection 
law stronger he was willlhg to wait until 
1890. “If the Ohion delegation,” he 
went so far as to say, “should attempt to 
present my name, I would plead with 
them not to do it. Of course I 
cannot control others, but I cannot 
and will not hesitate to make my 
position known.” Mr. McKinley’s 
declaration that he would not be a candi- 
date did not however have the effect of 
stopping the talk in connection with his 
possible nomination. The Pennsylvania 
delegation, ,in their conference, discussed 
the situation and showed a decided lean- 
ing for a third man and metioned Mc- 
Kinley’s name with great favor. 
The action of the Michigan delegation 
in deciding to place Gen. Alger’s name 
in nomination intensified the third man 
talk and was without doubt done for 
that very purpose. Gen. Alger, as 
stated in t.h«RP* riasnatehes. vaet.frrria.v- 
was actually out of the race then 
but another conference was held this 
morning, at the request of the Blaine 
men, with the result of placing him in 
again. According to Lana Commission- 
er Carter, it was because the Blaine men 
found that as-soon as the Michigan dele- 
gation was released from its favorite son 
its members went over injarge numbers 
to the Harrison column. As a matter of 
fact, the Blaine men are doing everything 
they can to cut down the Harrison col- 
umn at any cost, and as Mr. Alger is 
thoroughly in sympathy with them he is 
in or out of the race exactly as the exig- 
encies of the situation demand. It was 
hinted, too, that if Alger should again 
take the field, it would stimulate the 
Wisconsin people to rally around Rusk 
and give him the solid vote of 
that delegation on the first ballot, in 
which case the Harrison column will he 
still further decreased. Up to this even- 
ing, however, this effect has not been 
reached. Col. Duffield this afternoon 
said that he would present Alger’s name 
to the convention. 
The action of the Michigan delegates 
set the 
Wheel of Gossip Again Revolving 
at lightning speed. The unsettled con- 
dition of affairs led to quite a break in 
the New Hampshire delegation which 
last night stood four to four for 31aine 
and Harrison. This morning two of the 
eight were for Blaine, two for Harrison, 
one for Reed, one for McKinley, one for 
Alger and one who did ~.ot know exactly 
who he was for. Fez that breaks 
like this might become epidemic, the 
Blaine men and the Harrison men hur- 
ried to keep their followers in line and 
when the other delegations met their 
efforts had succeeded to the extent 
of preventing the spread of what 
seemed for a few minutes to become an 
PniHpmit* Turn ntlior Worn Tnoplonrl 
states held meetings of their delegations, 
Massachusetts and Connecticut. In the 
former the delegates were said, to stand 
just as ;they had been recorded, 15 for 
Blaine and 15 for Harrison, althougn a 
direct poll was avoided. The Connecti- 
cut men stood 9 to 3 for Baine. As fast 
as the other delegations met their action 
was reported to the two headquarters 
and was also jotted down in the colnmns 
which were being filled by men who were 
doing some little figuring on their own 
accounts. The uncertainty of the day 
centered around the southern delegation^ As stated in these despatches last night, 
it was plainly evident that neither of the 
two candidates who were then in the field 
could be. elected without support from 
the South. For the first time in the his- 
tory of the convention it seemed as if the 
South-held the balance of power and, as 
a natural consequence, the Southern del- 
egates were in demand. Most of them 
hung around the doors of the national 
committee headquarters where their nu- 
merous contests were being settled, but 
the remainder were closeted with the 
leaders. In one room Governor Foraker 
had at least 20 of them endeavoring to 
persuade them to come into the Blaine 
line. The South Carolina delegation 
sought the rooms of the National Com- 
mittee of their own accord and Senator 
Wolcott was asserting this afternoon 
that 
Blaine Had the Entire Delegation. 
This, however, is sure to be an exag- 
gerated estimate. The North Carolina 
men were also the objects of much solic- 
itude from the anti-administration mana- 
gers and some of them were converted. 
The fiiih-eommitt.ee which had in hand the 
contest helped along the Blaine situation 
all they could by deciding to place 
upon the rolls all the anti-Harrison 
contestants except Utah. This action 
does not settle the matter, for this fight 
will most certainly be taken into the con- 
vention. General New gave directions 
this afternoon to the deposed delegates 
in the Alabama, Mississippi and Louisi- 
ana delegations to prepare the strongest 
possible minority report to be submitted 
to the national committee at its meeting 
tonight. 
One of the interesting features of the 
day has been the manner in which many 
of the older members of the national 
committee have been displaced. J. S. 
Fassett, who is now the secretary of the 
committee, did not seek a re-election 
from the hands of the New York delega- 
tion, and a now man goes in his place. 
Sanborn of Michigan was also side track- 
ed, and Hyde of Massachusetts had to 
give way for a man who had never be- 
fore held the office of committeeman. 
Clarkson of Iowa was again chosen by a 
rising vote, the reason being that the 
delegation did not care to swap horses 
while crossing a stream. They are now 
in the position where, if Harrison is re- 
nominated, they can win his favor by 
showing that they stood by him, while, if 
he should be defeated, they can have the 
satisfaction of knowing that they did not 
part company with Clarkson. In other 
delegations which have not held meet- 
ings there is a disposition to change the national committeeman and it looks as 
if there would be a good deal of new 
blood in that organization. 
The extent to which the Blaine men 
[CONTINUED ON PAGE TWO.] 
IS' WORLD OF SPORT. 
* 
Portland Anglers on the Shady 
Shores of the Kennebago. 
OUR BALL CLUB DISTINGUISHED 
ITSELF YESTERDAY. 
1.overs of Fine Horses Should Visit Water, 
ville This Month—Nelson Will Help 
Along; a Trotting; Meeting—Arrange- 
ments for the Tennis Tournament of 
the Collegians. 
[Special to the Press.] 
Rangeley, June 0.—One of the jolliest 
parties that ever visited the Rangeley 
Lake region is now quartered on the 
shady shores of the Kennebago. 
The personnel of the party is: W. S. 
Eaton, Portland, the Maine Central gen- 
eral freight agent; Charles A. Cush- 
ing, Postmaster John 0. Small, 
William A. Stevens and George M. 
Moore, of Portland; J. Y. Hodsdon of 
Yarmouthville; William Roder, a Mew 
York shoe manufacturer, and Herbert 
Clay, agent for the Atchinson & Santa 
Fe railroad. 
TTl a Toff PayTI onrl Cof MVfl n If rvi Ann inn- 
May 27tli, under the special guidance of 
Mr. Eaton and by means of a special 
train from Phillips over the new Phillips 
& Rangeley road, arrived here early 
in the afternoon, where after a short 
stay a steamer was taken up the lake. 
Mr. Wanamaker’s Portland representa- 
tive is truly a fisherman from a genuine 
sporting point of view as he strictly de- 
clares he will not recognize a trout who 
leaves the water upon any other induce- 
ment than the fly. He and Mr. Clay 
started the ball by reeling in a five 
pounder each. This fired everybody’s 
enthusiasm away up high, and it is quite 
safe to say that if they keep.on with the 
present good luck the fifty pound limit 
will be reached in every instance. 
MADE FOURTEEN :RUNS. 
How the Pbrtlands 1)1(1 Up the Paw- 
tuckets Yesterday. 
Pawtucket, R. I., June 6.—The Paw- 
tuckets tried Meade in the box today and 
the Portlands made 17 hits with a total 
of 23 in six innings, which with foolish, 
costly errors gave them 14 runs. The 
score: 
PORTLANDS. 
AB. R. lB. TB. PO. A. E. 
Annis, If.... 2 12 3 10 0 
Kirmes, 3b....... 4 11 1 2 6 1 
O’Brien, cf.. 5 3 3 4 1 0 0 
Rogers, lb. 5 3 3 3 11 1 2 
Lachance, c.,..,... 5 3 3 4 5 0 1 
Burns, S3. 5 1 2 3 4 2 0 
Olymer, 2b,... 5 11110 0 
Tobin,rf.,..,...,.. 5 12 3 10 0 
Klobedanz,p.. 5 0 12 15 0 
Totals.,,....,.41 14 18 24 27 14 4 
PAWTUCKETS. 
AB. R. B. TB. PO. A. E. 
Hamell, If.,. 3 0 0 0 3 1 0 
€onnoghton,Sb.,c... 4 0 1 1 2 3 0 
Jordan, p„ cf. 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Cronin, lb... 3 1 0 o 10 0 1 
Duggan, ss-.3 0 1 1 3 O 3 
Quinlan, c., rf.. 4 1 1 1 3 0 4 
McQuirlc, 3b. 2 O 1 1 0 2 1 
Lynch, rf. 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 
Mather, 2b. 4 0 1 1 3 3 2 
Meade, cf.,p.4 O 0 0 0 7 0 
Totals.33 2 6 6 24 19 11 
Innings.1 23456789 
Portlands.2 O 4 3 O 5 O 0 x—14 
Pawtuckets.0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0— 2 
Earned runs—Portlands, 6; Pawtuckets, 1. 
Two base hits—Annis, O’Brien, Lachance, 
Burns, Tobin, IClobedanz. Sacrifice hits—Burns, 
Clymer. Duggan. Stolen bases—Kirmes, O’- 
Brien, Quinlan. Double play—Mead to Mather 
to Cronin. Umpire—Howard. Time of game— 
2 hours 23 minutes. Attendance, 275. 
Other New England League Games. 
At Manchester—Manchesters, 4; Lewistons, 
2. Batteries, Wheeler and Mackay, Keefe and 
Lezoite. 
At Salem—Woonsockets, 9; Salems, 1. 
At Brockton—Brocktons, 10: Lowells, 8. 
Yesterday’s National League Games. 
Thd following games were played in 
the National League yesterday: 
At Boston—Boston. 17; Pittsburg, 4. 
At Washington—Cincinnati, 7; Washington, 
4. 
At Baltimore— Baltimore, 28; Chicago.l. 
At Brooklyn—Brooklyn, 5; Cleveland, 3. 
At Philadelphia—Philadelphia, 15; St. Louis, 
7. 
At New York—New York, 4; Louisville, 3. 
A CHANCE TO SEE NELSON. 
Two [Days of Trotting on the Waterville 
Track This Month. 
[Special to the Press. 
Watervllle, June 6.—Two of our 
most enterprising horsemen, Mr. C. H. 
Nelson and Mr. A. R. Yates, announce 
some good races at the Waterville Driv- 
ing Park Wednesday and Thursday, 
June 16th and 18th. Following are the 
summaries: 
EIBST DAY, JUNE 16TH. 
3-mlnute class, trottiug, $60. 
2.33 class, trotting, $76. 
2- year olds, trottiug and pacing, $20. 
SECOND DAY, JUNE 16TH. 
2.40 class, trotting and pacing, $75. 
2.29 class, trotting and pacing, $75. 
3- year olds, trottiug and pacing, $30. 
Matchrace between Clio and Dandelion Green. 
Nelson will be given an exhibition 
mile each day. Opportunity will be 
given each day for any one who wishes 
to show his horse on the track. Entries 
will close June 11th at 2 p. m. 
Intercollegiate Tennis Tournament. 
At a meeting of the Intercollegiate As- 
sociation last evening, the following men 
were drawn in the first round in singles: 
Payson of Bowdoin vs. Howard of Bates; 
Kandlette of Maine State vs. Nichols of 
Colby; Dana of Bowdoin vs. Clark of 
Maine State; and Sturgis of Bates vs. 
Perkins of Colby. These matches will 
be played this afternoon on the grounds 
of the Portland Lawn Tennis Associa- 
tion, commencing at 2 o’clock. 
Visit of Chelsea Yacht Club. 
It is expected that on July 16tli the 
Chelsea Yacht Club will cruise to Rock- 
land, touching at Portland. Some of the 
yachts of the club already in commission 
are: Ex-Com. Wedger’s sloop Georgia; 
Com. Poole’s steamer Isis; P. B. Kier- 
nan's steamer Roman; Secretary Dow’s 
sloop Crioket; J. T. Bonner’s sloop Mary 
Ellen; Vice Com. Hyde’s new cat; Wil- 
liam Nolan’s sloop Wasp; Capt. Lancey’s 
Ixion; Capt. Haraden’s cat Zoo: A1 Bar- 
rie’s sloop Sinoke, and George Barrie’s 
sloop Hoodoo, and G. L. Hayden’s new 
38-footer Marietta. 
Cumberland Boat Club. 
Following is a list of the officers of the 
Cumberlands elected Sunday: 
President—Edward P. Hart. 
Vice President—Tlios. H. Flaherty. 
Corresponding Secretary—Florence F. Dris- 
coll. 
Financial Secretary—.Jeremiah F. McCarthy. 
Treasurer—T. H. McCarthy. 
Captain—Wm. Nugent. 
Investigating Committee—N. S. Merrill, P. T. 
Collins, T. K. Quinn. 
J anitor—(ieo. McDonald. 
HERE IS A FIFTH PARTY. 
It Objects to '“a Notorious Prohibitionist” 
and "Woman Suffragists. 
[Special to the Press.] 
Rockland, June 6.—A fifth party is to 
enter the Presidential race in this state. 
A. F. Wooster of this city, secretary of 
the state committee of the Union Labor 
party, today issued a call for a state con- 
vention to be held in this city, Thursday, 
t_oo r,j- n-:a__ 
delegates to the Omaha convention, a 
candidate for governor and a state com- 
mittee will be chosen. The call, while 
aimed principally at the Union Labor 
party, is designed for the benefit of all 
voters who act in consonance with the 
National People’s party and particularly 
those who are opposed to the action of 
the People’s party at their state conven- 
tion at Gardiner, May 3d. The cause of 
the dissatisfaction may be found in the 
two opening parag raphs of the call issued 
today and which are as follows: 
Whereas—In all national industrial confer- 
ences and conventions that have originated in 
political organizations bearing various names, 
such as the Union Labor party audPeople’s par- 
ty, the most discordant elements were woman 
suffrage and prohibition, these two elements 
acting with such persistency that disruption 
seems inevable when said elements grow much 
stronger, and 
Whereas, the Gardiner convention held May 
3,1892 adopted a platform containing woman 
suffrage and prohibition planks and nominated 
for Governor a notorious prohibitionist who did 
not identify himself with the Union Labor party 
or with the People’s party until immediately 
before the Gardiner convention and its candi- 
dates and members of the state committee are 
so tinctured with prohibition that the success 
of that party would have a decided tendency to 
reinforce the discordant elements aforesaid. 
WINTHROP IN COLLISION. 
The Dimmock Tried to Cross Her Bow—No 
Great Damage. 
Bar Harbor, June 6.—Steamer Win- 
throp arrived on her first trip from New 
York this morning. When off Pollock 
Rip light, the steamer H. P. Dimmock, 
of the Metropolitan line, which had been 
racing bow and bow with the Winthrop 
for five hours, made an unsuccessful at- 
tempt to cross the latter’s bow. The 
Winthrop had the right of way. As the 
Dimmock sheared off the steapiers came 
into collision, the Dimmock’s stem 
crashing into the Winthrop. The latter 
received bad scratches but escaped seri- 
ous injury. 
Boston & Maine Lines. 
Portsmouth, N. H., June 6.—At a 
meeting of the stockholders of the 
Portsmouth, Saco & Portland Railroad, 
held at Kittery, today, the following di- 
rectors were chosen for the year: Sam- 
uel Lawrence, Medford; Francis R. Bar- 
ret, Portland; Arthur Sewell, Bath; Geo. 
O. Carpenter, Boston; Daniel W. Law- 
rence, Medford; Frank Jones, Ports- 
mouth; Walter Hunnewell, Boston. 
There was no organization. 
At a meeting of the stockholders of 
the Portsmouth Bridge Company the 
following directors were elected: Samuel 
C. Lawrence, Medford; Walter Hunne- 
well, Boston; Frank Jones, Portsmouth; 
J. S. H. Frink, Portsmouth; John W. 
Sanborn, Wakefield; Ezra Winchester, 
Portsmouth; Wallace Hackett, Ports- 
mouth. The directors organized by 
choosing Samuel C. Lawrence, president; 
Edward Lesley, treasurer and Wallace 
Hackett, clerk. 
A meeting of the stockholders of the 
Wolfborough Railroad was held in this 
city today and the following directors 
chosen: SamuelC. Lawrence, Medford; 
Frank Jones, Portsmouth; Walter Hun- 
newell, Boston; John W. Sanborn, 
Wakefield; Jos. Layery, Wolfborough; 
Blake Folsom, Wolfborough; Charles F. 
Piper, Wolfborough. It was voted to 
sell the road to the Boston & Maine for 
13 17-100 shares of Boston & Maine stock 
for one share of the Wolfborough road. 
The Court Obeyed. 
Lewiston, June 6.—The Lewiston city 
council met in joint convention as order- 
ed by the supreme court, Saturday eve- 
ning and adjourned to Monday, i'oday 
the counsel elected M. A. Coyne, city 
clerk; G. W. Furbush, assessor; Charles 
Walker, treasurer; and T. McWiggln, 
street commissioner. 
Funeral of Rev. R. B. Howard. 
Leeds, June 6.—Tlio body of Rev. 
Rowland B. Howard, who died in Rome, 
arrived at Leeds Centre Monday after- 
noon, accompanied by the family of the 
deceased, and also Gen O O nnd i: iI 
Howard. Funeral services will be held 
at the Baptist church tomorrow at 11 o’- 
clock a.m., sermon by Rev. Mr. Bushwell 
of Arlington, Mass., after which the re- 
mains will be interred in the Howard lot 
in the new cemetery at Leeds Centre. 
BRIEFLY TOLD. 
Hon. John W. Foster, it is said, will 
probably be the President’s choice for 
Secretary of State should he fail of re- 
nomination. If the President is nomi- 
nated at Minneapolis, and has to select a 
Secretary to serve for four years instead 
of eight months, who his choice will be 
is not known. 
A snow storm as severe as a mid-win- 
ter blizzard is reported from Wyoming 
and Tennessee. 
An epidemic of typhus is raging at St. 
Johns, N. F. 
Seven ballots were had in the National 
Republican Convention in 1870, thirty- 
six in 1880, four in 1884 and eight in 1S8S. 
The Boothbay Register is informed of 
the death of Llewellyn Quimby, who was 
serving a life sentence for the murder of 
Mr. William Kennistnn, of Boothbay 
Harbor, on May 9th, 1888. Quimby died 
in prison of consumption. 
I _ 
It Ended a Day of Excitement and 
Harrowing Scenes. 
DEATH LIST AT OIL CITT PLACED 
AT TWO HUNDRED. 
Just How Many Perished Will Never Be 
Khown—Their Bodies Were Burned to 
Cinders and Swept Away in the Flood 
—The City Stunned by its Misfortune. 
Oil City, Pa., June 6.—A day full o£ 
excitement and harrowing scenes has 
closed here. Allalong the burned sec- 
tion can be seen groups of persons still 
hunting for loved ones. It is now cer- 
tain that many bodies were burned to 
cinders or swept into the flood and 
away. At a late hour tonight 07 bodies 
were taken from the ruins. Those ac- 
quainted with the locality where the 
greatest damage was done, say the loss 
of 11 f ft rmiof rQOolv o4- 1 no nnrl 
put the figures at 200. The station 
where the loss of life was greatest 
was largely occupied'by foreigners em- 
ployed in the.tube works. Ho one knows 
their names and-’ it will be impossible 
ever to learn just,how many are missing. 
As fast as the bodies are identified they 
are prepared for burial. The whole city 
is stunned by the awful blow and busi- 
ness is at a standstill. 
FEVER OF EXCITEMENT. 
Thirty-six Bodies Have Been Found in 
Stricken Titusville. 
Titusville, Pa., June 6.—This town 
is in a fever of excitement. The tracks 
are washed away in sections above this 
city for 16 or 20 miles and travel is cut 
off both north and sooth. It is reported 
on reliable authority that John L. 
Rockefeller, president of the Standard 
Oil Company has instructed the buyer 
for Standard here to draw on 
him for $100,000 for the 
relief of this suffering district. 
Thirty-six bodies have been found, 
BUNKER IS IN IT. 
He Wants the Pleasure of Being Defeated 
for Congress. 
[Special to the Press.] 
Pittsfield, June 6.—The Third Dis- 
trict Democratic Convention meets here 
tomorrow. It io understood W. R. Hun- 
newell of this town and Mr. Holmes of 
Bucksport will be chosen delegates to 
Chicago. 
Hon. W.. P Thompson of Belfast has 
concluded not to be a candidate for the 
Congressional nomination, and the names 
mentioned are those of S. W. Gnnlrl of 
Skowliegan, and the only Ben. 
Bunker of Waterville, whose name 
will be presented by Hon. S. S. Brown of 
that city. Mr. Bunker’s entry into the 
contest was made today in the followiug 
appeal: 
To the Delegates of the Third District Demo- 
cratic Convection: 
After 16 years of active work for the Demo- 
cratic party in which I have labored faithfully for the success of the party without any thought 
of reward I present myselt to you as a candi- 
date for the nomination for Congress. I know 
what it is to earn unpopularity by publishing an 
aggressive Democratic newspaper to promote 
the success of the party at the,ballot box. It is 
not neoessary for me to recount my years of toil 
in poverty and distress in advocating Democrat- 
ic principles and working for the election of 
candidates. My efforts in Somerset county frdm 1877 to 1885, when the Democratic. party 
won substantial victories, are a matter of rec- 
ord. My efforts to redeem IVaterville, always 
a Kepublican stronghold, and place it in the 
hands of the Democrats are also a matter of 
record. 1 take pride in calling the attention of 
my Democratic friends who have enjoyed party honors and idled places of trust and profit 
through personal sacrifices of my own to the 
fact that I have beer, loyal to them and the 
party while struggling, to keep a Democratic 
newspaper in the Held. 
The time has come when-my triends oan rec- 
ognize my efforts and reward me for years of 
labor in their behalf. This is the first time I 
have ever appealed to a convention for recogni- 
tion or asking for honors. I challenge any Democrat in the whole state to say that I have 
not earned the nomination. I assert that no 
Democrat in the Third District has made great- 
er sacrices in time and money or been more 
loyal to his friends and party than I have. I 
appeal to my frionds in the Democratic party of 
the Third District, and the delegates in conven- 
tion assembled, to consider my claimes for a 
nomination, and am prepared to accept the ver- 
dict. Benjamin Bcnkeii. 
A Blaverlck Bank Dividend 
Washington, June 6.—The Comp- 
troller of the currency has deolared a 
fourth dividend of five per cent in favor 
of creditors of the Maverick National 
bankof Boston, making 86 per cent on all 
claims proved. 
Anti-Option Bill Passed. 
Washington, June 6.—The anti-op- 
tion bill passed !the House to-dav under 
suspension of the rules, yeas, lijS; nay3, 
46. 
She Hanged Herself, 
Bedfast, June 6.—Del. lab H. Morin, a 
widow, 47 years old, committed suicide 
by hanging today. She was despondent from illness. 
Absolutely Pure. 
A cream of tartar baking powder. Highest of 
all in leavening strength.—Latest United States 
Government 1'ood Report. 
Koval Baking Powder Co., 105 Wall St, V. Y 
BLAINE PLUMES. 
CONTINUED FROM FIRST PAGE. 
have gone in arguing for the nomination 
of their candidate as a political neces- 
sity is 
Illustrated by a Scene 
which occurred in General Clarkson’s 
room just after the report reached here 
that the New York Tribune had just is- 
sued an extra declaring, on the authority 
of Wliitelaw Reid, that Blaine would not 
accept a nomination. The report had 
created a great deal of excitement and 
the representatives of several delegations 
at once hurried to the Blaine headquar- 
ters to learn from Clarkson the truth 
or falsity of this statement. Gen. Clark- 
son came into the room looking cool 
and self possessed. He said there 
was no truth in the report as 
he had a positive denial from New York. 
Gen. Clarkson then went on to assure 
the delegates that Mr. Blaine was in the 
fight to stay and that his nomination was 
not only agreeable to him but a political 
necessity. He dw'elt at length and wTith 
considerable earnestness on the fact that 
while he was not unfriendly to Harrison, 
and that he had labored faithfully for 
him four years ago, it was the best judg- 
ment of the leaders of the Republican 
party that he is not the most available 
candidate at this time. In view of the 
fapf tlnf cii raamr cfo+no f-liof ltovo Kaon 
regarded as Republican strongholds are 
now in the doubtful column, it is neces- 
sary, he said, to save the party from de- 
feat to nominate a man who can 
command the full vote of the Repub- 
lican party. He went so far as 
to admit if Harrison could poll ninety-five 
per cent, of the party vote, it would not 
sa ve the Republicans from defeat. It was 
imperative, .he said, that a man should 
be nominated who would get the other 
five per cent in order to make success as- 
sured. That man is believed by the lead- 
ing Republicans, he said, to be Blaine. 
At that point one of the delegates 
Asked How Mr. Blaine Stood 
on the financial question. “He is for 
sound money,” was the reply, “and on a 
sound money platform with reciprocity 
and protection for the campaign cry we 
believe that Mr. Blaine could be elected.” 
Senator Gallinger and Senator Wash- 
burn also addressed the delegation in the 
same strain. In addition to the doubtful 
state3 enumerated by General Clarkson. 
General Washburn alluded to the fact 
that Minnesota had only elected its pres- 
ent governor by a majority of two thous- 
and when Mr. Blaine carried the state in 
1884 by 5000. 
One of the delegates asked the Sena- 
tor what assurances had been given by Mr. Blaine that he would accept the 
nomination. In reply, Senator Wash- 
burne said that a personal friend of Mr. 
Blaine’s of 35 years’ standing was author- 
ized to say that Mr. Blaine did not desire 
the nomination, and if his personal con- 
venience was consulted ho would decline 
it, but that leading members of his par- 
ty, after looking the field over very care- 
fully, had shown him that it was his 
duty to step into the breach and save, if 
possible, his party from being turned 
down just as it was beginning to reap the benefits of protection and reciprocity 
and the American flag was making its 
appearance in all the ports of the world. 
It was not till two weeks ago yesterday, added Senator Washburn. that. MY 
Blaine finally consented to serve his par- 
ty if it called him to the front. This un- 
equivocal definition of Blaine’s position 
was, the delegates said afterward, the 
first definite information that they had 
received. 
BLAINE STOCK RISING. 
Messrs. Littlefield, Libby, Heed and Manley 
Talk. 
[Speeial to the Press.l 
Minneapolis, Minn., June 6.—To des- 
cribe the scenes in and around Hotel 
West this afternoon would be impossible. 
It is pandemonium let loose. Imagine 
five bands and as many drum corps and 
five thousand throats yelling, and you 
will come near it. All day delegates and 
clubs have been arriving in large num- 
bers. They marched to tho hotel, 
through the corridors and out. As each 
train arrives with friends of particular 
candidates, the club fellows let them- 
selves loose. The biggest furore of to- 
day was when the Indiana (President Harrison’s state) Club marched through 
yelliDg for Blaine and carrying banners 
with the words, “Blaine and Victory,” and red, white and blue plumes. The 
friends of Maine’s son outdid themselves 
and Blaine was in the air for ten min- 
utes. 
The situation is decidedly mixed. 
From careful observation I should 
say Blaine stock is rising. The Blaine sentiment is by far the strongest with the people. 
In general his supporters are now claim- 
ing his nomination on the second 
or third ballot. The Harrison 
men are still confident, but lack en- 
thusiasm. The Maine delegation is con- 
fident. Chairman Littlefield says: “I think things are looking 
Brighter and Brighter for Mr. Blaine. 
I feel confident of his nomination.” 
IT-/Tl_T_TM.l 1 UT ,1 
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the situation is growing better for 
Blaine. I don’t think Hsrrison can get 
enough votes to nominate him on the 
first ballot and ho will get less votes on 
every succeeding ballot.” 
Hon. J. H. Manley says little but to 
the point: “I think Blaine will be nom- 
inated.” 
Major McKinley has been holding a re- 
ception all day and the Ohio men are 
working for him hard, claiming it is not 
safe to nominate Blaine or Harrison and 
the convention must take a third man. 
Many inquiries were made today for 
Mr. Reed. The ex-Speaker arrived at 
the Maine delegation’s headquarters at 4 
p. m. He was warmly received, and 
Western delegations called on him and 
gave him an ovation. A glee club sang and Mr. Reed bowed his thanks. A 
Western man said, looking at Mr. Reed: 
“Well, Maine has some good presiden- 
tial timber besides Blaine.” The crowd 
gave Mr. Reed another cheer. Mr. Reed 
said: “I have not been here long enough 
to venture any prediction that would be 
of value. From my limited observations 
I should say that Mr. Harrison was beat- 
en.” E. C. Mitchell. 
CALIFORNIANS CONFER. 
i iine Men in the Majority—Harrison 
Forces Angry. 
Minneapolis, Minn., June 6.—There 
was a lively meeting of the California 
delegation today, at which the question 
of Presidential preferences was formally 
discussed for the first time by the dele-1 
gates of that state. The Blaine men, 
though in a large majority refrained from 
taking a vote. Senator Felton made a 
strong anti-Blaine speech. He said he 
did not care to influence any member of 
the delegation. He had been asked some 
time ago by Steve Elkins to give his vote 
to the President and he promised to do 
so. 
Delegate Knight said they should come 
to some agreement to cast the vote of the 
state solidly for some candidate. He be- 
lieved he voiced the sentiments of nine- 
tenths of the Republicans of California 
when he advised voting for Blaine. Judge 
Spencer asserted that the resolutions 
passed at the state convention were tan- 
tamount to instructions for Harrison. 
The delegation would have been solid as 
any Californian could desire if Blaine’s 
name had not been thrust before the con- 
vention. 
Mr. M. H. DeYoung declared tliat the 
delegates were not instructed. It was 
distinctly understood that they were to 
act on their best judgment. They had 
at no time expressed, directly or indi- 
rectly, a preference for Harrison. In 
1888, California had been promised a 
cabinet position and other important 
things. Nevertheless, President Harri- 
son had not given California a cabinet 
place, nor had he appointed a single Cal- 
ifornian to a prominent office. No one 
doubted for a minute that California 
would have recognition from Blaine. 
Judge Spence asked what Blaine had 
ever done foi California, and wras re- 
ferred by Mr. DeYoung to Mr. Blaine’s 
action on the Chinese question. Capt. 
Midder and Delegate Denison also spoke 
of Blaine, and Delegate Pillsburv spoke 
for Harrison, but counselled no action at 
present by the degation. 
On motion of Mr. DeYoung, the meet- 
ing adjourned without taking a poll. Mr. 
DeYoung gave as the reasou that the dis- 
cussion had been prolonged past the 
hour for other important meetings in 
which those present were interested. 
II WAS A HU I UAUUUS. 
Teller Bluntly Said Harrison Could Not 
Carry Colorado. 
Minneapolis, Minn., June 6.—A hot 
controversy broke ont almost at the be- 
ginning o£ the big caucus of Western del- 
egates that assembled this afternoon in 
the California delegation headquarters. 
Fully 150 delegates were present from 
the Pacific coast and Rocky Mountain 
states, to whom invitations had been 
sent by the Californians. None but del- 
egates were admitted, butthe big plate 
glass windows afforded an excellent 
view of the animated scene within. Sen- 
ator Teller of Colorado was selected as 
chairman. Before the proceedings were 
fairly underway, the question was raised 
as to whether the caucus had been called 
to discuss the silver plank or talk about 
candidates. Senator Teller held that it 
would be useless to attempt to enter in- 
to the matter of the platform until the 
caucus had reached some decision as to 
the candidate that would be supported. 
If Harrison was nominated it mattered 
not how strong a silver plank might be 
adopted, the Republicans could not 
carry the Western States. The Senator- 
declared specifically that Harrison, under- 
no circumstances, could carry Color- 
ado. 
Much excitement was caused by Mr. 
Teller’s blunt declaration and he was 
vigorously replied to by Judge Spence of 
California, a staunch Harrison supporter. 
J udge Spence spoke at great length, ges- 
ticulating violently and becoming -almost 
white at times with passion. Mr. De 
Young of California followed Judge 
Spence in a spirited address and was re- 
inforced by Mr. Boutelle of Maine. The 
latter spoke with marked emotion of the 
western support of Mr. Blaine in 1884 
and said that Mr. Blaine had been escort- 
ed to his home by California delegates, 
a proceeding which Mr. Boutelle urged 
would be no less fitting now. 
Senator Jones, of Nevada, succeeded 
Mr. Boutelle. Though caucus was reach- 
ing well into the evening, the interest was 
unabated and the attendance showed not 
the slightest diminution. 
Judge Spencer claimed that if a split 
was brought about in the Republican 
party through the action of the conven- 
tion the blame would rest on Blaine, who 
after a lifetime’s work that they ail ap- 
proved, had yielded in his old age to the 
blandishments of a party of selfish politi- 
cal bosses. The caucus was now in an 
uproar. Tlio Blaine men shouting and 
cheering for their favorite made such a 
showing of strength that the Harrison 
men gave up the contest. 
REED THEIR NEXT CHOICE. 
A Talk With Hon. E. S. Webb of the 
Maine Delegation. 
Boston, Mass., June G.—Minneapolis 
despatches to the Journal say: 
Hon. E. F. Webb, of the Maine delega- 
delegation, said to the Journal corre- 
spondent regarding Mr. Blaine: “He will 
permit the use of his name until he sees 
that it might lead to unfortunate results. 
His leaders will not withdraw it without 
consultation with him. For my own part, 
I should not be surprised to see that 
party considerations would drive both 
Mr. Blaine and President Harrison out. 
When President Harrison was nominatad 
four years ago it was understood that 
Mr. Blaine should be in his cabinet and 
that the administration should be practi- 
cally a Harrison and a Blaine one, or a 
Blaine and a Harrison one. The people 
elected the ticket on that. Of course, in 
another administration Mr. Blaine could 
have no part with President Harrison, 
and the nomination of the latter would 
mean probable defeat.. At the same time, 
1 F 1Yfr Rlu.inO 1C nnminotnrl if muir Kn flior 
Mr. Harrison’s friends can defeat him. 
It becomes evident then, thatMr. Blaine’s 
name will be withdrawn and a dark horse 
called out. In that case Maine will push 
Congressman Reed for all it can.” 
Ex-Governor Foraker says that he will 
present Mr. Blaine’s name. The Blaine 
meu insist that the report is true that 
Warner Miller will vote with ten New 
York delegates for Blaine. Mr. Boutelle, 
who represents the Fourth District of 
Maine in Congress and is said to know 
all about the Plumed Knight’s intentions, 
says: “It has come our way at last. The 
old man gets there. At last we have a 
President who can elect himself instead 
of making other people eminent.” 
Mr. Platt said today: “I and my friends 
have sincerely worked for Mr" Blaine 
anu in my opinion with his express ap- 
proval. Mind, I do not say that Mr. 
Blaine is a candidate, but I do say that I 
have his express authority for the state- 
ment that ho will accept if nominated. 
The movement for his nomination on our 
part has been sincere throughout, be- 
cause we have been working for the con- 
tinuing success of the Republican party, 
and believe that Mr. Blaine is stronger in 
New York by 30,000 than any other 
man.” 
Biaine Resolutions from Ifalsota. 
Minneapolis, Minn., June 0.—The 
North Dakota delegates appear to be 
badly divided on the Presidency, but the 
faction that insists tliot Blaine’s nomina- 
tion is necessary to party success in 
North Dakota, lias secured the adoption 
of the following resolution by the legis- 
tion of that State: 
Resolved, That we, the representatives of the 
people of North Dakota, In legislali ve assembly 
convened, express our belief that the Republi- 
can National convention about to assemble at 
Minneapolis will best serve the interests of the 
Republican party and promote the welfare of 
the country by the nomination of that illustii- 
statesman and gallant and magnanimous Knight 
of reciprocity and protection, Hon. James tr. 
Blaine. 
GOOD BLAINE NEWS. 
Fassett Will be the Temporary Chairman 
of the Convention. 
Minneapolis, June 6.—After a day 
spent in the untiring work, the Harrison 
and the Blaine men are endeavoring to 
count gains and losses of tlio day. 
The result is most cheering 
to the friends of the Maine man. Although 
during the early hours of the 
forenoon and of the afternoon they had 
every reason to feel anxiety they did not 
attempt to conceal, they are rejoicing 
tonight over an unexpected development 
of strength. After postponing until the 
last moment,the crucial test of strength 
in the national committee the vote on 
temporary chairman was taken to- 
night and J. S. Fassett, of New 
York was elected by a vote of 
28 to 21 over Senator Cullom. 
AS FIGURED BY THE SUN. 
The First Ballot Likely To Be: For 
Blaine, 534; for Harx*ison, 375, 
New York, June 0.—A Minneapolis 
despatch to the Sun of this morning con- 
cerning the probable result of the con- 
vention says: A careful study of the 
situation enables the Sun to make up a 
table of the first ballot, compiled from 
the figures of both sides. It can be re- 
lied upon as strictly impartial and much 
more accurate than any derived from 






State. ? § 
: s 
Alabama. 11 n 
Arkansas. 16 
California. 17 1 
olorado. 8 
Connecticut. 10 2 
Delaware. 6 
Florida. 2 6 
Georgia. 5 21 
Idaho. 6 
Illinois...-. 18 30 
Indiana. 30 
Iow . 8 18 
Kansas. 8 12 
Kentucky...,. 2 24 
Louisiana. 7 o 
Maine. 12 
aryland. 2 14 
Massachusetts. 28 2 
ichigan. 28 
Minnesota. 14 4 
Mississippi. 8 10 
i souri. 18 is 
Montana. 4 2 
Nebraska. 7 9 
evada. 6 .. 
New Hampshire. 6 2 
New Jersey. 2 18 
New York. 55 17 
North Carolina. 8 14 
North Dakota. 6 .. 
Ohi . 04 22 
regon. 12 
Pennsylvania. 59 5 
Bliode Island. 8 .. 
South Carolina. 6 12 
South Dakota. 4 4 
Tennessee. 14 10 
Texas. . 15 15 
Vermont. 6 2 
irginia.. 16 8 
Washington. 8 .. West Vir i ia. 5 7 
isconsin. 24 
Wyoming. 6 
Arizona. 1 1 New Mexico... 2 
Oklahoma. o 
Utah. 2 
District of Columbia. 2 !! 
Totals. 524 376 
A BLAINE SURPRISE. 
Unexpected Vote for the Maine Man in the 
Ohio Delegation. 
Minneapolis, June 0.—The chief sur- 
prise of the day has been the unexpected 
strength of the Blaine faction demon- 
strated in the Ohio delegation. It has 
been generally understood that of the 40 
votes of the State, Harrison would get 
nearly three-fourths. It was com- 
monly accepted that the Sherman 
forces in the delegation repre- 
sented the strength of the admin- 
istration and the Foraker delegates the following of Mr. Blaine. Therefore 
the contest over the selection of a mem- 
ber of the National Committee resolved 
intn Tilct PrtDfnof 4-1 x Ti>l„: 
Harrison forces in the delegation. The 
result was a victory for the Harrison peo- ple by the surprisingly close vote of 23 
to 21, Mr. Hahn being elected. Govern- 
or McKinley was made chairman of the 
delegation. 
THE LATEST 
Gathered from Despatches Sent in the 
, Morning Horn's. 
The great convention hall was dedicat- 
ed by Cliauneey M. Depew last night. 
His speech was heard by 11,000 people. 
Leaders of the rival factions, one de- 
spatch says, do not speak as they pass bv. 
There are said to be many delegates whose preference is for Blaine who will 
obey their instructions and vote for Har- 




j¥o Cure You. 
The 
Flood Tide 
Of worthless medicines can’t 
conceal from William Ricker, of \ 
Kennebunk, Me., the one medi- 
cine which he knows is good. 
ALLEN’S 
SARSAPARILLA. 
Cured him of rheumatism and j 
kidney disease. He tried every- j 
thing elsewithout success. Two ; 
bottles of Allen’s cured him. He j 
says he felt benefited in three 
days after beginning its use. 
128 Doses, 50 Cents. 
All Druggists. 
Allen’s Sarsaparilla Go., Woodfords, Me. 
Boston Office, 125 Broad St, 
REPUBLICANS IN CAUCUSES. 
Delegates Chosen Bast Evening and 
Pledged to Hon. H. B. Cleaves. 
Caususes to choose delegates to the 
Republican state convention were held in 
the several wards last evening. There 
was, of course, no eontest, the Republi- 
cans of the city being unanimously in 
favor of Hon. Henry B. Cleaves’s candi- 
dacy for the governorship. 
Ward One. 
In Ward 1, Hon. Wm. H. Looney was 
chairman and Ozman Munroe secretary. 
The delegates are: Richard K. Gatley, 
Andrew H. Ward, Albert E. Perry, John G. Monroe, Jesse H. Crowell, Benjamin 
Thompson, John Chisholm. The fol- 
lowing resolution offered by George 
Trefethen was unanimously adopted: 
Sesolved, That the Republicans of Ward 1 in 
caucus assembled recognizing the eminent 
ability, honorable character, and valuable 
public services both military and civil of their 
distinguished fellow citizen, Hon. Henry B. 
Cleaves, heartilv endorse him for governor, and 
promise to use every honorable means to secure his nomination and election. 
Ward Two. 
In Ward 2, F. H. Plummer was chosen 
chairman and James A. Logue secretary. 
These are the delegates: Isaiah Daniels, James Cunningham, Geo. W. Green, Levi M. Blake Frank E. Haggett, Geo. 
E. Lefavor and James A. Logue. The 
following resolution was adopted: 
Resolved, That we view with pleasure the 
unanimity of the Republicans of Maine in giv- 
ing their hearty support to our townsman, Hon. Henry B. Cleaves, for the Republican nomin- ation for governor, and the Republicans of Ward 2 pledge their united support for his 
nomination and election. 
Wal'd 3. 
The caucus in the Ward was called to 
order by Benj. G. Ward, secretary of the 
ward committee. Janies A. Day was 
elected chairman and Josiah C. Ward, 
clerk. The following delegates were 
elected: William W. Latham, Milton 
Higgins, Willard C. G. Carney, George 
B. Hawkqs, Edgar F. Rounds, William 
H. Willard, benjamin G. Ward. 
The following resolutions were pres- 
ented by Benjamin G. Ward, Esq., and 
given a unanimous passage: 
Whereas—The Republican voters of Ward 3 
are earnestly desirous of seouringto the Repub- 
lican party a sweeping victory in the approach- 
ing election for a Governor of this State; and 
Whereas—Thev believe that such a result can 
be obtained only‘by the nomination, as Repub- lican candidate, of the most popular as well as 
the best fitted man for the position: 
Resolved—That it i3 the unanimous sense of 
the Republican voters of the Ward that the Re- 
publican nominee for Governor shall be Henry 
B. Cleaves, o this city; 
And further, that the delegates from Ward 3 
to the State Convention to he held the 21st 
inst., are hereby instructed to vote for Mr. 
Cleaves until he shall be nominated; 
Aud further, that the Republican voters of 
this Ward express their satisfaction to their brethren throughout the State at the apparent Ultamnity of feeling in favor of the candidacy of 
Mr. Cleaves; and tender tUeir congratulations 
to opponents as well as friends that we all have 
the most excellent prospect of being governed 
by a man so well fitted to occupy the highest 
position a state can place in trust of an honored 
citizen. 
Ward Four. 
In Ward 4 Joseph B. Reed, was chair- 
man, and John D. Prindable secretary. 
These are the delegates: Fred E. Rich- 
ards, George A. Dow, S. Major Hammett, 
Frederick E. Bootliby, Samuel Hodgdon, 
Ivory S. Bean, William P. Larkin. The 
following, presented by John Mnrpby, 
Jr., was adopted: 
Tiflenlt'orl Thut.tk > L?rmnhliooro of \ai n A 
unite with theBSKTOlicans of Maine in favoring the nomination aim election of the Hon. Henry B. Cleaves to the governorship of Maine. As 
citizens of his own ward, we commend him to 
the people of the state as a man of marked abil- 
ity, sterling character and a candidate worthy them fullest support and confidence. 
Ward Five. 
M. F. King was chairman in Ward 6 
and George H. Allan, secretary. The 
delegates are: John H. Fogg, Frank 
Dudley, James H. Hall, Harry K. Vir- 
gin, Caleb N. Lang, John H. Hill, Geo. 
F. West. 
J. H. Fogg offered the following reso- 
lution : 
Resolved, That the Eepublicans of Ward 5 
take pride in commending our worthy fellow 
citizen, Hon. Henry B. Cleaves as the Bepubli- 
ean candidate for Governor; feeling assured 
that under his leadership Eepublioan principles 
will triumph in the approaching election, and 
that by his commanding ability aftd large expe- 
rience in state affairs he will honor the high 
office and the state. We, therefore, pledge our undivided and earnest efforts for his nomina- 
tion and election. 
Ward Six. 
The caucus was called to order by 
George H. Abbott. William M. Marks 
was chosen chairman and W. Edwin Ul- 
mer secretary. The following delegates 
were unanimously chosen by acclama- 
tion: Colonel Fred N. Dow, Hon. Jo- 
seph W. Symonds, William M. Marks, 
Charles A. Strout, Nathaniel L. Shaw, 
William Milliken, Orlando Libby. The 
following resolution was presented and, 
on motion, was unanimously adopted: 
Resolved, That the Eepublicans of Ward 6 fa- 
vor the nomination of Hon. Henry B. Cleaves 
for Governor, and if them choice is ratified by 
me wuvtiiLtuii, wiu give nun men uuuiviueu 
support at the polls. 
Ward Seven. 
The following were chosen as 
delegates: Stephen R. Small, Henry C. 
Peabody, 'William K. Neal. Seth L. Lar- 
rabee, Henry S. Trickey, William (x. 
Soule, Richard Webb. The following 
resolution was unanimously adopted: 
Resolved, That the Republicans of Ward 7 
heartily endorse the gubernatorial candidacy of Gen. Henry B. Cleaves and pledge to him their 
support at the Republican State convention to 
be field on the 21st inst. His services to the 
country during the war and to the State and its 
industrial interests since entitle him to a grate- 
ful recognition therefor and should be reward- 
ed by an unanimous nomination to the high of- 
fice of governor of the State. 
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS, 
The Weather Today 
is likely to be 
fair. 
Portland, June 7, 1892. 
THE toilet' goods counter has all the 
thousand and one lit- 
the things necessary for 
perfect comfort in hot 
weather, and it offers the 
broadest choice in staple 
articles like perfumes, toi- 
let waters, soaps, etc., of 
any stock in the city. 
Then the prices--there’s 
quite a saving, you know, 
in buying toilet articles 
.1 .« 
ncre, a.na mat s worm re- 
membering when you are 
making up your list of 
summer needs. 
A fresh stock of Wood- 
worth’s “Lily-of-the-Val- 
ley” in handsome bottles 
with ground glass stop- 
pers, has just come in, 
a lot of flower extracts 
made by the Crown Per- 
fumery Co., which is to 
be sold for 25c. Soap 
boxes of silver, celluloid 
and white metal. Toilet 
cases for travellers, flasks 
drinking cups, sponge 
bags and everything re- 
quired for a season away 
from home. 
There’s really no ex- 
cuse for putting off Para- 
sol buying any longer. 
The weather suggests it, 
comfort demands it, and 
there’s the greatest line 
of them ready now that 
this store has ever seen. 
Umbrellas. 
To-day, at Minneapolis, will 
be called to.order the National 
Republican'.Convention. 
For the tenth time in its his- 
tory, the representatives of this 
party will place*a presidential 
ticket in the field. FREMONT 
and Blaine were defeated; all 
of the other republican standard 
bearers took the oath of office. 
Two terms were cut short by 
assassination. _ 
THIN CLOTHING. 
We have got it in all grades from 
$7 to $25.00. 
The weather yesterday reminded 
us our heavy underwear was setting 
a little uncomfortable. You can get 
just what you want at our store; 25c 
to $1.50 Come and see us for your 
straw hats. 
FARRINGTON & BICKFORD 
Formerly Farrington Bros., 




THIS Institution will open July 16th. A few rooms in Sanitarium and 7 rooms in Maple 
Cottage will be let for summer boarders. Meals 
in sanitarium dining rooms. No people here 
objectionable to those in good health. 
For prices and circulars address 
JOHN H. POTTER. Treas.. or 
WM. CALDWELL, M. D. 
je7 1m* 
FREEPORT STEAMBOAT CO. 
STEAMER PHANTOM on and after Mon- day. Juno 6. will leave Portland Pier at 
10.46 a. m. and 4 p. m. for Falmouth, Cousens’s 
Littlejohn’s and Great Chebeague Islands. 
RETURNING—Will leave Great Chebeague 
at .15 a. m. and 1.30 p. m. for Portland, and 
will leave South Freeport at 6.40 a. m. for 
Portland, returning at 4 p. m., touching at all 
landings. II. B. SOULE, Manager. 
je7dtf
X A A A day—Agents wanted at once, ex- vjl" perience not neeessary. Call at 
office of ONCE A WEEK, 235% Middle street. 
A. A. LEWIS, Manager. 7-1 
WANTED—Young man of good habits de- sires board i  a Protestant family. Ref- 
erence given. Address H, this office. 7-1 
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. 
1-2 PRICE. Ti 1-2 PRICE. 
Here Are Some Bargains 
IjV our 
DRY GOODS DEPARTMENT. 
We have a few Ladies’ Negligee Blouses, our 
regular $1.00 goods, that we shall close for 50 
cents. These Blouses are made of fine satine, In 
black and white stripe, and are very neat 
A T .SO 
1-2 PRICE..1-2 PRICE. 
One lot of Ladies' White Flannel Blouses, our 
regular $1.50 goods, we shall close these for 75 
cents. 
If you are looking for anything of this kind we 
know you will be plaased with the bargains here 
offered. We have all sizes in both lots. 
1000 yards of Challies 4 cents a yard. 
500 yards Challies 6 1-4 cents, marked Tdown 
from 10 cents. 
Dress Style Cinghams 6 1-4 cents, a bargain. 
Apron Goods 10, 12 1-2, 21 cents. 
White Nainsooks 4 cents a yard, worth 7 cts. 
White Nainsooks 9 cents a yard, marked down 
from 12 1-2 cents. 
White Nainsooks 12 1-2 cents, always sold at 
20 cents. 
COME EARLY. 
THE ATKINSON COMPANY 1 Middle, Pearl and Vine Streets. 
ISAACC. ATKINSON, - CEN’L MANAGER, 
THE MILLETT STORE, 
(Geo. C. Shaw & Co.,) 
FINE GROCERIES, 
Congress Square. 
A PURE AND DELICIOUS TABLE WATER. 
Hygeia Ilia Water 
CONTAINS FIVE TIMES AS MUCH LITHIA 
as any Lithia “Spring” Water sold, and will be found one of the 
most effectual remedies for Gout, Rheumatism. Gravel, Kidney 
and Bladder Disorders. Dyspepsia, Sick Headache, and all forms 
of Stomach Troubles. 
ANALYSIS—13 grains of pure Lithium Carbonate to each Unit, 
ed States gallon of Hygeia Distilled Water. 
Repeated Analyses have proven that Natural Spring Lithia 
Waters are not reliable, that they change with every variation of 
the weather, and at times do not contain a trace of Lithia. 
For this reason Hygeia Lithia is now prescribed by Leading 
Physicians in preference to uncertain Spring Waters. 
Office of J. C. Kennedy, 
Attorney and Counsellor at Law, 28 State Street 
__ Boston, April 24,1891. Messrs. C. S. Curtiss & Co., 
Agents Hygeia Distilled Water Co.: 
Gentlemerv-For about ten years I have suffered from Sciatic Rheumatism. It attacked princi- pally my hip and knees, and at times has been so painful I could scarcely walk. I have tried all 
manner of remedies, including natural Lithia Waters, hut without obtaing the relief I sought for. A lew months ago I was induced to try Hygeia Lithia Water. I did so reluctantly, expecting no better results than from other Lithia waters which I had tried, but much to my surprise and de* light I had used but three or four bottles of the Still Water when I experienced a marked relief. I 
have used it from that time to this. My rheumatism has constantly decreased, and I am now 
practically free from it. I attribute the cure entirely to Hygeia Lithia Water, and can strongly recommend it to those who are suffering as I have. Yours truly, J. C. KENNEDY. 
je7eod3t 
00 YOU PLAY TENNIS? 
DO YOU BIDE A BICYCLE? 
DO YOU PLAY BALL? 
00 YOU GO YACHTING ? 
If you enjoy any of these sports you want a shoe different 
from the one you wear about the city. Just now we are making a 
drive at our stock of outing goods and are offering some special 
bargains in our Tennis Shoes. They are in all grades from the can- 
vas top at 75 cents to the Russia calf. 
We have a line of men’s low cut ties in black and russet. They 
are giving great satisfaction. 
ASK TO SEE THE 
L. A. W. BICYCLE SHOE. 
THE ATkInSONTgOMPANV 
& Middle, Pearl and Vine Streets, 
ISA^AC C. ATKINSON, - CEN’L MANAGER. 
WANTED-The public to know that J. G. CURRIER, bell hanger, is at 137 Clark 
street. Speaking tubes ana bells of every de- 
scription put into hotelsl private houses and 
steamboats at short notice; all work warranted; 
orders by mail attended to. 7-1 
WTANTED—All persons In want of trunks or 
t T bags to call at E. D. REYNOLDS’, 666 and 658 Congress street, corner of Oak; as we 
manufacture our goods, and can therefore give 
you bottom prices; trunks repaired; open 
evenings until 9.7-1 
PICTURES! PICTURES! Those in want of a good picture, for a small amount of money, 
would do well to call on us. Pictures framed 
to order;moulding for sale; picture wire and 
moulding hooks. E. D. REYNOLDS, Cor. Oak 
andCoDgress streets. 7-1 
WE—find that the people know a good thing when they see it, and we have had all we 
can do in making those suits to measure for $12 
and upwards, which we still continue to make 
at SAM’L WATERHOUSE & SONS, 367 & 369 
Fore St._ 7-2 
wasted—Business man to call onmer- 
T ? chants and wholesale manufacturers in 
regard to credit indemnity. An energetic drum- 
mer. Clali on J. A. MENARD, Falmouth Hotel between 6 and 8 p.m. 7-1 
WANTED—Active young man to learn me- chanical business; chance to advance, 
w me to K., this office. 7-1 





When all else Fails. 
my!9 eodtf 
CHARLES W. MOWER. 
TWO YEARSiSUFFERED 
AND AT LAST TV A3 
mi si mim syrup. 
Charles W. Mower, Wholesale Meat Dealer, 
East Yassalboro, Maine. 
For two years I suffered everything but death. Headache, distress after eating. 
At no time was I freo from pain, until I commenced to use Groder’s Botanic 
Dyspepsia Syrup, and I at onco com- menced to gain. My head felt as though the bandage had been loosened, and the 
distress ip my stomach was less frequent. 
Today I am a well man, free from pain, 
and can eat.any kind of food at any time. For two years I have been free from 
Dyspepsia, so you see it is a permanent cure. The curative power of this medicine is 
truly phenomenal. I recommend it fo* any kind of stomach trouble. 
Charles W. Mower, 
East Yassalboro, Me. 
Tfl DDflVC OTJB faith in \ II rHsiMr' THE MEPICINE, 
On and after October l, 1891, we give every 
person selling our medicine the privilege of 
selling six bottles for $5.00, and guarantee 
that in case it does you no good you can 
receive your money back. Read guaranty 
with every bottle. We claim to cure Dys- 
pepsia, Headache, Sour Stomach, Heartburn, 
Kidney Complaint, Neuralgia, Distress after 
eating, Palpitation of the Heart, Colic, Ner- 
vousness, Loss of Sleep, Dizziness, Irregular- 
ity of the Appetite, Pleurisy Pains, Bloat, 
Wind on the Stomach, Hacking Cough, and 
Constipation. And why will it cure? Be- 
cause it is Relaxing, Purifying, Soothing, 
and Healing. It is compounded from the 
purest root3 and herbs, free from Alcohol 
or Morphia. It is harmless to the smallest 
child; children like it, and it is far superior 
to Castor Oil and all other preparations. 
Call for Groder’s Botanic Dyspepsia 
Syrup. None genuine unless bearing our 
traae-manc, tne weaver. 
THE GROCER DYSPEPSIA CURE COMPANY, 
WATER TIL EE, MAINE. 
Or 8®EIMHM!SEBVATION. A new. and only 
Gold Modal ERIZE,ESSAY on NERVOUS and 
PHYSICAL BEBIL1TY, ERRORS of 
yootHeexhaustub vitality, pre- 
MAT.trHEDECLTNE, find all DISEASES 
End WEAKNESSES Of KAN. 800 pages, cloth, 
gflt; 105 Invaluable prescriptions. Only J1.00 
by mall, double seeled. Descriptive Prospect 
til with dndoraemonts praF**”| SEND Sfisssr o?Ve1s FBEE! mow. 
ConflnMtion in person or fey mall. Expert treat- 
meBt. SECRECY and CE1'»* 
Boston, MaJjs. 
Tho Peabody Medical Institute has many Imi- 
tators, but no eqsal. — mthld. 
The Science of Life, or Self-Preservation, is a 
treasure more valuable,than gold. Read it now, 
every WEAK and NERVOUS man, and learn to 
bo STRONG .—Medical Deoieic. (Copyrighted.) 
dec3 eod&wl 
MR. GEO. C. FRYE. 
Dear Sir: 
Please send me one 
dozen bottles AMAN- 
DINE to Adams House, 
Boston, by next Thurs- 
day, as I there join a 
party en route to Mon- 
treal, and we wish your 
preparation to use while 
travelling as I have 
fonnd it to be excellent 
for bathing the face to 
remove cinders and dust, 
besides being very re- 
iresmng. 
Res’p Yours 
ELLEN Y. ARNOLD, 





m our cocos. 
Lurk no dirt, disease, or danger. 
Sleeper’s Eye 
Cigars 
Are made the clean- 
est and best in the 
market at our own 
factory. 10 cents. 
TRADE MARK REGISTERED- 
S, S. SLEEPER & CO., Factory, Boston. 
my31 eodlw 
PLEADING FOR JUSTICE. 
Jean lonis Legare’s Claim Against 
the Government- 
The Man Who Procured the Surrender ol 
Sitting Bull and His Followers— 
Shabby Treatment Accorded 
Him by Uncle Sam. 
[Special Washington Letter.! 
Here is a romanoe in real life. It 
beats all the dime novels ever written. 
Senator Davis, of Minnesota, on March 
10, introduced the following bill: 
“Bo it enacted by the senate and house ol 
representatives of the United States of Ameri- 
ca in congress assembled, That the sum of thir- 
teen thousand four hundred and twelvo dollars 
be, and the same is hereby appropriated out of 
any money in the treasury not otherwise ap- 
propriated, for full compensation to Jean Louis 
Legare, of the dominion of Canada, for services 
and monev expended in bringing into the United 
States and procuring the surrender of Sitting 
Bull and his followers, under the direction of 
the war department: and that the seoretaryof 
the treasury is hereby authorized and directed 
to matte payment of the same.” 
The bill was referred to the commit- 
tee on Indian affairs; and the following 
report has been made by that commit- 
tee: 
“This claim grows out of servioes performed 
by the claimant for the United States army and 
for supplies furnished Sitting Bull and his hand 
of Indians, to induce their surrender to the 
United States." 
After the battle of Little Big Horn, 
in the year 1876, in which Gen. Custer 
was killed, Sitting Bull and his follow- 
ers, being pursued by the army, crossed 
f_ IV. Cl-i_x.1_a_I 
tory of Canada, where they were not 
only an annoyance to the Canadian gov- 
ernment) but were a constant menace 
to our government by their raids across 
the line, making it necessary to main- 
tain a large number of troops on the 
frontier to prevent trouble from these 
Indians. 
Eepeated efforts were made during 
the years 1877 to 1881 to secure their 
surrender. But all efforts failed until 
the claimant, who was peculiarly fitted 
for the work by his life among the 
northwest Indians, at the solicitation of 
Maj. Brotherton, undertook to secure 
their return to the United States, and 
their surrender to the army at Fort Bu- 
ford, Dak. This he accomplished during 
the year 1881. 
Legare undertook this work after an 
interview with Maj. Brotherton, com- 
mander of the post at Fort Buford, who 
assured him that, if he was successful in 
bringing in these Indians, the govern- 
ment would undoubtedly pay him for his 
services. 
After the claimant had brought in the 
first lot of Indians, Maj. Brotherton 
telegraphed Gen. A. H. Terry as fol- 
lows; 
Fobt Buford, D. T., May 23, 1331.—Gen. A. 
H. Terey, Commanding Department of Dakota, 
St. Paul, Minn.: I have considered it best to 
retain Mathey’s troop, as sending it away would 
reduce the garrison to ono hundred and eighty- 
six present for duty. Mr. Legare, a trader at 
Woody mountain, who has brought in his last 
two trips forty-eight Indians, brought in on the 
2dth Inst, thirty-two; these were sent with the 
others to Yates. I sent back with him two of 
those he brought in after they had seen and 
talked with their friends here. Mr. Legare 
tells me that the fact that their friends have 
gone below peaceably and were so well treated 
while here, will, he thinks, produce a movement 
at once of the Indians at Woody mountain In 
this direction to surrender, as they are starv- 
ing where they are, and also that there is now a 
strong probability that Sitting Bull himself, 
finding so many of his adherents leaving him, 
even his own daughter, will hove to come in. 
I have known Mr. Legaro since last summer; 
he is well known, reliable, and I have every 
reason, from the way things look now, to be- 
lieve his impression will be realized. He has 
been here quite a number of times, but usually 
very reticent on the subject of Indians coming 
in, but is now outspoken, and seems thoroughly 
convinced that all will come in. With this in 
view I thought best to retain Matbey’s troop, 
as I presume all that come in will be shipped to 
Yates. 
Tho Indians shipped the other day embarked 
cheerfully and willingly to all appearance. I 
sent with them Allison and Running Antelooe. 
Mr. Legare lelt here yesterday with his train 
lor Woody mountain; said ho would return in 
about two weeks with all the Indians wno de- 
sired to come in. He brings these Indians in, 
hauling their plunder on his carts, and has so 
lar led them on the way. Cannot he be reim- 
bursed in some way? 
(Signed) D. H. Brotherton, 
Major Seventh Iniaatry, Commanding. 
While claimant was en route with Sit- 
ting Bull and two hundred of his follow- 
ers, Maj. Brotherton sent out a train to 
meet him, with the following letter: 
Fort Buford, Dak., Friday, 15th July, 1881. 
Mb. Legare—Dear Sir: Your messenger with 
your good news arrived last night. I sent out a 
train this morning with rations at your request. 
I send a few soldiers to take care ol wagons on 
the road; did not send an officer, as I thought 
from your letter that you did pot want any. The 
men in charge will be directed to report to you 
so that you can dispose and issue the rations 
as is best. Have sent a small present for each 
ol the six chiefs, as you wished, which you 
can give to them. You can say to them that I 
am told by the department commander to say 
to them, Sittiqg Bull included, that they will be 
well treated here, and they need fear nothing in 
coming in. Wagons will travel as last as they 
can towards you. Shall ba glad to see you when 
you get here. D. H. Brotherton, 
Major Seventh Infantry, Commanding. 
On August SO, 1881, Maj. Brotherton 
wrote to the assistant adjutant general 
as follows: 
Fort Buford, Dais., August SO, 1881.—Assist- 
ant Adjutant General, Department Da- 
kota, Fort Snelling, Minn.—Sir: I have the 
honor to state that I have delayed answering 
dispatch ol the 5th inst., referring to the amount 
ol compensation that should bo allowed Mr. 
Louis Legare lor his services in bringing in to 
until I had again heard from him as to the pros- 
pect of his being able to bring in the remainder. 
Mr. Legare has been engaged in this business 
since the early part of May last. It has been 
followed up by him to the negleot of his busi- 
ness as freighter! he also had to feed these In- 
dians. not oo'y °!> the way in, but also for some 
time beforo they oame In. The total nnmber 
brought in by him, including those under Sit- 
ting Bull, numbered two hundred and thirty-2va 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
D. H. Bpotherton, 
Major Seventh Infantry, Commanding. 
This was indorsed by P. H. Sheridan, 
lieutenant general, and W. T. Sherman, 
general. 
Claimant formed his plan to sur- 
render these Indians to the United 
States soon after they came to his place. 
He then told Sitting Bull that he would 
feed them If they would surrender. 
His statement of his expenses is cor- 
roborated by the testimony of other 
witnesses. He was a man of character 
and property. McDonald, the British 
officer ijvho was in command of the Can- 
adian police, after an acquaintance of 
twelve jyears, says: “Without an excep- 
tion, he is the most honest man I ever 
>uk» 
"■ 
It was due to the services of Jean 
Loui3 Legare that Sitting Bull and his 
bloodthirsty hand surrendered to the 
military authorities, whereby hundreds 
of lives were saved, and an incalculable 
amount of property relieved from spolia- 
tion._And yet. after all these years. 
this man stands knocking at the doors 
of our national legislature praying, not 
reward, but reimbursement for the ex- 
penses which he incurred. If the gen- 
tlemen of the house and senate really 
represent the people, then we are a na- 
tion of ingrates and robbers. 
This is but one of many clalms-which 
have been called to my attention during 
this session. It would form a very in- 
teresting and instructive object lesson 
if I could prepare a synopsis of about 
one thousand of these claims and print 
them, together with the evidence in 
each case as submitted to the congres- 
sional committees. Smith D. Pet. 
IN THE MEXICAN HOT COUNTRY. 
An Incident of a Sinner in Mexico Where 
the fame of the Camera Was Known. 
Our dinner was astonishingly good. 
Just think of a meal in that semi bar- 
barous place down in the hot lands of 
Mexico equal to the best to be had in the 
Italian or French restaurants that stand 
high in the favor of artists and other 
bohemians in New York! There were 
nine bountiful courses, served in excel- 
lent style, at a total oost of three reales, 
or 37% cents in Mexican money, hardly 
more than twenty-five cents American, 
With exchange reckoned as it was then. 
The watermelon served at dessert was 
the most delicious I had ever tasted—a 
deep red pulp of a firm texture and 
mealy crispness that almost melted in 
the mouth. The melons in this region 
are raised on the sandy beds of the 
streams in the dry season, where they 
mature quickly in the intense heat. For 
drink there was pulque from Apam on 
the tableland, brought by railway train 
to the nearest station and thence hauled 
by teams across country. 
This fonda was, of course, patronized 
by the “quality”—the visitors from the 
neighboring great estates, city people 
who had come over from Jonacatepec, 
and raucheros with their families. 
These latter, like fanner folk the world 
over, I believe, were undemonstrative 
and chary of speech, exchanging bntfew 
words as they sat at table, awkwardly 
handling their knives and forks, and 
evidently awed by the unaccustomed 
magnificence of their repast. Don Er- 
nesto had entered into a little friendly 
chaffing with Maria, a proceeding upon 
which a good ranchera, who sat opposite 
with her husband, looked with evident 
disapproval. 
“Drunk!” she was heard to remark to 
her husband under her breath. 
“Yes,” he responded, with a confirma- 
tory glance. 
Poor young fellow, to be so harshly 
misjudged for his metropolitan man- 
ners, when his delicate health made him 
a total abstainer! 
Jovita, one of the waitresses, became 
a great favorite with us all. She was 
a girl of about fifteen, slight, with regu- 
lar, delicately chiseled features and 
glossy dark hair falling in two long 
braids—a typo of lovely rural inno- 
cence. There was an exquisite shy 
graco in her movements. 
“Take her photograph,” suggested 
Celso, and the proposition was heartily 
seconded by all hands. But even hero 
the function of a hand camera appeared 
to be known, and Jovita took sudden 
alarm. 
“No, no,” she appealed. Her head 
drooped, pretty fingers went shyly to her 
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cheeks, and she stood there with face 
averted a picture of maidenly shame. 
She was now on her guard, and ever 
glanced apprehensively toward us. Ev- 
ery time she saw the instrument aimed 
in her direction she would turn her face 
quickly away. It was too shadowy in 
the fonda for a good snap shot, and so I 
really did not lo6e anything. But when 
we rose to leave Jovita was standing by 
the range, well out in the light and 
awaiting an order. She had seen us 
start and deemed herself in safety. She 
was lookingthe other way, I was within 
a few feet and my camera was ready. 
“Adios, Jovita!” I said. 
She turned my way unthinkingly. 
Click went the shutter, and I had her. 
A shout of merriment from my com- 
panions greeted the success of my strat- 
agem, and the expression of dismay on 
Jovita’s face gave way to a rippling lit- 
tle smile, as if to say that now it was 
done, it was no great harm after all.— 
Sylvester Baxter in Harper’s. 
Rutikin’a Toys. 
The home rule of Buskin’s mother 
was well nigh Puritanic in severity; his 
toys were few and his source of amuse- 
ment limited. He says: 
For toys, I had a bunch of keys to 
play with so long as I was capable of 
pleasure in what glittered and jingled; 
as I grew older I had a cart and a ball, 
and when I was six years old, two boxes 
of well cnt wooden bricks. 
With these modest, but I still think 
entirely sufficient possessions, and being 
mways summarily wmppea u i criea, 
(lid not do as I was bid or tumbled on 
the stairs, I soon attained serene and 
secure methods of life and motion, and 
could pass my days contentedly in 
tracing the squares and comparing the 
colors of my carpet, examining the 
knots in the wood of the floor, or count- 
ing the bricks in the opposite houses. 
There were also intervals of rap- 
turous excitement during the filling of 
the water cart through its leathern pipe 
from the dripping iron post at the pave- 
ment edge, or the still more admirable 
proceedings of the turncock, when lie 
turned and turned until a fountain 
sprang up in the middle of the street. 
But the carpet, and what patterns 1 
could find in bed covers, dresses or wall 
papers to be examined, were my chief 
resources. 
An Old EngllBli Custom. 
At a beautiful Wensleydale village 
the old custom of the blowing of a horn 
each night in winter is still carried out. 
its purpose was to guide belated travel- 
ers in the forest, just as the foghorn 
guides the mariner who is.nearing the 
coast.—London Tit-Bib* 
MAGAZINE NOTICES. 
Roswell Smith, the late President of 
The Century Co., is the subject of a num- 
ber of contributions to the June Cen- 
tury. There is a frontispiece portrait, a 
poem by Edmund Gosse, a biographical 
sketch by the Rev. Dr. Gladden, an edi- 
torial in Topics of the Time, with brief 
statements of Mr. Smith’s connection 
with the Tract Society, the Congrega- 
tional Club and Berea College, Ken- 
tucky. The leading illustrated article 
of this number is by Dr. Albert Shaw. 
In this paper he describes the rise of a 
new metropolis—Budapest. The paper 
is profusely illustrated by Joseph Pen- 
nell, A pa^er also of timely interest in 
view of the approaching presidential 
campaign is Joseph B. Bishop’s article 
on Early Political Caricature in America, 
which is illustrated by fac similes of 
caricatures which were famous in their 
day. Mount Saint Elias Revisited is a 
description by Israel C. Russel, ofj the 
United States Geological Survey, of his second attempt to reach the summit of 
that famous pinnacle. In the April num- 
ber of last year he described the expedi- 
tion of the previous year. This second 
expedition was perhaps more eventful. 
In the article entitled Land of the Living 
Cliff Dwellers Lieut. Frederick Schwatka 
describes his first visit among the half 
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ans of Chihuahua. Senor Emilio Caste- 
lar’s second article on Christopher Co- 
lumbus describes the great explorer In 
Search of a Patron. A striking feature 
of this number is the beginning of a new 
serial called The Chatelaine of La Trin- 
ity, by Henry B. Fuller, author of the 
book so much praised by James Russell 
Lowell and Prof. Norton, The Chevalier 
of Pensieri-Vani. Mr. Fuller’s first book 
dealt with Italian subjects in a novel and 
charming manner. The scene of the 
present one is laid in Switzerland. 
Scribner’s Magazine for June contains 
the series on The Poor in Great Cities 
(which is attracting the widest attention) 
with an article on Life in New York 
Tenement Houses, as Seen by a City 
Missionary, by the Rev. William T. El- 
sing, who for nine years has worked in 
the tenement house district in close as- 
sociation with all phases of that life. 
Closely connected with this series is a 
wonderfully sympathetic account of The 
'Drury Lane Boys’ Club, London, by Mrs. 
Frances Hodgson Burnett, who has not 
contributed to any magazine before for 
several years. Her account of the origin 
and growth of the club, and the opening 
of the new reading room has all those 
qualities of sympathy and appreciation 
with child life which have made her sto- 
ries among the most popular in the lan- 
guage. The Rev. David Swing, D. D., 
contributes to the Historic Moments se- 
ries A Memory of the Chicago Fire, which is a most graphic word picture of 
what he saw and felt on the night of Oc- tober 8, 1871, when nearly the whole city 
was swept away. Of particular impor- 
tance to all great cities is Mr. Thomas 
Curtis Clarke’s suggestive article on the 
solution of the problem of Rapid Transit 
in Great Cities. Mr. Clarke makes very definite plans for Chicago, Boston and 
NewYork, which he has evolved afrer a 
close personal study of the question in 
each of these cities. The plan which he 
proposes for New York, suggesting a 
new street, open air viaduct, etc., is one 
which he clearly shegfcs will add to the KflOlltw Qn/1 nomiwn-i.nir.1 i- 
as well as to the great convenience of 
passengers. An article of unusual pic- 
turesqueness is A. F. Jaccaci’s descrip- 
tion of An Ascent of Mount .Etna, made 
by him in the late autumn after the usual 
season for such adventures. It is illus- 
trated with his own drawings of scenes 
along the route, and from the rim of the 
great crater. Prof. N. S. Shaler contrib- 
utes a fully illustrated article on Sea 
Beaches. 
The New England Magazine for June 
opens with a clever and comprehensive 
article on Art in Chicago by Lucy B. Mon- 
roe, a well-known Chicago critic. The 
article is finely illustrated with repro- 
ductions of old masters, and canvases by 
contemporary Chicago artists. The Gov- 
ernment of Cities is an interesting review 
of this vexed question by Moorfield 
Storey. Edwin A. Start contributes a 
description of the work and life at the 
Hampton Institute, Virginia; he also 
gives a sketch of the life of General Arm- 
strong, the founder of the institution. 
Edward G. Porter writes an entertaining 
account of the discovery of the Oregon, 
which has just been celebrated in Port- 
land, by the Boston ship Columbia. 
Three of the leaders of the Christian En- 
deavor Society, Rev. Francis E. Clark, 
Amos R. Wells, and John Willis Baer, 
describe the aims, and methods of this 
new Christian movement. The Outlook 
and the Opportunity deals with the pos- 
sible future of the society and the work. 
Henry Colling Wolsh contributes a pleas- 
rnt gossipy paper on Three Letters from 
Hancock to Dorothy Q., which puts the 
old patriot in an entirely new light. Her- 
bert M. Sylvester is very satisfactory in 
his second paper in the Romance of Casco 
Bay series. Walter Blackburn Harte 
contributes an essay on Catholicity in 
Literature in which he makes a plea for 
a consideration of the essential and 
human instead of the merely local and 
accidental in all literature. 
A very striking story in the St. Nicholas 
for June is The Boy who Wouldn’t be 
stumped, by Bessie Chandler. Mr. 
Charles F. Lummis continues his in- 
structive paper on the great Southwest 
by a notice of the First American Traveler 
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that region on foot in the earliest days. 
It is a vivid sketch, written with Mr. 
Lummis’s usual force and directness. 
William Abbatt takes as his subject, The 
Lonely Lighthouse, and the unchroni- 
cled performance of duty by the faithful 
keeper is cleverly presented next to The 
Boy who Would n't be stumped, so that 
young readers may absorb the contrast 
without difficulty. Ernest Ingersoll, in 
his contribution The Vireo’s Nest, pre- 
sents a bright little picture of boy and 
girl life in the country. The story is 
brightly and pleasantly told, and illus- 
trated m the same spirit by W A Mc- 
Cullough. A visit from Helen Keller, 
the blind, deaf mute, is touchiindy de- scribed by Adeline G. Perry, who” was a 
pupil at the school in Andover, Massa- chusetts, to which the visit was made* 
d he serials are ot the usual merit ■ with- 
out straining of vraiscmblance, and the 
departments are edited with skill and 
brightness. A short memorial sketch of 
Mr. Roswell Smith, the late President of 
the Century Co., reminds the young readers that he was the founder of the 
magazine. 
Doubled on the Dogs. 
On the elevated train the winter was 
attracted by the beauty of a young girl 
who was going somewhere or other 
alone. Opposite her sat a fat man and 
a thin man, and by her sat a medium 
sized man. 
The fat man looked over his paper at 
the curve of her shoulders. The thin 
man looked over his at the creamy 
rotmdness of her chin. The medium 
man glanced sideways at her shell pink 
ear and from there to her dainty hand. 
And she gazed abstractedly. 
The three men would each pretend to 
read a paragraph and then proceed to 
take another look. The girl became 
conscious of the arrangement after 
awhile and began to get nervous. Men 
away down at the ends of the car were 
beginning to stand on their toe3 to ex- 
amine her loveliness. The girl looked 
as if she wanted to shrink away. She 
reminded one of a hunted fawn with a 
lot of dogs ranged around her ready to 
fasten their teeth in her. At Chatham 
square the guard called: 
“Change for Fulton, Wall and South 
ferriesr 
The girl arose and moved for the door. 
The fat man, the thin man, the medium 
man and several other men started also. 
When the train stepped the girl 
turned back and re-entered the train. 
The fat man, the thin man, the me- 
dium man and the several others stood 
uu mo yittiiuuu auu xuuiicu uiuiuy.—inow 
York Recorder. 
The Congressional Vernacular. 
An old Indian fighter on one occasion 
was called on to make a statement con- 
cerning a battle to a congressional com- 
mittee, and he was requested to couch 
it in language intelligible to the states- 
men instead of using the vernacular of 
the plains. 
“Will you be kind enough,” said the 
chairman, “to give us an account of this 
fight?” 
“Course; that’s what I'm here for,” he 
responded. “You see, our company of 
a hundred men set in a game with about 
that many Injuns, and it was our deal,) 
fer we had slipped up on 'em. They 
stood pat, right from the start, and we. 
filled and went in at ’em from behind 
the rocks on a straight bluff, fer we 
didn’t know how many there wuz, and 
they met us in the open and kdvered oar 
ante, fer they thought they had us. It 
was hot in thar, shore, and both sides 
was shootin and slashin and yellin when 
night settled down and ended the game.”' 
“What was the condition of the con- 
testants at the close?” asked the chair- 
man. 
“That’s hard tellin,” was the frank 
reply. ‘‘All I know is, after both sides 
pulled out thar was a pile of reds and a 
pile of whites on tho flat, an nobody on 
neither side had sand enough in his craw 
to show up and claim ’em.” 
The members of the committee after 
ward stated that more lucid and intel- 
ligible testimony had never been pro- 
duced before them.—Detroit Free Press. 
Curioas Coronation Ceremonies. 
When a chief is about to bo crowned 
kmg paramount of the Swazi nation, a 
warrior (called an impi) is sent out to 
hunt for a lion, a tiger, a buffalo and a 
largo snake. This because part of the 
ceremony at the coronation consists of 
the king eating portions of the hearts of 
the three animals, the oil of the snake 
only being used. The medicine man rubs 
the oil on tho breast, temples and be- 
tween the shoulders of the king—this to 
prevent him being bewitched. The ani- 
mal hearts are supposed to a^t on the 
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indeed. During the ceremony the king 
sits upon the skull of the buffalo, which 
has been placed npon the ground in tha 
heart of the village. 
The exercises last three days. On the 
first he is clothed only in the skin of the 
lion, on the second in the skin of the 
tiger, while on the third the skull is in 
the center of the buffalo’s skin and 
mounted by the king, who is perfectly 
naked. In this situation he receives the 
congratulations of his people, who hail 
him as “Great Lion,” ‘KJreat Tiger,” 
“Slayer of Serpents” and “Rider of the 
Buffalo.” By the above titles he is ever 
after known to his people.—St. Louis Re- 
public. 
Harrying Him Up. 
“Jack,” said a pretty girl to her 
brother, the other day, “I want you to 
do something for me—that’s a good fel-' 
low.” 
“Well, what is it?’ growled Jack, who 
is the brother of the period. 
“Why, you know that wig and mus- 
tache you used in the theatricals?’ 
“Well?’ 
“Well, won’t yon just put them on 
and go to the concert tonight? Reginald 
and I will be there, and, Jack, I want 
you to stare at me the whole evening 
through your glasses.” 
“What! You want me to do that?’ 
“Yes; and as we come out you must 
stand at the door and try to slip me a 
note; take care that Reggie sacs you 
too.” 
“Well, I declare!” 
“Because, you see, Jack, Reggie likes 
me, I know, hut then he is awful slow, 
and he’s well off, and lots of other gkjlg 
are after him, and he’s got to be hurried 
up a little, as it were.”—London Tit-Bits. 
AUCTION SATES. 
By F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers. 
Household Furniture, &c., 
Tuesday, June 7th at 10 A. M., 
TXyE shall sell the furniture of Franklin Sim- 
mons. 120 Pleasant street, consisting of 
Parlor Furniture, Chamber Sets, Carpets, Din- 
ing Boom Furniture, Mattresses, Feather Beds. 
Stoves, Kitchen Furniture, &c., &c. may4td 
F. O. BAILEY & CO.s 
Auctioneers and Comission Merchant; 
Salesroom IS Exchange Street. 
F. O BAIEET. C. W.AT T.FN. 
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H. E. SKILLS, 
jF*ida:n.o !Ts-o,Xi©27. 
Order Slate atChandler’s Music Store 413 








We have an Oak Cham- 
ber Set, 10 pieces, that is 
worth $25, we sell it for $25. 
We have an Ash Cham- 
ber Set, 10 pieces, that is 
worth $87, we sell it for $87. 
We have an Oak Side- 
beard that is worth $22, we 
sell it for $22. 
We have an Oak Dining 
Chair that is worth $1.40, we 
sell it for $1.40. 
We have the best Refrig- 
erator in the world, the Gur- 
ney, it is worth $15, we sell it 
for $15. 
We have a Window 
Shade that is worth 25c, we 
sell it for 25c. 
We have a Baby Car- 
riage worth $15, we sell it for 
$15. 
We have a complete assort- 
ment of all hinds of Furniture 
and Drapery that is worth every 
cent we ash you for them. 






DOWN STAIRS SALESROOM 
Ready-made Sheets and 
Poliow Cases at about cost 
of material. Thoroughly well 
made of the best Fruit of 
Loom Cotton. Prices lower 
than ever before. 
iteaay Maae. 
Sheets, size 81x93 1-2, 66g each, 
Ready Made. 
Sheets, size 81x90, 70c each, 
Ready Made. 
Sheets, size 90x99, 76c each, 
Ready Made. 
Pillow Cases, size 
42x38 1-2, 19c each, 
Ready Made. 
Pillow Gases, size 
35x38 1-2, 20g each, 
Lockwood Brown Cotton, 
4-4, 51-2o 
Lockwood Brown Cotton, 
9-8, 61-2c, 
Both the above In short lengths. 
Lockwood Brown Cotton, 
9- 4, 18o, 
Regular price 22c. 
Lockwood Brown Cotton, 
10- 4, 20c, 
Regular price 25e. 
Lockwood Bleached Cotton, 
9- 4, 20c, 
Regular price 23c. 
Lockwood Bleached Cotton, 
10- 4, 22c, 
Regular price 25c. 
4-4 Bleached Barker Cotton, 8c, 
Soft finish, extra value. 
Good 4-4 Bleached Cotton, 5c 
44 Fruit Remnants, 8c 
Best 5-4 Table Oil Cloth, 121-2, 
Regular price 19c. 
Best Shelf Oil Cloth 5c, 
Regular price fiVie. 
Turkey Red Damask, 25c 
iinhlpfluhprl Gjimsclt 
88 inch Unbieachsd Damask, 50c, 
Actual value 75c. 
68 inch Bleached Damask, 75c, 
Marked down fronnJl.OO. 
50 doz. Husk Towels, 10c each 
100 doz. Huck Towels, 121-2c eaGh 
Extra size, Worth 17c. 
Best Gotten Twilled Towelling, 3c, 
Lowest price ever known. 
Extra value in Towelling at 
5c, 6 1-4c, 8c, 10c 
20 inch Bieached Linen Crash, 
12 1-2c 
► Actual value 17c. 
18 inch Cotton Diaper, 39c piece, 
Regular price 50c. 
Checked Nainsook 4c, “ “ 
61-4c, 
Great value. 
Bates’ Ginghams, apron checks, 8c, 
Zephyr Ginghams, dress lengths, 8c, 
Worth 12%c. 
32 in. American Ginghams, 12 1-2c, 
Worth 20e. Usually sold as Scotch, 
7c Chaliies, 4c, 
Will soon be gone. 
Striped Outing Flannel, 61-4c, 
Cannot be equalled. 
Homespun Outing Flannel, 8c, 
Actual value 12 %c. 
Ortolan Cords, new styies, 41-2c. 
A new cloth, ought to be u'/ic. 
Remnants Best 7c prints, 5c, 
Best Columbian Suiting, 6 1-4e, 
Double lold, worth 10c. 
Best Pacific Suiting, 6 1-4g, 
36 inches wide, worth 12% c. 
Pongee Drapery, 8c, 
Regular price 12%c. 
Open Work Scrim, 5c, 
n » n M ii <««■ 
uesi musqu'ig fuelling, aoc piece, 
Full 8 yard pieces. 
Crochet Quilts, 75c 
Genuine Marseilles Quilts, $1.29, 
Extra size, worth $1.75. 
White Domet Flannels, 
6 Mg, Eg, 10g, 12 1-2c each. 
Rare bargains. 
White Ail Wool Flannel, 25c, 
Very heavy, worth 30c. 
Shirts, 25c, 30c, 39c, OBo, 
All hargalns-hosts of others. 
A very novel attraction during this sale will 
he the unique serving of a Dlate of Pcttijolin’s 
Delicious Breakfast Food, free to all comers, by 
a competent corps of assistants. 
Congress Street. 
I lune4tf 
PORTLAND DAILY PRESS. 
AND 
MAINE STATE PRESS. 
Subscription Rates. 
Daily (In advance) $6 per year; $3 for six 
months; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month. 
The Daily is delivered every morning by 
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at 
Woodfords without extra charge. 
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at the 
rate of 87 a year. 
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published 
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months; 
60 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscrip- 
tion of six weeks. 
Persons wishing to leave town for long or 
short periods may have the addresses of their 
papers changed as often as desired. 
Advertising Rates. 
In Daily Press $1.50 per square, first 
week; 75 cents per week alter. Three inser- 
tions or less, $1.00 per square. Every other 
day advertisements, one third less than these 
rates. 
Half square advertisements $1.00 per week, 
first week; half price each succeeding week. 
“A Square” is a space of the width of a 
column and one inch long. 
Special notices, on first page, one third ad- 
ditional. 
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per 
square each week. Three insertions or less 
$1.60 per square. 
Reading Notices in nonpariel type and classed 
with other paid notices 20 cents per line each 
insertion. 
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type 
25 cents per line each insertion. 
Want, To Let, For Sale and simi’ar ad- 
vertisements. 25 cents per week, in advance, 
lor 40 words or less, no display. Displayed ad- 
vertisements under these headlines, and all ad- 
tisements not paid in advance, will be charged 
at regular rates. 
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square 
for first insertion, and 50 cent3 per square for 
each subsequent insertion. 
Address all communications relating to sub 
scriptions and advertisements to Portland 
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TUESDAY, JUNE 7. 
The Republican convention meets at 
Minneapolis to-day. The events of to- 
day’s sesion will probably be unimpor- 
tant, though possibly some question may 
arise which may serve as a test of the 
comparative strength of the two princi- 
pal candidates. One of the difficult pre- 
liminary question which is soon tobe set- 
tledand which may have a very import- 
ant bearing upon the result is that of the 
contesting|delegations. Some eighty-two 
seats are in dispute and long hearings be- 
fore the committee on credentials are prob 
able and after that perhaps a long debate 
in the convention on the committee’s re- 
port. It is hardly possible that a vote 
can be reached before Thursday and 
probably not before Friday. 
The third district Democratic conven- 
tion which is to be held at Pittsfield to- 
day is to be enlivened by the appearance 
of the Hon. Benjamin Bunker as a can- 
didate for congressional honors. Mr. 
Bunker is not at all backward in coming 
forward and telling the delegates what he 
wants and why he wants it. He has issued 
an address to the convention which is 
printed in another column in which he 
very clearly states his claims to the nomi- 
nation. He has always been a Democrat, 
he says, has worked for Democratic suc- 
cess, and has accomplished great things 
for the party and he thinks it only fair 
that he should be rewarded. It is rtn- 
derstood that the Hon. S. S. Brown will 
present Mr. Bunker’s name. Mr. Bunker 
would make a lively candidate, but if by 
virtue of his candidacy he should become 
patronage distributor under a Democratic 
administration the kid glove ebment of 
the Third district Democracy would not 
be likely to get much show. But the 
“boys” would be well looked after. 
The Democratic State convention, 
which meets at Bangor tomorrow, will 
have a good deal of business on its 
hands. A candidate for governor is to 
be nominated, a platform adopted, dele- 
gates at large and district delegates to 
the Chicago convention chosen, or the 
choice of the districts ratified. As for 
the governorship, the situation seems to 
be as obscure as it was seveeral months 
ago. There is nobody who wants the 
nomination, and the problem is to find 
somebody who will sacrifice himself for 
the good of the party by accepting it. 
We suppose somebody will be found with 
a sufficient amount of patriotism, though 
who it will be nobody seems to be able 
id oud^cco ai> picaeui. me uutuei»umo 
question in platform making will be the 
rum question—whether or not a re-sub- 
mlssion plank shall be put in. The 
cities and many of the large towns are in 
favor of it, but the country towns are 
dead set against it, and no such plank 
can get in without a big fight. The 
chances are that sueh a plank will be 
omitted, with the tacit understanding 
that in the counties where there is a 
strong anti-prohibition sentiment, the 
Democracy may appeal to the rum vote 
by putting in nomination for sheriffs 
men who, it is understood, will if 
elected practically ignore the prohibi- 
tory law. Probably all the men chosen 
as delegates at large will be Cleveland 
supporters, but an attempt to instruct 
them is liable to cause a kick. There is 
a row brewing over the member of the 
Democratic State committee from York 
county, the Biddeford Democracy being 
anxious to tip out Mr. Donavan and fill 
his place with Mr. Haley of Biddeford. 
THE SITUATION AT MINNEAPOLIS. 
The claims of the supporters of the 
rival candidates at Minneapolis are so 
contradictory that it is practically im- 
possible to predict with any degree of 
certainty the result of the convention. 
The claims of Mr. Blaine’s supporters 
point to his nomination on the first bal- 
lot, and the claims of Mr. Harrison’s 
friends if accepted as well founded leave 
no doubt of his nomination. Doubtless 
both sides profess all the confidence they 
feel and probably more. The truth is that 
there is a great number of unpledged 
delegates, whose preferences are not 
definitely known. Perhaps many of 
them do not yet know them themselves. 
These delegates have the result of the 
convention in their hands, and as many 
of them will not make known their 
choice before the balloting all specula- 
tions concerning the result must have 
about them elements of uncertainty. 
There are, however, certain definite 
features in the situation. It can be ac- 
cepted as a fact that there is to be no 
stampede to one candidate or the other. 
If it was anticipated that the permission 
to allow the use of his name which was 
implied by Mr. Blaine’s resignation from 
the cabinet, would demoralize the Presi- 
dent’s supporters, and practically put 
him out of the race, it can safely be said 
that that anticipation has not been re- 
alized. The managers of his campaign 
have not apparently been “rattled” 
and there are no indications that any 
of the delegates who went to Minneap- 
olis with the definitely formed intention 
of supporting him have been shaken in 
their allegiance. There is nothing in the 
despatches to indicate a stampede on the 
part of his following. 
On the other hand there is no doubt 
that Mr. Blaine's assent to the use of his 
name, and the perfect certainty that he 
will accept a nomination has greatly 
strengthened the delegates who went to 
the convention with the avowed inten- 
tion of making Mr. Blaine the candidate. 
Until he had indicated his intention to 
accept they were handicapped by the 
uncertainty regarding his wishes and his 
intentions. Relieved of this uncertainty 
they now can confine themselves to the 
work of showing the unpleeged delegates 
that Mr. Blaine is the most available 
candidate, that he is stronger with the 
masses than Mr. Harrison, in short, that 
he can poll the most votes. This ought 
not to be difficult to do for up to within 
a short time at least it had been general- 
ly conceded that Mr. Blaine would make 
the strongest candidate that could be 
nominated and when done it ought to be 
decisive. For it is the convention’s duty 
to nominate the man most likely to lead 
the party to victory in the coming cam- 
paign, 
All the signs however point to a very 
earnest struggle between the sup- 
porters of the principal candidates. 
We wish we could say that the 
struggle was to be only earnest. 
Unfortunately there are signs that 
it may become bitter, and may not 
end with the convention. It is anxiety 
on this account that is leading some of 
the prominent men of the party to look 
about for “dark horses” in the hope of 
finding an available candidate whose 
nomination will leave behind no bitter- 
ness to handicap the Republicans in the 
coming campaign. The outlook is how- 
ever that by the the time the convention 
meets the delegates will have become so 
strongly attached to one or the other of 
the principal candidates that it will be 
impossible to detach any considerable 
number of them. 
Mrs. Capt. P. H. LANE. 
“They thought I must die.” 
" THE STRONGEST STATEMENTS GOULD 
NOT TELL HALF IT HAS DONE FOR ME.” 
Hereditary Liver Trouble, 
EJfLARGEMENT OE THE LIVER, 
Diagnosed by the best Physicians, CURED. 
Gents My father died of Consump- 
tion of the Diver, many in my family 
have died with the same disease,and a large 
part of the time for the past two years I 
nave been very sick, no appetite, bow- 
els alternating between Constipation 
and Diarrhoea. Pains all over my body, 
and severe pains all through my 
Diver, So nervous I could not sleep 
am* CTcaarciBVMu gna nights, and in fact 
b»C 4 a Sap was much emaciu- a B Lot« w iefj amx rundown. 
My Physician said I had Enlargement 
©f the Diver, 
The dav before I commenced the use of 
SKODA’S REMEDIES, I had ovo dif- 
ferent Physicians call upon me. People 
thought 1 must die. I had doctored so 
much and taken so many different kinds 
of patent medicines, without any bene- 
fit; that when SKODA’S DISCOVERY 
was brought»«■» g b m « ■ ^ me, I threw 
away «ocTM I» Mtor’s medi- 
cines, and 61 * began its use. 
Soon I commenced to gain; my ap- 
petite increased; from being weak 
and feeble I began to grow stronger ; 
bowels assumed a natural condition; 
sweet and refreshing sleep came to 
me nights; I began to increase rapidly 
in flesh. 
I have now taken less than a full course 
(six bottles) of SKODA’S DISCOVERY, 
with SKODA’S LITTLE 
TABLETS, and to-day *fj50i»0 
ana strong, am able to 
w 
do my own work. In fact, am well! 
and happy- The strongest state- 
ment I could make would not tell 
half your wonderful Remedies have 
done for me. 
Respectfully yours,i 
Rockland, Me. MRS. P. H. LANE. 
The only medicine sold with a 
GUARANTEE CONTRACT WITH EACH BOT- 
TLE. Try a course (6 bottles) at 
OUR RISK, IF NOT BENEFITED RETURN 
BOTTLES AND GET YOUR MONEY. PAY 
ONLY FOR THE GOOD YOU RECEIVE. 
SKODA DISCOVERY GO., BELFAST, ME. 
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. 
TENNIS GOODS, 
The largest 'stock of Tennis Rackets, 
etc., in the city, which we offer at retail 
at wholesale prices. 
BABY CARRIAGES! 
Prices reduced to make room for Cam- 
paign Goods. Now is the time to obtain 
bargains. 
FOURTH OF JULY GOODS 
all in. Fire Crackers, Canon CraokerB, 
Torpedoes, Paper Caps, Pistols, Flags, 
Chinese and Japanese Lanterns. 
Cawapalgm Flags. 
Price list sent on application. 
HAMMOCKS. 
Full line of all make Hammocks, Ham- 
mock Stretchers. 
Fisliing Tackle, Rods, Reels, 
Lines, &c. 
CHARLES DAY, 





‘•The best stock in the market.”—[Investor. 
“ALASKA has a great future before her. Her 
mining companies will reap very large re- 
turns.”—[Boston Traveller. 
“Winthrop W. Fisk, mining engineer of Jun- 
eau, Alaska, has reported oii the property.”— 
[Engineering and Mining Journal.] (Recom- 
mendation enough.) 
Within 20 months this mine will pay 3 Per 
Cent a Month on Every Share, when it will 
surely be worth par ($1.00 per share). If you 
can possibly spare any money, invest it at 
once in this stock. You can find nothing that 
will pay better. Treasury stock ONJTVT for sale in blocks of 220 shares or more. 
Price Now, 10 Cents Per Share. 
Price After .Tune 7, 12 1-2 Cents. 
Price After June 18, 15 Cents. 
It is sure to keep on upward until it reaches 
$1.00 per share, and dividends will keep it up. 




HARRISON Li. FISKE, Trustee, 








CHARLES STEVENS, Supt. Dept.C., 
Ara Cnshman Company, 
AUBURN, ME. 
June/ urw 
Notice is hereby given, that the subscriber has been duly appointed ex- 
ecutor of the estate of 
ETTA E. WESCOTT, late of Portland, 
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and 
has taken upon himself that trust as the law 
directs. All persons having demands upon the 
estate of said deceased, are required to ex- 
hibit the same; and all persons indebted to 
said estate are called upon to make payment 
to 
WILLIAM H. WESCOTT, Fxecutor. 




HOLDERS >of Rumford Falls & Buckfleld Railroad'Company bonds due July 1st, 
1898, and holders of Receivers Certificates due 
1893 and 1895, can exchange the same on a safe 
and profitable basis for the First Mortgage 
Bonds of the Portland & Rumford Falls Rail- 
way, at our office. Particulars given on 
application. 
FRED E. RICHARDS & CO. 
Portland, Me., May 31,1892. 
my31 dtf 
PORTLAND NATIONAL BANK, 
FRED E. RICHARDS, President, 
W. W. MASON, Vice President, 
C. G. ALLEN, Cashier, 
Deposits in our 
SAVINGS DEPARTMENT 
in small or large amounts 
draw interest from the first 
day of each month. 
Jly25 dtf 
-v.u BiiiLLa j. a. 
The coolest place in Portland. 
Weeli of June Gtli. 
HAMILTON’S 
Musical Comedy Company. 
MR. AND MRS. SAM LUCAS. 
Namora, tlie Mexican Wonder. 
A DOUBLE BILL. 
Gallery 10 cents : Reserved Seats 25 cents 
Friday Night, Testimonial to James Hall. 
Ladies’ and Children’s Matinee Saturday, 2.30. 
3d SPECIAL EVENT SATURDAY NIGHT. 
]et> dlw 
New Church Vestry, High St., 
June 9tli, at S O’clock, 
an entertainment will be given consisting of 
tlie operetta, 
til© Thivn 1->I «.’> 
followed by the comedietta, 
“SIX *2PO OKHE.” 
Tickets 20 cents. Children 10 cents. 
je7d3t 
_ FINANCIAL._ financial. 
PLANOfINCOME BOND COHVERSION. 
OFFICE OF THE 
Meta, Topeka k Santa Fa Railroad Company, 
NO. 95 MILK STREET. 
CIRCULAR NO. 68. 
BOSTON, May 25,1892. 
iv AUf) lfltUMr- ui ill© 
ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILROAD COMPANY : 
On Oct. 15,1889, Circular No. 63, containing Plan of Financial Reorganization of your Com- 
pany, was issued. 
This Plan, which was fully accepted in due course, related to all your properties, including Railway Owned 6960.08 and operated 7178.91 miles, the details of which, as well as the neces- sities of complete rehabilitation of the same, are fully set forth in the circular. 
The Operations of this Railway mileage for the year ending June 30,1889, were 
Gross Earings.$27,572,868.90 Net arnings. 6,772,390.71 while the absolute and obligatory Fixed Charges of the Company for the same year, including Interest on Bonds, Car Trusts, Sinking Funds, Taxes, Rentals, etc., 
were.$11,200,000.00 
showing an Annual Deficiency, without considering Improvements of any kind, of $4,427,609.29 1 liis condition of affairs and the existence of a large Floating Debt created the necessity for urgent and radical treatment through scaling of the Fixed Charges to within the Operating pos- sibilities of the Railways. To accomplish this, the General Mortgage Four Per cent Bond with Fixed interest and the Income Second Mortgage Five Per Cent Bona with Contingent interest (if 
earned, after due regard for Improvements) were created. The charges of your Company were thus reduced to 
FIXED AND OBLIGATORY : 
For Interest on General Mortgage Bonds, Taxes, Rentals, etc. $8,000,000.00 
CONTINGENT : 
For Interest on Income Bonds (if earned after Improvements, etc.).$4,000,000.00 
The Plan included the provision of a Cash Fund which was thought sufficient for the early 
improvement ox the properties, which would as well enable some payment to be made on the In- come Bonds from the beginning of operations under the Reorganization. Improvements then found absolutely necessary, which had been postponed from lack of funds, were prosecuted as vigorously and judiciously as possible,and efforts in that.direction were 
largely reflected through the results, which are exclusive of Net Earniugs from sources other than railroads operations : 
IN THE YEAR to JUNE 30, 1890. 
The Gross Earnings were.>.$31,004,357.03 Gam over previous year (12 4-10 per cent).3.431.488.13 Net, arni gs. 10,083,970.77 Gain over previous year (48 9-10 per cent). 3,311,580.06 
YEAR TO JUNE 30, 1891. 
Gross Earnings.'...$33,663,716.18 
Gain over 1889 (22 1-10 per cent). 6,090,847.28 Net arnings. 9.620,546.54 Gain over 1889 (42 per c t) 2,848,155.8». 
YEAR TO JUNE 30, 1892.* 
Gross Earnings.$35,771,702.00 Gam over 1889 (29 7-10 per cent). 8.198,833.10 Net arnings. 10,886,218.00 Gam over 1889 (60 7-10 per cent). 4,113,8?7.29 
(•Partly approximated.) 
These increasing returns did not result from extroardinary crops, but reflected natural condi- tions from the steady growth of the country through which your mileage extends, and are such as to insure confidence of the Management in their continuance. The Company is the owner of large interests in Coal and other Properties and of securities from which a large net revenue per annum 
is obtained and which added to Net returns from Railway Operations, make aggregate of Net 
Aggregate Net Earnings Fiscal Year to June 30,1890.$11,195,919.86 
JUNE 30,1891. 10,390,702.76 
“ JUNE 30, 1892. 11,736,218.00 
In the Income Bond created under the Plan of Reorganization, it is provided that it is optiona with the Management that the cost of all improvements made on the properties shall be deducted before interest is paid, and, as the fund provided under the Reorganization Plan became ex- hausted, these deductions had to be made, leaving a diminished rate of interest for the Income 
Bond coupons, viz.: 2% per cent in the first period, 2 per cent in the second, and 2 Via per cent 
now declared for the year just closing. 
With the experience the Management has now obtained in operation of the properties, it is believed that the improvements for several years to come should not be less than from $2,000,000 
to $3,000,000 per annum, including Equipment recently acquired under the Car Trust and such 
other Rolling Stock as may be deemed necessary for the future wants of the road. 
With Improvements satisfactorily provided for, the Earning Power of the properties should be increased through reductions in Operating Expenses,secured by substantial and adequate addi- tions to Plant. 
The Improvements in question relate alone to Tracks, Road-bed, Buildings, Machinery and Rolling Stock on existing mileage of the Atchison, Topeka A Santa, Fe FaUroad Si/stemas described in Circular 63. which excludes the lines of the St. Louis & San Francisco and Colorado Midland 
Railway Companies, each of which has independent merits for such purposes. 
The Improvements made on the Railway lines from October, 1889 (period of Reorganization), 
to June 30, 1892,‘AtUer than Rolling Stock not built at Company’s Shops, and exclusive of Repairs and Renewals of Plant and Equipment charged into Operating expenses (which more than offset 
depreciation), will amount to $4,900,000, additional to which there were purchased in years 1890 and 1891 Cars and Engines to the value of $2,508,945.48, which were placed under a Trust which 
will now be cancelled and this Rolling Stock enter directly under the Mortgage Liens, making an 
aggregate of NEW VALUES in Improvement and Equipment added to the property to June 30, 
1892, of $7,408,945.48. to whieh will also be included from the operations of this Plan the addi- tional sum of $2,500,000 in Cars and Engines now being delivered under Equipment Trust 
Series A. 
It is the opinion of the Management that the time has now arrived when all of the obligations of the Company can be returned to a Fixed Basis, sufficient funds provided to take care of all of the Improvements of the road required for at least four years, and. if necessary, a longer period andjat the same tirhe the restoration of the junior Bonds and Capital Stock of the Company to a 
more permanent and stable market value, with assured returns on the first and probable balances forlthe latter. 
With the foregoing facts presented the Management offer the following to the Income Bond- 
holders of the Company 
PROPOSED CONVERSION. 
A Second Mortgage under which the issue of bonds will be as hereinafter stated, dated July 1, 1892, to expire July 1,1989. covering all the properties of the Atchison and Auxiliary Companies named m Circular 63 of October 15,1889, has been created, next iu lien to the Gen- 
eral Mortgage.under which Coupon Gold Bonds in denominations of one thousand dollars ($1000) and five hundred dollars ($500) and Registered Bonds of five hundred dollars ($500), one thousand dollars ($1000).ten thousand dollars ($10,000),and fifty thousand dollars($50,000) each will issue, with fixed INTEREST payable October and April ineachyear. Serip in denomina- tions of one hundred dollars ($100) will also issue bearing Interest payable when converted into 
Bonds. 
The Bonds under the Indenture will all have the same security, and will be issued in two 
classes, viz 
Class “A”: 880,000,000. 
To draw Fixed Interest, payable October and April. 
3 months, ending September 30,1892.at rate of,per annum.2Va per cent 
1st Year, ending September 30, 1893. .2Va percent! 
2d Year, ending September 30, 1894. .3 percent' 
3d Year, ending September 30, 1895. *• .3^2 per cent. 
4th Year, ending September 30,1896,and thereafter 
until maturity. .4 percent 
These Bonds will be delivered to holders of present Income Bonds, par for par, without ex- 
pense to them, and at the same time and place such exchange is made a certflcate for the sum of 
2 Va per cent interest, declared payable on Income Bonds by the Management, from operations of 
the year to June 30.1892, will be delivered, payable September 1, 1892. The Income Bonds 
deposited for exchange should have therewith Coupon no.3 of September 1.1892 and all subse- 
quentCoupons. The Class A Second Mortgage Gold Bonds to be delivered in exchange for 
Income Bonds will have attached a Coupon for three months’ Interest due and payable October 1 
1892, at rate of 2y3 per cent, per annum, and subsequent Coupons for Interest payable Semi- annually on April l and October 1 in each year as provided. The present income Bonds so re- 
ceived will be deposited with the Union Trust Company of New York, Trustee of the New Second 
Mortgage, as part of the security of the Second Mortgage Gold Bonds, thus giving to these bonds 
in addition to the Second Mortgage, the entire lien now given by the General Mortgage to secure, 
the principal ot the Income Bonds. 
• *,* **•** • •**, 
Class “B”: 820,000,000. 
To draw Fixed Interest payable October and April, at 4 per cent per annum. these bonds to be issued in no greater sum in any one year than five millions of dollars ($5,000,000), and only by the Trustee upon certificate of the Board of Directors of the Com- 
pany duly furnished that the proceeds shall apply to specific Improvements (including F.auiD- meut) therein named on the mileage of the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad System 
as it existed as of July 1. tS92, lexclusive of the mileage of the St Louis & San Francisco 
Railway System and flic Colorado Midland Railway. In the event that the Improvements in 
any one year shall not be equal to the proceeds of the $6,000,000 of bonds, it is understood that the surplus proceeds of such bonds shall apply In the next year following to Improve- ments for such year, but to no greater amount, than the proceeds of $6,000,000 of bonds in 
any one year, so that, while provision is made that bonds can issue in one year to the llmitof $5,000,000, the proceeds of the same may apply to more than the four years covered by the 
$20,000,000 of bonds, and it is also understood that the proceeds of none of these bonds shall apply to the extension of the Company’s lines beyond the mileage referred to. 
***« * * * • * o * • * 
The foregoing issues, of which the use of the Class B Second Mortgage Cold Bonds $20,000 
000 extends over a period of not less than four years from July 1, 1892, will amount in the aggre- 
gate to $100,000,000 when all the Class B Bonds are issued, and at the end of four and one-quarter 
years from July l, 1892 become bonds of one class only, at same rate of interest per annum, viz. 
4 per cent. Under this new Mortgage the right is reserved to the Company to issue Second 
Mortgage 4 per cent Gold Bonds only after thelull amount of the $20,000,000 Class B Bonds shall 
have neen issued, to an amount not in any one year exceeding $2,600,000, for the same specific 
purposes on the same mileage and under the same conditions as provided for the issue of the 
Class B Bonds, to a total limit of $50,000,000. 
Under this plan the fixed charges of the Company for four years, beginning with July 1,18S2 with no Contingent charges excepting such as will pertain to dividends on Capital Stock, will bei 
as follows: 
FIXED CHARGES FIRST YEAR, BEGINNING JULY 1, 1892. 
Taxes. Rentals, Interest on General Mortgage 4 per cent. Gold Bonds, etc. $8,000 000 
2Vs per cent, on $80,000,000 Class "A” Second Mortgage Gold Bonds. 2,000 000 
4 per cent, on $5,000,000 Class “B” Second Mortgage Gold Bonds. 200,000 
Total Obligatory Fixed Charges Ahead of capital stock, First Year.. .$10,200,000 
FIXED CHARGES SECOND YEAR BEGINNING, JULY 1, 1893. 
Taxes. Rentals, Interest on General Mortgage, Gold Bonds, etc... $8,000,000 
2Va per cent. Interest on Class “A” $80,000,000 Second Mortgage Gold 
Bonds 3 mos...... $500,000 
3 per cent. Interest on Class “A” $80,000,000 Second Mortgage Gold Bonds, 9 os. .. 1,800.000 
2,300,0001 




TOTAL FIXED CHARGES THIRD TEAR, BEGINNING JULY 1, 1894. 
Taxes, Rentals, Interest on General Mortgage Gold Bonds, etc. $8,000,000 
3 per cent. Interest on Class “A” $80,000,000 Second Mortgage Gold 
Bonds, 3 mos. $600,000 
3% per cent. Interest on Class “A” $80,000,000 Second Mortgage Gold Bonds, 9 os.;. 2.100,000 
—-- 2,700,000 
4 per cent. Interest $15,000,000 Class “B” Second Mortgage Gold Bonds 600,000 
Total. $11,300,000 
TOTAL FIXED CHARGES FOURTH YEAR BEGINNING JULY 1, 1895. 
Taxes. Rentals, Interest on General Mortgage Gold Bonds, etc. $8,000,000 
3% per cent. Interest on Class “A” $80,000,000 Second Mortgage Gold 
Bonds, 3 m s. $700,000 
4 per cent. Interest on Class ‘'A’ $80,000,000 Second Mortgage Gold 
Bonds, 9 o . 2,400,000 
—- 3,100,000 
4 per cent. Interest on Class “B” $20,000,000 Second Mortgage Gold 
Bonds. 800.000 
Total. $11,900,000 
The fixed charges for the fifth teas and thereafter, provided no further issue of Second 
Mortgage Bonds should be found necessary will be 
Taxes, Rentals, Interest on General Mortgage 4 per cent. Gold Bonds. $8,000,000 
4 per cent. Interest on $100,000,000 Second Mortgage Gold Bonds. 4,000,000 
T tal... $12,000,000 
In case the improvements in any of the years above noted call for less than the proceeds of 
$5,000,000 Second Mortgage Gold Bonds the Fixed Charges will be proportionately lower. This includes Car Trust, Series “A,” Atchison Company, in total amount $2,500,000. The 
first Car Trust of 1890-91 proposed to have been issued, in amount of $2,508,945.48, has been 
cancelled; and the Bolling Stock turned in under the lien of the General Mortgage and Second 
Mortgage Bond Indentures. 
DEPOSIT OF BONDS FOR EXCHANGE. 
INCOME BONDS WILL BF, RECEIVED FOR EXCHANGE UNDER THIS PLAN, BEGINNING 
with June 1st, 1892, by the following appointed agencies:— 
UNION TRUST COMPANY OF NEW YORK, 
At Office of Atchison Company, 95 Milk St., Boston. 
UNION TRUST COMPANY OF NEW YORK, 
80 Broadway, New York City. 
BARING BROTHERS & COMPANY, LIMITED, 
8 Bishopsgate-withln, London, E. C. 
Holders forwarding bonds from distant points in America should ship them, by express, to th« 
Union Trust Company of New York, 80 Broadway, New York City. 
Holders in foreign countries should snip their bonds to Baring Brothers & Company, Limited, 
London. 
All expenses of transmission of bonds delivered at either of the above Agencies, will be paid 
by the Atchison Company. 
Pending preparation of engraved bonds, the work upon which is proceeding with despatch 
Negotiable Certifleates of the Company and Depository will be delivered Income Bondholders, to 
be exchanged without unnecessary delay for the former in due course. Application to list these 
Certificates will be promptly made to the several Stock Exchanges in Boston, New York and 
abroad. 
uiuuiuc iwmi oui rtiiv iyvi uc icua*cu un rAujiougoj mv »«iw i/uuuu, m 
amounts not less than $100, and in even hundreds or thousands. 
Holders of any of the bonds called for exchange under Circular 63 of October 15,1889. upon 
presenting their bonds to any of the Agencies mentioned, can effect the original and present ex- 
change at the same time. 
To ENABLE THE COMPANY AND ITS AGENCIES TO PROMPTLY CARRY OUT THE EX- 
CHANGE OFFERED HEREIN, HOLDERS SHOULD DEPOSIT THEIR INCOME BONDS BEFORE JU- 
LY 16, 1892. 
SUBSCRIPTION TO SECOND MORTGAGE 4 PER CT. GOLD BONDS CRASS "B.” 
The Management considers at present a fair basis of market value of the new Second Mort 
gage 4 per cent Gold Bonds, Class ‘'B,” to be 70. 
Holders of Income Bonds depositing their Bonds for exchange are invited to subscribe to any 
amount of $6,000,000 of these bonds, which will be authorized to be issued for Improvements to 
be made for the first year, beginning with July 1,1892, at a price of 67, the bonds allotted to car- 
ry all coupons for Interest at 4 per cent, from July 1,1892. 
Each depositor of $1600 in Income Bonds will be entitled to subscribe for $100 of the new 
Second Mortgage Class “B” Four Per Cent Bonds. In the event of applications exceeding the to- 
tal amount to be offered for subscription, the excess will be adjusted in proportion to holdings. 
Arrangements have been made by which this subscription has been underwritten, a syndicate 
having been formed to take all the bonds not availed of by Income Boudh<>lb*is. 
SUBSCRIPTIONS WILL BE PAYABLE A:- 1 
10 per cent in cash to accompany application. 
26 per cent upon allotment. 
26 per cent within 30 days after allotment. 
OH nor nani x. + 1-.I.v <2/1 rlnvrc nftn.. nllntmant 
20 per cent within 90 days after allotment. 
Payments may be anticipated upon any day upon which installments are due and Interest will 
be allowed thereon at the rate of four per centum per annum. 
The Subscription List will close on the 1st of July. 1892. 
Ale Cash Payments under this Subscription will be made to the Atchison, Topeka & 
Santa Fe Railroad Company, 95 Milk Street, Boston, and at its Fiscal Agencies, Messrs. 
Baring, Magoun & Company, 15 Wall Street, New York, and Messrs. Baring 
Brothers & Company, Limited, Bishopsgate-within, London, Eng,, at all of which 
places blanks will be furnished as may he required. Receipts will be issued by such depositories 
as Agents for the Subscribers upon the understanding that the moneys received shall be held in 
trust, not to be paid for the use of the Railroad Company until the Directors of said Company 
shall officially announce that the Plan of Conversion has become effective. 
Oral and written inquiries concerning this Plan and applications for Circulars and 
Blanks for use thereunder can be made of Messrs. Baring, Magoun & Company, 3 5 Wall 
Street, New York City, Messrs. Baring Brothers & Company, Limited, London, 
Eng., and of J. W. Reinhart, Vice President, Atchison Company, 95 Milk Street, 
Boston. 
By older of the Board of Directors, 
GEORGE G. MAGOUN, 
Chairman 
J. W. REINHART, 
_Vice Frealdont, my26-d2w 
COOK COUNTY, ILL 
— -A-jxrxj — 
wos ouo lay isi, k, 
EXCHANGED FOR OTHER 
Investments. 
(DODtniv s lira, 
B^.3srzs:s33Fs.iS, 
Cor. middle and Exchange Sts. 
ap26 dtf 
BONDS. 
City of Port'and 6's 
City ot Bath 5's 
City of Clinton, Iowa, 5's 
Toronto, Ohio, * 5's 
Maine Central Railroad 7's 
Maine Central Railroad 41-2’s 
Portland Water Co. 6’s 
Norway, Maine, Water Co. 5’s 
Bath Water Supply Co. • 5's 
Indianapolis Water Co. 5's 
Portland & Ogdensburg Railway Stock 
Merchants National Bank Stock 
Also, several issues of Water Co. ti Per Cent 
Bonds, Principal and Interest QUAKAN- 
TEED. 
For Sale t>y 
H. M. PAYSOM & CO., 
SANlSSns, 
marll i dti 
— THE! — 
— or — 
PORTXjAKTX), dcej., 
Incoraorated 1824. 
Accounts of individuals, firms and corpora 
Hons received on favorable terms. 
Interest allowed on time 
deposits. 







FIVE PER CEAT 
GOER ROARS, 
REE JAA. 1, 1920. 
We specially recommend these bonds 
for Savings Banks and other Trust 
Fund Investment. 
Price 92 1-2 and interest, subject to advance. 
SWAN&BARRETT, 
BANKERS, 
186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine. Je2 dtt 
MEDICAL, CONVENTIONS 
^he Homeopathic and Maine-Medical As- 
sociations. 
The two principal medical associations 
pf the State, theHomeoepathieand Maine 
trill hold conventions in Portland this 
Week. The Homepoathic Medical con- 
tention wilLbe held in this city to-day at 
io o’clock in the Council Chamber of the 
City building. The programme will be 
this: 
Calling the roll of members. 
Annual address of the president. 
Reading of tho minutes of the last meeting, 
which refer to unfinished business or matters 
referred to the-next meeting. 
Appointment of committee on treasurer’s ac- 
count, 
Report of the treasurer. 
Report of committees appointed at the last 
meeting. 
Balloting for new members. 
Beading of papers and miscellaneous busi- 
ness. 
Informal conversation on scientific sub- 
jects. 
Election, of officers for the ensuing year. 
Choice of delegates to the American Institute 
of Homeopathy. 
Time and place of next meeting. 
Maine Medical Association, 
The Maine Medical Association will 
meet in the Council Chamber, City build- 
ing, Wednesday for three days. The full 
programme for the three days will be as 
follows: 
WEDNESDAY. 
10 a. m.—Prayer. 
Beading of the records of the last meeting. Business. 
Report of the Treasurer. 
Typhoid Fever, by David D. Spear, M. D., Freeport. 
Popliteal Aneurism, by George H. Cummings, 
E. D.. Portland. Report of Visitors to the Portland School for edical Instruction. 
Report of Visitors to the Maine Insane Hos- 
pital. 
'.^R^ort of Visitors to the Medical School of 
Voluntary Papers or Reports of Cases. 




Influenza: hy Mark T.,Dodge, Troy. 
Urethral-Stricture and some suggestions with 
regard to treatment; byB. B. Foster, M. D., Portland. 
Reports of delegates to-other societies. 
Voluntary papers or reports of oases. 
8 p. m.—A-ppendicitis; by N. M. Marshall, M. 
D.. Portland. 
Axis-TraCtion Forceps, illustrated hy stereop- 
pebn slides; by Stanley P. "Warren, M. D., Port- land. 
Discussion by Alfred Mitchell, M. D.. Bruns- 
wick, and Henry-P. Merrill, M. D. Portland. 
THURSDAY. 
10 a.m.—Business. 
Treatment of Diphtheria; hy William J. May- bury. M. D.. Snringvale. 
Discussion by Israel T. Dana, M. D., Port- land. 
Albuminuria in Pregnancy; by Charles D. 
Smith, M.D. Portland. 
Discussion by Wallace K. Oakes, M. D., Au- burn. 
Compound Fracture of the Skull; by Frederic 
C. Thayer. M. D.. Watcrville. 
3.30 p. m.—Reception of delegates from other 
Societies. 
Flection of officers for the ensuing year. Remidal Uses of Hypnotism; by Frederic H;( 
Gerfish, M. D., Portland. 
■i The Treatment of Pneumonia; by Carolus M. 
Cobb,.M. D., Mechanic Falls. 
Jfecrplbgydby Alfred King.'M. D.. Portland. 
7.30 p. ra.—Annual Oration; by A. H. Bur- 
bank. M. D., Yarmouth. 
Reception and banouet, complimentary to 
Visiting members and their ladies; by the phy- 
sicians of Portland. 
FRIDAY. 
n a. m.—Business. 
Beportfcof delegates to other societies. 
Voluntary papers or reports of cases. 
Report of the Board of Censors. 
Business. 
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT. 
Yesterday the Clerk of Courts received from 
the Law Court the following rescripts in cases 
pending on.the law docket for this district: 
Oscar G. Douglass, administrator, vs. Mahala 
Barker. 
Rescript, hy Judge Walton. This is an action 
oy the administrator of James S. Parker to re- 
cover from his widow a portion of the money 
that has been paid to her as insurance on the 
life of her husband. The plaintiff claims that by force of the statutes of this State, the premiums 
paid by the deceased within three years of his death belong to the estate as assets for the pay- ment of debts, 
This claim cannot be sustained. None of the 
money paid to the defendant by the town soci- 
eties mentioned in the plaintiff's declaration 
can be regarded as assets belonging to the es- 
tate of her deceased husband. By the terms of the contracts with the societies, as shown hy 
the proofs, the insurance money was payable 
directly to her, and could not have been recov- 
ered by*the plaintiff from the societies: nor can 
any portion of it now be recovered by him from 
her. 
Judgment for defend ant. 
Harry Hartwell vs. California Insurance Com- 
pany. 
Rescript: by Judge Walton.—The question is 
whether the term “merchandise” can, in anv 
case, he used to describe property not intended for sale. We think it can. The word not onlv 
may be. but often is. used as the synonym of 
foods, waresland commodities. It is so defined Webster’s Dictionary. If used in an insur- 
ance polioy to describe the goods of a merchant 
It might, perhaps, he very properly limited to goods intended for sale. If used for the same 
purpose to describe the goods of a painter, we think it might be held to cover property intend- ed for use and not for sale. 
In the present case, the plaintiff was not a 
merchant. He was a house and fresco painter. He kept nothing for sale except as he first used 
It and then charged for it in connection with his 
labor. And yet tne defendant company issued 
to him an insurance policy on his paints, oiis, 
varnish, brushes, and “such other merchan- 
dise” in the second story of a building on vii- ler street, in Auburn. The evidence shows that 
the agent of the company first went and exam- ined the- property, and' then wrote the policy himself. We think there can be no doubt as to 
the sense in which the agent employed the 
phrase “and such other merchandise;” we 
think he used it to describe such other articles 
of convenience or necessity as were used by the plaintiff in his business, and had not already been specially mentioned; and that he did not 
use it in the narrow and technical sense cnn 
tended for in defence. Such in effect was the 
decision of the presiding instice before whom 
the case was tried in the court helow without 
the aid of a jury, and we think his decision was 
correct. 
Exceptions overruled. 
Hiram A. Doty vs. Portland Steam Packet 
Company. 
Rescript, by Libbey, ,T.— Although the common 
carrier insures the arrival of tire property at the 
point of destination against everything hut the 
act of God and the public enemy, yet the condi- 
tion in which it shall arrive there must depend 
upon the nature of the article to he transported. He does not absolutely warrant live' stock 
against the consequences of its own vitality. Biit when the animal was delivered to him in ‘a 
sound, healthy condition, and when delivered at 
the place of destination is found to be lame or 
diseased, if the carrier would excuse himself, 
the burden is upon him to prove that the injury 
to the animal was from the cause above stated, 
and without his fault. 
Exceptions overruled. 
7 The best that money, 
science and 26 years ex- 
perience can produce is 
Baking Powder. It does 
the most work and the best 
work. Cake made with it 
keeps moist and fresh. 
CONGREGATIONAL CONFERENCE. 
The 160th Meeting To Be Held at Wind- 
ham Tomorrow, 
The 150th meeting of Cumberland 
Conference of Congregational churches 
will be held with the church in Wind- 
ham tomorrow, Wednesday, June 8th. 
This will be the order of exercises: 
10.00 a. m.—Devotional meeting. 10.15 a. m.—Business. 
10.46 a. m.—Discussion. “The Local Confer- 
__ 
ence.” Speaker to be assigned. 11.16 a. m.—Discussion. “The Waste Places 
of Our Conference.” Rev. (1. C. 
Wilson. 
12.00 m^-Dinner. 
1.30 p..m.—Devotional meeting. 2.00 p. in.—Report of the, churches. Rev. D. 
Pratt.. 
2.45 p.m.—“The Church in the Community.” Rev. J. G. Merrill, D. D. 
3.30 p. m.—Sermon. Rev. J. S. Cog3well. 
4.00 p. m.—Lord’s Supper. 
7.30 p.m.—Praise meeting. Y. P. S. C. E. 7.60 p. m.—“Why Should We Read the Bible.” 
Mr. C. A. Woodbury. 8.10 p. m.—Address on the Christian Endeav- 
or work. Rev. D. M. Pratt. 
Barges will meet the 8.45 train from 
Portland at Newhall station to carry at- 
tendants to the church and return to con- 
nect with the 7.37 train for Portland. 
One fare for the round trip by the 
Maine Central railroad, and by the barge 
25 cents for the round trip. 
It is hoped there will be a large at- 
tendance. The Y. P. C. E. societies are 
especially dn.vi ted. 
There will be a meeting of all persons 
interested in the coming reunion of the 
Portland Fraternity at the rooms, 4 and 
5 Free street, this evening. 
EIGHTY-NINE YEARS OLD. 
Xbe Jolly Reunion of the Portland Right 
Infantry. 
At the Preble House last night the 89th 
anniversary of the Portland Light Infan- 
try was participated in by a larger ..repre- 
sentation of active and honorary mem- 
bers than for several years past. The 
company assembled- at the armory and 
marched to the music of the American 
Cadet Band to the Preble House. 
After the, enjoyment of an excellent 
dinner Captain Dow introduced General 
C. P. Mattocks as. master of ceremonies. 
The guests of the evening were ex-Cap- 
tains Charles P. Mattocks, C. A. Weston 
and B. Av-Norton, and the following ex- 
members i 
T. A.,Lord, Walters. Bailey, Ellis M. Sawyer, W. E. Bead, 
George B. Hodgdon, Eobert B. Lord, J. H. McDonald, C. J. Moore, 
C. F. Wilson, Charles E. Somerby. 
Other-invited guests were M. T. Eagan 
-and Thomas J, Hogan, first and second 
■lieutenants of the Montgomery Guards, 
and Charles Collins, first lieutenant of 
the Portland Cadets, and Vicomte de 
,'Precount of.the French cavalry, who is 
visiting in Portland. The active com- 
pany was out in full ranks. 
Lack of space prevents the complete 
report which the post prandial exercises 
deserve. But it goes without saying that 
the remarks of General Mattocks, ex- 
Secretary Charles E. Somerby, Lieuten- 
ants Collins, Eagan and Hogan, C. A. 
Weston,.Eobert’Lord, Thomas B. Lord, 
Waiter 8. Bailey, Mons. de Precourt, 
‘Corporal Moore. Captain Norton. Frank 
B. Welch and Sergeant Robinson were 
well received. The Gribben brothers 
gave several excellent songs. Letters 
and telegrams of regret were read from 
“those who couldn’t come. 
THE OLD GUARD. 
Annual Reunion of the White Coats at 
the Ocean House. 
For many years past the “White 
Coats,” the Veteran Association of the 
P. L. I. have celebrated their anniversary 
at the Ocean House, Cape Elizabeth, and 
yesterday morning they embarked in 
private carriages and Charley Fairfield’s 
fine barge Argonaut, drawn by 6ix spirit- 
ed grays, to the number of upwards of 
thirty. The following veterans were 
present to respond to the roll call, with 
a single exception all ranging upwards of 
fifty years of age: 
Samuel J. Anderson, G. W. Merrill, Bangor, 
J. W. Plaisted, J. H. Sticknev, J- T- Emery, George W. Furlong, 
; C. F. Plummer, .T. F. Libby. C. A. Donnell, Samuel Bolfe ■ 
D. G. Drinkwater, Lafayette Wyman, W. P. Jordan, Samuel Teague, Cape Albert Harmon, Elizabeth, Thomas Connor, W. H. Roberts, 
D. H. Chandler, George E. Luseomb, 
T. J. Winslow. J. M. Beal, George Webster, Alex. Bell, J. D. Williams, J. B. Duran, Charles E. Somerby, James A. Tenney, Andrew 8. Sawyer. 
The eldest member present was Mr. 
George W. Merrill, of Bangor, who join- 
ed the company sixty-two years ago, and 
had with him a large silver medal with a 
blue ribbon, made by Abner Lowell, and 
bearing the inscription, “June 6, 1880, 
presented by the Portland Light Infantry 
for best marksmanship to G. W. Merrill.” 
This gentleman, though past 81 years of 
age, is still as fresh and well preserved 
as most men many years younger. It 
was Mr. Andrew S. Sawyer’s 52nd cele- 
bration, Mr. Samuel Rolfe’s 50th, Mr. 
Joseph Stiekney’s 50th, and several 
utiieift uuiuoimg ruuuu nan a, century. 
The youngest member of the “White 
Coats” was Mr. S. I). Williams, 48 years, 
who was a marker of the company in 
boyhood. 
The day was spent in the time-honored 
fashion. At the business meeting which 
preceded the dinner, the following 
officers were elected for the ensuing 
year: 
President—Gen. S. J. Anderson. 
Vice-Presidents—James IV. Plaisted, Chas. B 
Varney, H. B. Brown, Samuel Kolfe, Geo. W. Merrill, of Bangor. 
Secretary—Chas. F. Plummer. 
Treasurer—George IV. Furlong. 
A vote of thanks was passed to Secre- 
tary Plummer for his faithful and inde- 
fatigable services. Five deaths have oc- 
curred since the last reunion, viz; Thomas 
N. Deering, Clias. H. Scott, John H. 
Goddard, Walter H. Thomas, Harvey 
Freeman. 
MUNICIPAL COURT. 
BEFORE JUDGE GOUI.D. 
Monday—John Borden. Baugblin A. Mclntire 
David C. Stinson and Bernard K. Gallagher' 
Intoxication; each fined S3 and costs. 
WESTBROOK CITY FATHERS. 
Portland Railroad Company Again Re- 
ceives Some Attention. 
At the meeting of the Westbrook City 
Council last evening, Alderman Cutter 
presided in the absence of President 
Warren. 
The order for the purchase of 500 feet 
of hose was finally passed. The order 
for leasing a building for the new hose 
reel was tabled. 
Regarding an order appropriating $782 
for a sewer on Bridge and Lincoln streets 
Mr. Cordwell said he thought that the 
sum was insufficient. The order was 
given its second reading and passed. 
A petition was presented for the low- 
ering of the present grade of the elec- 
tric railroad, signed by W. W. Ladd and 
five others. It was moved to refer the 
same to the committee on highways. Al- 
derman Cordwell, the chairman of that 
committee, protested. He said that for 
one he should not change the grade 
again. The president of the electrio 
road said that it would cost 55 cents per 
foot to change it, and they have built ac- 
cording to the grade given them by the 
city. 
Alderman Foster thought that it would 
be unfair to ask the committee to give 
turtner time to it, but the grade was not 
right, and that it would be perhaps a 
good idea for the city council as a whole 
to visit it and see what is best to do 
about it. 
On motion of Alderman Cordwell, the 
petition was laid on the table. 
An order authorizing the city treasurer 
to hire $10,000 was given its first reading, 
A petition for an arc light at Spring 
and Valentine streets elicited the state- 
ment that the appropriation was exhaust- 
ed. 
The vote granting a license to George 
W. Cole to keep a billiard room was re- 
considered. Alderman Babb said that 
earnest opposition had developed to 
•licensing such',places. 
The order appropriating $110 for police 
uniforms was defeated,>8 to 3. 
A petition-respecting the method of 
taxation, and signed by 54 farmers, was 
'referred to the-assessors. 
An order was-read once, appropriating 
$1,090 for a sewer on King, North and 
Brown streets. 
Albion Senter’s petition for the abate- 
ment of a sewer nuisance on his land was 
referred. 
The petition in behalf of the Kerr 
children for abatement on two tax deeds 
•was referred. 
One hundred dollars was voted for an 
arc light onfieavey street. 
Maine Life Underwriters’ Association. 
At the regular meeting of the Maine 
'Life Underwriters’ Association, held 
yesterday, the -folio wins members were 
elected as delegates and alternates to at- 
tend the third annual meeting of the Na- 
tional Association of Life Underwriters, 
to be held in New York, September 21st 
and 22d: 
Delegates—J. W. Fitzpatrick, Mutual Life: W. H. Andersop, New York Life; H. N. Fair- 
banks, Conneotiout Mtatuar, J. Putnam Stevens, Massachusetts Mutual; James Sinkinsou, Union 
Mutual. 
Alternates—J. B. Brackett, Washington Life; 
F. H. Hazelton, Equitable Life; C. F. Dunlap, Mutual Benefit, J. E. Lawrence, State Mutual; 
J. M. GOOdihg, Northwestern Mutual. 
GeorgaFv Dewey of the National Life, 
goes as a;anember of the executive com-' 
mittee of the National Association of 
Life Underwriters. 
The Vestry Builders. 
The Vestry Builders of the West Con- 
gregational church last evening elected 
E. C. Milliken, president; Rev. James A. 
Anderson, vice president; Miss Mary 
Parker, secretary, and Frank E. Sweet- 
treasurer. The executive board is com- 
posed of William H. Morton, James G. 
McGlaufln, J. H. Mountfort, Miss Addie 
Carlton and Miss Ellen Hyde. 
Regular Meeting. 
The regular meeting of bargain huters 
will occur today at the Atkinson Depart- 
ment Store. For particulars notice the 
advertisements. Their dry goods de- 
partment is the attraction and the spec- 
ial bargains they offer will prove tempt- 
ing. Every lady should notice the 
special announcements. 
MARRIAGES. 
In this city, June 4, by Itev. Matt. S. Hughes Louis McF. Kitdridge and Miss Carrie B. Knox 
both of this city. 
In this city, June 6, by Rev. Matt. S. Hughes. George W. Nowell and Miss Hattie M. Driscoll both of Portsmouth, N. H. 
In Westbrook, June 6, bv Rev. A. W. Pottle 
Elden P. Lamb of New York and Miss Cora p’ 
Perrin of Westbrook. 
In Willard June 5, by Rev, George William Kelly, Albert S. Gavett and Miss Annie B 
Nicholson, both of Cape Elizabeth. 
In South Waterford, May 28, by Rev. W. H 
Gowell, Clarence E. Hussey of Norway and Mrs' Henrietta Merrill of Stoneham. 
Ill Kenuebunk, June 2, James B. Lord and Mias Afuhol T4ntr»Viincrm 
In Dorchester, June 1, J. S. Blake of Boston 
and Miss Henrietta i\ Chick, formerly of Bid- 
deford. 
In Saco, Charles S. Skillings and Miss Ellen 
E. Deering. 
In Bangor, June 2, A. Eangdon Freeze and 
Miss Mary B. Drummond. 
In Camden, May 25, J. Edwin Barnes of 
Camden and Miss Ethel S. Holmes of Macliias- 
port. 
DEATHS. 
In this city. June 6. Charles P. Knapp, aged 
72 years, 3 months, 22 days. 
[Funeral Wednesday afternoon at 2.30 
o’clock, from his late residence, No. 158 Cum- 
land street.] 
In Everett, Mass., June 6. Norah Price, wife of John F. Driscoll, formerly of Portland. 
In Ligonia Village.June 6, Mary McFarland wife of (ieorge McFarland, aged 73 years. 
In Bridgton, May 22d, Mrs. Elmira H 
Skillings of Norway, aged 71 years. 
In Freeport, May 28, Mrs. Emily Spear, a"ed 
82 years. 
In Harrison, May 26, John Frost, aged 78 
years. 
In Vinalhaven, May 27, Charles B. Vinal. aged 
68 years. 
In Bethel, May 29, Dea L. Prescott Holt, aged 
65 years. 
In Bangor, Mrs. Ann Totman, aged 77 years. In Bichmond, May 29, John A. Perkins, aged 
69 years. 
° 
In Saco, June 3, Joseph N. Noyes, aged 19 
years. 
DENNETT the Florist, 570 Congress Street, f 
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. j NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. 
^BURROWES’lMPROVED 
Wire Screens 
OUR SCREEN FACTORIES ARE THE LARGEST IN THE WORLD 
BURROWES’ IMPROVED WIRE WINDOW AND DOOR SCREENS are made from 
stock which has been m preparation from one to three years. Every part of the work is done 
carefully and systematically (in large rooms thoroughly equipped with machinery) by ex- perienced screen makers. \V e have already this year screened more than one hundred miles of 
fine residences. 
t;]fcB.© Lowest, 
and our screens will wear at least three times as long as cheaply made screens. There is some difference between a Portland made carriage and one made in the West, but there is a greater 
difterenceibetween our screens and the cheaper grades that* are sold at prices in advance of 
ours. We make screens to order only and will send men to show samples, give estimates, or take measures. 
E. T. BURROWES 4 CO., 70 FREE ST, PORTLAND MAINE. ju7___ eodtf 
CROCKERY DEPARTMENT. 
SPECIAL SALE OF 
FOR MONDAY AND TUESDAY. 
25 LEMONADE SETS, crystal glass figured one-half gallon 
pitcher and silver white metal tray. Regular retail price $1. Our 
price for this sale 
42 CENTS EACH. 
36 VICTORIA LEMONADE SETS, one-half gallon tankard 
pitchers, 6 tumblers, fine fire polish and silver white tray. Regu- 
lar retail price $1.50. For this sale 
75 CENTS EACH. 
Also some twenty different patterns in Ruby, Ruby Amber, 
Rosa, Opalescent, Etched and Engraved. Pitchers and tumblers on 
silver, silver white and Japanese trays and baskets. Prices from 
$1.25 to $4.50. 
EVERY SET REDUCED IN PRICE FOR THIS SALE. 
CAMPAIGN 
Campaign Flags of Best IT. S. 
Bunting, felled seams, 44 stars, 
rope heading, with names of candi- 
dates printed and attached, ARE 
READY NOW. TELEGRAPH 
YOUR ORDER and float the first 
flag in your seotion. Everything 
about them guaranteed. The 
sizes most oommonly ordered 
are— 
24 feet x 12. 27 feet x 20. 
27 feet x 15. 30 feet x 20. 
Lettering Extra. 8c. per letter. 
G. W. SIMMONS & CO., 




TO sell in this state, the only Safe in the world made with steel flanges. All others have 
cast iron. Guaranteed PERFCT fire 
RECORD, Trial trip oncommision. If suc- 
cessful, salary and expenses afterwards. Ad- 
dress with references. W. C. IRELAND & CO., 





WANTED—Salesman; a young man who has had some experience in selling ci- 
gars, pipes and tobacco to travel in Maine and 




The Republicans of North Yarmouth are re- 
quested to meet at their Town House in said 
town on Saturday, June 18,1892, at 2 o’clock 
p. m., for the purpose of choosing delegates to 
attend the Republican State Convention at Port- 
land, June 21, 1892, for the purpose of nomi- 
nating a candidate lor Governor; also to nomi- 
nate candidates for Electors at large for Presi- 
dent and Vice President of the United States, and to select delegates to a county convention to be held in Portland on Thursday, June 30, 
1892, to nominate candidates for the following offices: Four Senators, County Attorney, Sher- iff, Judge of Probate, Register of Probate, 
County Treasurer, and one County Commission- 
er; also to choose a County Committee for two 
years. Per Order of Town Committee. 
SEMINARY NOTICE. 
THE Trustees of Westbrook Seminary are hereby notified that their annual meeting 
willbeheldon Wednesday, June 15th A. D. 1892, at 3 o’clock in the afternoon, at the Semi- 
nary building, in Deering, for the transaction 
of tne following business: 
1. For the choice of officers for the ensuing 
year. 
2. To fill any vacancies that may exist in the Board of Trustees. 
3. To see if they will alter or amend the 
by-laws of the corporation. 
4. To transact any other business that may properly come before said meeting. 
AUGUSTUS F. MOULTON, 
Secretary of Board of Trustees. 
Deering, June 7,1892. ju7dtd 
Hdelsartian 
Summer School of Expression 
will open at Shaw’s Business College, Fortland, 
July 11th to August 1st. Vocal and Physical 
Culture, Gesture, Shakespeare, Painting and 
Languages; a large faculty of the most promi- 
nent Boston teachers; courses for beginners and 
for teachers, singers and public readers; send 
for circulars. FRED WINSLOW ADAMS, 
principal, 607% Congress street, Portland, Me. 
je7TT&Slm 
TO LET—Westerly half of house 307 Cum- berland St., corner of Elm, containing 16 
rooms, 2 bath rooms, laundry, set tubs, range connected for hot water and arranged for one 
or two families; sun all day. Apply to M. H 
FOSTER, 12 Preble St. _7-1 
I 
Best grown in China. Finest drank in America. 
Packed only in half-pound and pound tea-lead packages, 
same as served in the Japanese Garden at the Pure Food Exhibition. We send free, on receipt of a 2c. stamp, sample of either Formosa Oolong or English Breakfast Tea. State your choice. 
CHASE & SANBORN, Boston, Mass. 




There is so much to see when you get up on our first floor that you hardly 
know where to begin. All you can see are long rows of furniture. Tempting rook- 
ers, reed chairs* tables, sidfepoards and chamber sets. One thing you will be sure 
to notice at once, .is the line of mew Perfection Refrigerators standing by the show 
windows on the Pearl Street side. Now lots of people will say when you try to 
explain to,them why one refrigerator is better than another, ‘‘They both hold ice 
don’t they?” No, a cheap refrigerator won’t hold ice any more than a leaky barrel 
will hold vinegar. The waste makes them expensive. The first thing to be obtain- 
ed is insulation against heat. This is generally done by having double walls and 
filling the space with charcoal. The charcoal in time shakes down and leaves the 
upper portion unprotected; then the waste begins; onlyalittlo thing, but the 
world is made up of trifles. 
■In the New Perfection we have a charcoal SHEATHING. That does away with that feature. The interior is arranged differently, too. In a cheap refrigera- 
tor the ioe is in the general chamber. In ours the ice is in a chamber by itseif and 
the cold air circulating against the metal sides of the other compartments keeps 
everything coo.1 and dry. That is why, in this Refrigerator, food aoesjnpttake on 
the taste.-of other things that are kept with it. Another point is that the ice cham- 
ber is so large that you can save considerable by taking large pieces of ice. 'T'lia nvi/um ova from fid AA X-rx CO-I Ail 
AN AGE OF VEHICLES. 
In this age, the man has his horse, the boy has his bicycle, the baby must 
have its carriage. We keep some handsome specimens there by the door. They 
are beauties, too, made of the finest reed and lined with 6atin-plush and with the 
daintiest parasols to shade the little one. 
EVERY MOTHER GOES WILD OVER THEM. 
Seven dollars is the cheapest, then up to $45.00. 
“Everything goes but a baby carriage,” and in this case they must go too. 
From baby carriages to sideboards is quite a jump, but there are such hand- 
some specimens on the floor that they will be sure to attract your attention at once. 
Front $75 to $150 is the price, but they are the finest things for the money in the 
city, Mahogany and Oak, and'the styleTs perfect. We have them as low as $12, but 
the cheaper ones are kept up stairs. Elegant dining tables are displayed here. 
Polished Oak is the favorite, but there are other woods. 
WHAT SURPRISES MANY 
is our array of clocks on a shelf. We have some nice ones too. Real parlor beau- 
ties. If you have the curiosity of the average person you will stop and inspect the 
Folding Beds. The general kind you knowgust swing forward to the floor when in 
use, and look what they are. The Gunn bed is different, though. It looks like a 
handsome bureau. When in use the bureau part is pulled to one side, disclosing 
the bed, and then you have a bed and a bureau ready for use, with mirror and 
everything complete. 
THE NEW DEPARTMENT. 
A half of the first floor is taken up by the Clothing Department, where the 
best and latest styles in Men and Boys’ Clothing is constantly on hand. By the 
way, if your boy or husband rides a Dicycle, just call his attention to the fact that 
we have Bicycle Suits in the League Gray. They are the Sawyer goods and will 
wear like iron. You will see everything in furnishings here also. 
Our Furnishing counters are stocked with the nicest things in that line. We 
had a quantity of 50 cent Neckties a little while ago, and to close out a part we re- 
duced the price to 29 cents. You’ve no idea how they went. We are selling Linen 
Collars now three for a quarter, and that proves attractive. 
We have quite a specialty in Men’s Cheap Pants, from $1.00 upwards. We 
reduced the price od them from 25 to 50 cents, and they go fast. Did you ever hear the mothers speak of our Children’s Department? We undoubtedly have the larg- 
est line of Children’s Clothing in the city, and with the low price they can’t help 
being popular. 
OUR BOOT AND SHOE DEPARTMENT. 
Here are Men’s, Ladies’ and Children’s Footwear, and everything here is a 
Bargain. 
We make it a point to undersell our competitors, and our customers bear wit- 1 
ness to it. \ 
You notice that dainty lot of Infants’Shoes. Well, when you examine the 
price you wili be surprised. Those bargain prices marked on the different lots look 
like business. You know some stores make a specialty of high-priced stock; some 
go in for cheap. We have everything, but our specialty is fitting difficult feet. 
THE HAT DEPARTMENT. 
Our Hat Department demands its share of attention too. You notice how 
cosey it is. Well, we arranged it with a special object. It was to attract ladies’ 
trade, not for themselves, of course, but for the children. 
Do you wonder that we succeed so well? 
2®“ We’ll tell you about some things on the Second Floor tomorrow. 
ARE YOU GOING 
=-TT —— TO :i 
THE ISLANDS 
If yon are you want one of our Negligee Shirts. Silk stripe and made to sell for $3. Our price will be $2 as long as they last. 2000 pair Men’s Hose, inode colors, cheap at 25 cents. Our special price will be 17 cents, 3 pairs for 50 cents. 
1000 pairs Fast Black Hose, warranted, 2 pairs for 25 cents. 
A FULL LINE OF OUTING GOODS. 
THE ATKINSON COMPANV 
Middle, Pearl and Tine Streets. i 
ISAAC C> ATKINSON, CEN’L MANAGER. 
MISCEIXANEOUS. 
Warm Weather has come at last, 




Has been waiting so patiently, or 
otherwise. It has been so long delayed 
in order to make up for lost time, 
SPECIAL PRICES 
Will Rule this Sale of 
Untaoar, Hosiery id ion's 
Finings. 
MEN’S SHIRTS AND DRAWERS. 
Men’s Negligee Shirts, 50c 
(In cheviot and outing flannel, extra value.) 
Men’s Gauze Shirts and 
Drawers, 25c 
(Excellent quality for the price.) 
Men’s Balbriggan Shirts 
and Drawers, 50c 
(Fine quality, usual price 76o.) 
Men’s White Merino 
Shirts and Drawers, 50c 
(Medium weight, usual 76c quality.) 
MEN’S HALF HOSE. 
Men’s Middlesex Seam- 
less, iOc 
(Ought to sell for 15c, excellent to wear.) 
Men’s Fast Black 
Hose, 12 t-2c 
(A genuine bargain.) 
Men’s Fast Black (Shaw 
Knit) Hose, 25c 
(Would be good value at 88c.) 
3 pairs Men’s Fast 
Black Hose for $1.00 
(Shaw knit, actual value for 3 pairs, $1.60.) 
Men’s Summer Neck Ties, 
25o. 
Men’s Summer Neck Ties, 
50c. f 
(The above mentioned Ties are all new and 
choice styles and good value.) 
New styles in Collars and 
Cuff's at Low Prices. 
Bargains in Men’s Sus- 
penders. 
(All new styles, including Wash Suspenders.) 
MEN’S WHITE SHIRTS. 
Our Unrivalled Line. 
Our Seneca $1.00, Bonner 
75c. and Ego 50c. 
WOMEN'S HOSE. 
Women’s Fast Black Hose, 
5c ■ 
Ufut less than Eve pairs to each customer.) 
Women’s Fast Black Hose, 
12 l-2c. 
(Sale not limited.) 
Women’s Fast Black Hose, 
25c. 
(Fine Imported, 38c. quality, HermsdorPs Dye.) 
Women’s Fast Black Hose, 
3 pairs for $1.00. 
(Actual value for 3 pairs, $1.00.) 
WOMEN’S UNDERWEAR. 
Women’s Jersey Vests, 8c 
(A lower price than we ever made.) 
Women’s Jersey Vests, 
12 S-2c. 
(Would look cheap at 18o.) 
Women’s Jersey Vests, 19c 
(Regular 26c. quality.) 
Women’s Jersey Vests, 25c 
(Best bargain ever shown at the price.) 
The higher priced Vests are 
equally good bargains. If you 
look at them you will purchase. 




Mr. C. B. Saunders, so long and favor- 
ably known as the steward of the Cum- 
berland Club, has taken the fine estate 
known as Cliff Cottage, on the Shore 
Road, 2j miles from this city. The 
house has been elegantly refitted and 
will be kept as a first-class summer 
resort. All applications for board 
should be made to 





THE HATDEN QUARTETTE. 
Miss Florence Knight,Soprano; Miss Katharine 
Kicker, Contralto; IK. H. M. Nickerson, 
Tenor, Mr. Harry F. Merrill, Basso. 
A vary strong quartette arousing enthusiasm 
wherever appearing. Also Mr. Fred A. Given, 
Violin Soloist. 
For dates, terms etc., address 
CRESSEY & JONES, 
Piano Warerooms at Now Store 
538 Congress St., 
OPPOSITE EINJES BROS. 
apr2leodtt Portland, Me. 
MAINE TOWNS. 
Items of Interest Gathered by Corres- 
pondents of the Press. 
Gray. 
WEST GRAY. 
[From Our Regular Correspondent.] 
Last Thursday was the hottest day 
ever experienced in this place so early in 
the season, if the memory of the “oldest 
inhabitant” is not in fault. The mer- 
cury reached from 94° to 98° in the shade 
in different localities. The next day 
was cool enough to offset it. 
George A. Bailey, the well known 
stage driver from Gray Corner to the 
station, has been confined to the house 
with the grip the past week. He is now 
able to be oilt, and will soon resume his 
place on the stage. 
Mystic Division S. of T. will celebrate 
their fourth anniversary' on Saturday 
night, June llh, with a public meeting. 
The programme will probably be a lec- 
ture and other literary exercises and a 
sociable. The public are cordially in- 
vited. 
Ralph Leslie went to Lewiston last 
Friday on a visit to his mother. 
West Gray also has a surviving son of 
O T?QWa1ii4i ArtflTTr rnl IV. 4-Lr. 
Mr. Emery Allen, who was the youngest 
son of Joseph Allen, who was a Revolu- 
tionary pensioner for many years. He had a large family, of whom Mr. Emery 
Allen is the sole survivor. He is about 
80 years of age, and is one of our most 
respected citizens. At present his health 
is not very good. 
Miss Elsie Libby was at home from 
Portland last week. 
Mr. Isaac Libby is recovering from his 
recent fall, and is now able to go out. 
Gapt. E. Field, who has been quite 
sick with chills, is better. He has just 
received an offer of a position on a 
dredger in Portland at $125 per month. 
He thinks Of accepting the offer if his 
health will permit. 
Soarboro. 
[From Our Regular Correspondent.] 
E. L. Waterhouse, Chas. W. Fogg, Geo 
Sweetsir and William H. Graffam have 
been appointed election clerks for this 
town. 
The bridge between Oak Hill and the 
Baptist church on the Gorham road is to 
be rebuilt soon. 
The Baptist society held a strawberry 
festival at the Town Hall last Friday 
evening. Financially it was a decided 
success.” 
Mr. and Mrs. B. Scott Larrabee were 
elected delegates to the Congregational 
canference to 'be held at Windham next 
Wednesday. 
Oak Hill Grange will hold its annual 
strawberry festival next Thursday even- 
ing at their hall at Scarboro Beaeh. 
Farmers are through planting. The 
recent rains with a few day’s warm 
weather have made the fields improve and 
the prospect for a good hay crop is very 
much better than a few weeks ago. 
Otlefield. 
BOLSTER'S MILLS. 
[From our Regular Correspondent.] 
At a Republican caucus held in Otis- 
field, Saturday, June 4th the following 
delegates were chosen to attend the State 
convention to be holden at Portland 
June 21st:—Geo. Andrews, Otis F. 
Mitchell, Simon Scribner. They were in- 
structed for Cleaves. Town committee, 
C. C. Davis, Geo. Andrews, Otis F. 
Mitchell, D. L. Holden, J. H. Edwards. 
N. C. Pinkliam, Republican, and Ed- 
win M. Jillson, Demoorat, have been ap- 
pointed election and ballot clerks for 
Otisfield. 
The Oxford Pomona Grange meets 
with Fred.Robie Grange, Otisfield Gore, 
Tuesday, June 7th. 
It is very wet and many farmers are 
not yet done planting. Grass is looking 
well and fruits of all kinds have blos- 




[From Our Regular Correspondent.] 
Apple trees are in full bloom, grass is 
looking fine, potatoes ready for hoeing, 
plenty of rain, and the farmers are 
happy. 
Mr. Geo. L. Randall and family at- 
tended the Ivy Day exercises at Bowdoin 
College last Friday. 
Capt. F. M. Hodgkins is at home from 
a voyage to Europe and the West Indies. 
His vessel is in Portland. 
Sanford.| 
[From Our Regular Correspondent.] 
At £the' Republican caucus Saturday 
afternoon Dr. W. J. Mayburr was chosen 
‘chairman and JO. H. Ogden Secretary. 
The following delegates were chosen to 
'attend the State convention and were in- 
structed to vote forJHon. H. B. Cleaves 
for Governor. C. H. Frost, E. G. Murray, 
Dr. W. J. Mayberry, [Frank Wilson, E. 
M. Goodall, Chas. F. Moulton, Geo. 
Nowell. 
Dogs and Oats In King Hovel's Times. 
The worth of dogs is variously esti- 
mated; in the Tenth century the king’s 
buckhound being valued at fifteen pence 
when bom and one pound when fully 
trained, while “a herd dog is worth the 
best ox, and whosoever may possess a 
cur, though it be the king, itt value is 
fourpence.” 
Cats, however, are prieed without dis- 
tinction, there being probably but one 
breed. Nor is any extra value set upon 
those favored cats, which, by reason of 
their royal ownership, enjoyed the daily 
privilege, accorded them proverbially, 
of looking at a king. No matter to what 
family or place it may belong, “the 
worth of a kitten from the night it is 
kittened until it shall open its eyes, is a 
legal penny, and from that time until it 
shall kill mice, two legal pence,” four- 
pence being the full value of a cat, as of 
a sheep or of a goat. 
The qualities expected of her are par- 
ticularly catalogued and the list of them 
runs thus: “To see, to hear, to kill mice, 
to have her claws entire, to rear and not 
to devour her kittens, and if she be 
bought and be deficient in any one of 
those teithi, let one-third of her worth 
be returned.”—All the Year Round. 
Feat Bog Jlrupti oils, 
Harr Klinge has been studying the 
eruption of peat hogs and the stream of 
dark mud these give out. He rejects the 
explanation that it is due to excessive 
absorption of water by the peat, or that 
it is caused by exploding gases, but at- 
tributes it to-land slips of the ground 
under the bog, ami remarks that in Ire- 
land the eruptions are most frequent in 
limestone formations with caverns and 
bodies of underground water.—New 
York Times^ 
A 8B4ART MULE. 
It Bcsmea One of Its Fellows and Sarefl 
a Railroad Train. 
I hoard a good story the other day feat 
was told by. an Old locomotive engineer, 
or engine driver, as they more properly 
call him,'in England—for the engineer is 
the man that surveys and “lays ont” the 
road—and I am going to give it to you 
exactly as he told it. If yon don’t want 
to believe it all I shall not object, but I 
shall preface the “yam” with the re- 
mark that there are some “mighty 
smart” mules in the world. Here is the 
story: 
Railroad people have a horror of run- 
ning over animals, not only because 
they don’t like to bill them, for humane 
reasons, but because a collision with one 
often results in derailing the train. 
There is another reason, too, as fee 
old engineer said—they don’t like to 
“muss up” their engines by strewing 
pieces of animal all over it. One day on 
a railroad out in Illinois this engineer 
scared up a mule on the track beside 
him. They were about two miles from 
a bridge at the time. Knowing the 
fashion all animals have of running 
straight ahead on the track instead of 
putting their common sense on the mat- 
ter and sheering off to one side, the en- 
gineer fairly made the surrounding 
country ring with the noise of his 
whistle, so as to get clear of the mule 
before they got to the bridge. But Mr. 
Mule seemed to think that the whistle 
was invented only to keep him on the 
track and make him run faster, and he 
kept straight on at redoubled speed. 
Of course the engine could easily have 
overtaken him and knocked him into 
smithereens, but as that might have re- 
sulted in knocking the train into the 
same kind of fragments, the engineer 
slackened speed a little and finally 
stopped and sent the fireman ont to drive 
the beast off the track. That was done 
several times, bpt each time the fireman 
had hardly got into tho cab again when 
the mule was on the track the same as 
before and tearing ahead like mad. In 
fact, the thing was becoming very mo- 
notonous, when, looking up suddenly, 
the engineer saw that he was very close 
to the bridge. Then he began to get un- 
easy for fear the idiot of a mule—as. he 
thought the animal to be—was going to 
try to cross the bridge—though how he 
would manage to step on the ties sure- 
footed tho puzzled railroader could not 
understand. 
They were so near the bridge by that 
time that the engineer dared not go an- 
other rod, so he stopped short—just as 
tlin f\ tnnla ^o.cVinrl nff oorono « I 
braying like a good fellow. And then 
the engineer and fireman saw the game 
the wise old animal was playing. Right 
In the middle of the bridge was another 
mule, stuck fast with his legs between 
the ties. The old railroader insists upon 
it that the mulahad kept on the track 
to make the train go slow, and thus pre- 
vent it from coming into collision with 
the mnle on the'bridge, not because it 
cared-so muoh about the fate of its com- 
panion, bnt to save the train from wreck. 
I decline to express an opinion; a3 for 
you, you can take yemr choioe as to the 
mule’s motive.—Humane World. 
WIT AND WISDOM. 




ONLY BIGHT TO TELL. 
The Key. Mark Guy Pearse, the eminent Eng- 
lish Divine, writes: 
“Bedeobd Place. Bussell Square, > 
London, December 10,1888. J 
“I think it only right that I should tell you ol 
how much use X find Allcock’s Porous Plab- 
ters In my family and among those to whom I 
have recommended them. I find them a very, 
breastplate against colds and coughs.” 
A young woman was trading in a station- 
er’s shop, and the elderly proprietor suddenly 
asked: 
“And when does the wedding take place?” 
“The wedding? Why, you don’t think—” the- fair customer blushed and hesitated. 
“Ah, fraulein, when young ladles buy 1QQ sheets of paper and only 25 envelopes, I know, there is something In the wind.—Cologne Ga* 
zette. 
A dose of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla each morning', 
during vacation, will greatly benefit you. 
Two Opinions. 
“I don’t think M. Bunker is much of a conver- 
sationalist,” observed Miss Elder. 
"Well, he called on me last night,” replied Miss Young, as she carelessly twirled a new' 
ring on the third finger of herXett hand, “and'I 
found his conversation quite engaging.”—Truth. 
Weak hair strengthened and the soalp kept 
clean by using Hall’s Hair Eenawer, 
What She Called Him. 
Lady Visitor (who is being entertained ljy 
Tommy)—And who are you named after, my 
little man? 
Tommy—Dunno. 
Visitor—After your papa, I suppose. What 
is his name.dear? 
Tommy—Dunno. 
Visitor—Nonsense! What does your mamma 
call him? 
Tommy (promptly)—Donkey.—Pick Me Dp. 
Children with weak eyes, sore ears, or any- 
form of scrofula cured by Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. 
Misunderstood. 
Mrs. Plainfield (proudly—And who would, 
have thouglifethat I should ever he the mother 
of a poet? 
Her neighbor (misunderstanding)—Oh, well, I 
wouldn’t worry about that. He’ll have better 
sense when he gets older.—Puck. 
MISCELLANEOVS. | MISCELLANEOUS. J MISCELLANEOUS. j MISCELLANEOUS. 
WE HAVE PLACED 
Our Gun in a Commanding Position. 
THE B09MIHG OF GANNON AND THE FLYING OF SHOT AND SHELL HAYE KNOCKED 
Profits Into Innocuous Desuetude! 
IN UUK MtN o SUII UtrAKIMtNI. 
SO Men's all wool Suits at All Wool Sawyer Suits at Men's dark Worsted Suits at 
$6; these garments are strict- $10 a suit, worth $15. $12, $15, $18 and $20. 
ly all wogI and are a bargain. Aten’s Gray Mixed Suits at Young Men's Hobby Suitings 
Men’ all wool light and dark $10 a suit, would be cheap at in light and dark colors, $12, 
colored Suits at $8 per suit. $12. $15, $18 and $20. 
IN OUR MEN’S 000 PANT DEPARTMENT. 
100 pairs Men's all wool 1 OOpairs Men’s fine all wool Men’s fine Light Pants from 
Pants at $1.50 a pair. Pants at $2.50, worth 3.50. 3.50 to $7. 
50 pairs Men’s all wool Men’sWorsted Striped Pants One lot of Men’s fineWorst- 
Pants at $2 a pair. $3 and $3.50, a bargain, ed Pants at $4, worth 5. 
BOYS’ AND CHILDREN’S SUIT DEPARTMENT. 
Boys’ Long Pant Suits trom Children’s Short Pant Suits Children’s fine Suits at $6, 
$5 to $15. $1.25, worth $2. 7,8, 10, 12 and $15. 
Boys’Three Piece Suits $5 Children's all wool Short SallorSuits75c, $1.25,1.50 
to $12. Pant Suits $2.50, worth 3.50. 2,2.50,3, 4 and $5. 
150 pairs Odd Knee Pants at 25 cents a pair 
lOO pairs Odd Knee Pants at - - - 50 cents a pair 
Boy§’ Long Fants from .... $1.00 to $5.00 
FURNISHING DEPARTMENT. 
1©0 dozen Windsor Ties, - 1© cents each, 3 for 25 cents 
5© 44 Suspenders at - 8 cents a pair 
5© 44 Cotton Hose at 7 cents a pair, 4 pairs for 25 cents 
4© 44 Balbriggan Shirts and Drawers at 23 cents each 
Thin Coats from ----- 45 cents to $3.©© 
White and Fancy Vests from 75 cents to 2.5© 
The balance of our Spring Overcoats we will close at cost. 
IRA F. CLARK fie CO., 
The Leading One Price Giothiers and Furnishers, 
483 CONGRESS STREET, : : i : PORTLAND, ME. 
“KEEP COOL” 
By wearing Brown’s Russian Calf and Coat Shoes, 
Men’s Russian Bluchers, Hot Weather Shoes for your 
troublesome corns. 
Ladles’, Misses’ and Children’s Russet Boots and i 
Shoes. 
Ladles’ Southern Ties and stylish Oxfords. 
SOMETHING NEW! 
Ladles’ Bluoher Oxfords. 
Ladies’ Bluoher Boots. 
Examine our 82.00, $2.50, and $3.00 Boots. 
Men’s $2.00, $2.50 and $3.00 Boots. 
BROWN, 
Union Station, 461 CONGRESS STREET 
044 COKTOHBSS ST. Sigll Of Gold BOOt, 
Jun4 eodtf 
BARGAINS EXTRAORDINARY 
FOR THIS WEEK.. 
A i AAA of seasonable and desirable goods marked way 
down, and they must be closed out. The people " J www appreciate the great bargains we offer, and keep 
ns busy all the time. 
Plain, Printed, Hemstitched, Embroidered and Lace Handker- 
chiefs, marked down. 
Black, White and Colored Ribbons marked down to close. 
One case 37 in. Printed Challies, 6 1-4 cts. worth 10. 
300 Antique Lace Tidies 13cts. worth 35. 
One lot Portemonnaies at about half price. 
One lot Steel Scissors, 35 cts., all sizes. 
One lot of Jewelry at one fourth of the cost. 
One case 1 Oc Printed Cambric for 8 cts. 
One lot Cocheco Prints, 5 cts. 
A few more pieces of Plaid Repellents 69 cts., worth $1.00. 
Good 9-4 Unbleached Cotton, 15 cts. 
“ 10-4 “ “ 16 cts. 
Misses’ 50c. Fancy Cotton Hose, Sets. “ 63c. “ “ “ 18 1-9 cts. 
“ 75c. “ “ “ 15 cts. 
If yon are looking for Bargains call on us. 
Ours Is the Bargain Store of the City. 
JyM. lETSTEIIl Op. 
MERRY’S 
Straw lEEetts I 
ALWAYS THE CORRECT STYLES, 
DUNLAP & CO. 
.... Celebrated .... 
S:T:R:A:W H:A:T:S 
The finest In the world. 




Something new in a Tie for Soft 
Shirts. 
Men’s Underwear 50c 
and upwards. 
Men’s Rose, two pairs 
for 25c, etc. 
Remember Onr Elegant 
Laundry on Tnesdays. 
MERRY, THE” HATTER, 
237 and. 239 Middle Street, 
je4 eodtf 
MANUFACTURERS OF THE 
UmSieeW ireWindowScreens idScuDoors 
X3NT THE WOHLU. 
Our patent spiral spring attachment is without a rival, as its 
method of application renders the adjustment of the screens per* 
fectly simple aud easy, and experience lias fully proven that in 
durability and retention of spring power it leads all others. 
Measures taken aud estimates furnished for orders of any size 
large or small. 
portlanITscreen co., 
::: Office :: and st Factory 
93 HANOVER ST., PORTLAND, ME. 
i my9 ecKtlm 
FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL 
Quotations of Staple Products in the 
Leading Markets. 
Stocks and Bonds—Money Easy-Sterling 
Exchange Quiet and Steady-Government 
Bonds Dull and Steady—Railroads Fairly 
Active and Rather Heavy—Stocks Closed 
Active and Weak. 
At New York, yesterday, money was easy, 
ranging from l.@lVa per cent.; last loan at 
1 Vs per cent, closing at lV-j per cent. Prime 
mercantile paper was quoted at 2% @0 per cent. 
Sterling Exchange was quiet and steady with 
actual business in bankers’ bills 4 87 for 60- 
day bills and 4 88% for demand; posted rates 
at 4 88,3;4 89. Commercial bills were 4 87vs 
@4 87%. Government bonds were dull and 
steady. Railroads were fairly active and rather 
heavy. 
Dullness marked dealings in the stock market 
after 13 o’clock, while prices receded slowly 
without causing material change in any portion 
of the list. Toward 2 o’clock the market was 
again subjected to a heavy and prices yielded 
all over the list. Only coalars were depressed 
more than small fractions. Jersey Central was 
down 3 per cent from the first price,Del. & Hud 
23A, Lackawana 2% and Reading IVi, market 
closing active and weak at lowest prices. 
Transatactions at the Stock Exchange aggre- 
gated 238,400 shares. 
Retail Grocers’ Sugar Rates. 
Portland market—cut loaf 5%c -.confectioners’ 
7c; pulverized, 6c; powdered, 6c; granulated, 
6c; coffee crushed, 3% c; yellow, 3c. 
Railroad Receipts. 
PORTLAND. June. 6. 
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Port- 
and, 108 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for 
connecting roads 134 cars. 
Portland Wholesale Market. 
PORTLAND, June 6,1892. 
Ihe Flour market is strong: millers generally 
agk an advance of 10c on all grades. Sugar 1- 
Rc higher with good demand. Cheese low-er. 
The following are to-day’s quotations of Grain, 




X Spring & 
XX Bpring $4%@4% 
Patent Sprng 
Wheat .. 5 26@5 50 
Mich, str’ght 
roller.... S4%@5 10 
clear do... $4%i®4s4 
StLouis st’gt 
rooler.$5@5 12% 
clear do.,. $4% @4% 
Wnt’r wheat 
patents... 5 25@5 Bo 
Fish. 
Cod—Large 
Shore ... .5 25®6 501 
Small do, .3 76®4 25. 
Pollock ., ,-.3 60@4 50l 
Haddock.5, .2 00@2 60i 






Med. 3S...13 00@«14 
Large 3s.. 
Produce. 
Cpe Cran’s. bush,. 
Pea Beans.. 195 ® 2 10 
Ger. med... 1 7B@210! 
Yellow Eyes.l 76@2 00 
Cal. Pea_2 50®2 60i 
Irisn Potat's 35® 40c 
Sweets .. .3 60®4 00] 
CaDbage.bbl 1 7o®2 001 
Onions—Ber : 
muda... .1 50®1 601 
Egyptian do 3 oo®3 25 
Chickens... 15®l7tbl 
Fowls ..... 13® 14c 1 
Turkeys.... 17@ l9ci 
Apples. | 
No. 1 Rus- 
setts.,...2 50®3 00 
atlng.....275®3 25 
vap & lb., 7 @8e 
Lemons. 
Palermo. .3 00@375 
Messina.., .3 60®4 00 
Oranges. 
Valencia,,..6 001®7 25 
Floriaa *.., 






Plot Sup*,., ..7% @8 
do sq.„.. .BViffiB 
Crackers .... 5 ®S 
Coal. 
Cumberland.^ 2E@5 00 
Acadia.■. •. 
Chestnut™. • B 75@6 00 
Franklin.... 7 60 
Lehigh. 6 00 
Coffee. 
Flo, roasted... .18@21 
Java do.29@30 
Cooperage. 
!•' Hhhd shooks & hds— 
Mol. city. .2 00@2 10 




32 in. 24@26. 
Spruce3Bm 20@a2 I 
Soft plne35 20§22 
Haidpne32 2o@30 
Hoops 14 ft. 
Hoops 13 ft. 
Hoops 8 ft. 
Cordage. 
Amer’n & SS10ya@U 
Manilla.. .12 @14 
Manilla l)olt 
rope. @14 
Hussia do. 16V2@17 
Sisal.10yi@liy4 
Drnes and Dyes. I 
Acid Oxalic.... 12@14 i 
Acidtai't.40@42 [ 
Ammonia.15@201 
Asnes, pot... ,6%(® 8 
Bais copabia...65@70 
Beeswax.35@40 
Blch powders... 6 
Borax.12S14 
Brimstone... .2Vs® 5- 
Cochineal.40@43, 
Copperas.1%@ 2i 
Cream tartar.... 26@30 
Ex logwood.... 12@15 
Gumarabic.. .70® 1 22 
Aloes cape.lr>@25 
Camphor.™... ,60@52 
My till.. ..52@55 




Ipecac.2 oO@2 25 
Liconee, rt... .16@20 
Lac ex.34@40 
Morphine... 1 80@2 05 
Oil bergamots 25@4 00 
Cod liver.. .110@1 35 
Lemon..... 3 25@4 00 
Olive...» .. 1 00@2 50 
Peppt.3 25@3 50: 
Wintergreen2 00@2 12 
cotass Dr’mae..ats®33 
Chlorate^.... 17@18 
Iodide.2 85.a3 UO 
Quicksilver,.. .70K80 
Quinine.29(0.34 
Bheubarb, rt.75c@l 50 
Kt snake.3o©40 
Saltpetre.3 0® 1C* 
Senna.25&30 
Canary seed_4®4Va 
Cardamons 1 00@1 75 
Soda, by-carbon @6% 
Sal.2V4S3 
Sulphur.3>A®3va 
Sugar lead.20®22 White wax_55@60 









Blasting ... 3 50(5.4 00 
Sporting.... 4 50(56 50 
Drop snot, 25 ibs.. l 40 
Buck, B, BB, 






Common 2.... (&2 Vs 
Grain. 
Corn, car lots.64ffl65Va 
Corn, Dag lots.,.66@67 
;Meai, bag lots'. .62®63. 
! Oats, car lots... 44G845 
Oats, bag lots.. 46@48 
Cotton See ti- 
car lots .25 50IS26 00 
bag lots.. $26@27 00 
Sacked Br’n 
car ots. $19@20 00 
bag lots. .$gl(ft22 00 
Middlings.. S20S22,00 
bag lots.. $22@24 00 
Provisions. 
Pork, Bks.15 50®15 75 
clear.. .14 75@15 00 
short ctsl5 00@15 2B 
Beef,extra 
mess... 8 00@ 8 25 
plate... 9 00@ 950 
ex-plate. 10. 00@10 50 
Lard, tubs, 6**® 7V- 
tierces... 6 w 71* 
palls-6% @11 
pure leaf.10 @10Va 




land ret.;pet... 6*4 
Ligonla... .... 6*4 
Centennial. .6*4 
Pratt’s Astral.. 8*4 
Devoe’s brilliant 8*4 
Raisins. 
Muscatel.... 1 50@2 00 
London lay’r2 00(®3 50 
Onpura lay’r.8 @9** 




Standard do. 411-16 
ExtraC.. 41* 
Seed. 
Bed Top. .1 75@1 85 









N. Y. fct’ry. 11 % @12 Va 





Mia weight... .2l@22 
Heavy... 22@23 
Slaughter. ....31@z2 













Nol....^,*. SI 5® 20 
Pine .... £25^60 
Shingles— 
X cedar... .3 E0®3 75 
Clear cedar 3 00®3 25 
X No 1.2 25®2 50 
No 1 cedar..1 25®1 75 
Spruce..... 1 26@1 60 
LathSjSpce. .2 20®2 25 
Lime—Cement. 
Lima,17 csk. 1 00® 1 05 
Cement.1 40® 1 60 
Matches. 





Polisheu copper. 22 
14x48 planished. 35 
Bolts. 20 
Y M sheath.... 




Straits ........ 22@24 
English.23® 25 
Char. I. Co..7 00® 7 60 
Char. J. X. ,9 26®9 65 
Terne.6 00®8 50 
Antimony... 16@18 
Coke...... .6 00@8 50 
Zinc.7 50®8 00 






Fancy Ponce.. .37@38 
Nails. 
Cask,cut.... I 90®2 00 
wire 2 15@22» 
Tar 4} bbl...3 00o,3 25 
Coal till'.... 5 23®5 50 
Pitch.3 00® 3 25 
Wil. Pitch. .3 00®3 25 
Rosin..3 00®4 00 











Castor.1 25®1 35 




Pure ground.7 00@7 50 
Red.7 ®7b4 
Eng Veil Red3 fe3Va 




Rangoon ... .BVaie! 
Saleratus. 
Saleratus .... 6®5 Vs 
Spices. 
[Cassia, pure... .15® 17 
Mace...75®80 I Nutmegs. ..Vrt 70^73 
Refined.2%®2V4 Pepper.. —.. -18@21 
Norway.3V2@4 Cloves.--16^20 
Cast steel.... {£S 10 Ginger.13,o;15 German steel.(i3% Starch. 
Shoesteel.(a.2% Laundry.3Va@5 Sheet Iron— Gloss.6%@7% 
Common.3Vi@3% Tea. H, C..4%™& Souchong ..... 18@50 Russia... .131/0yil t do choice.... 36®50 
Galv.6]/2 a,l I Japan..*.26(^36 Tobacco. j Ooolong... 25(0.36 Best brands....601160 Formoso.36@0o 
Medium.30^401 Lead. 
Common.2 6® 301 Sheet.6 % @7 Vi 
Natural leaf-60(0,70 Pipe.6 @6Vi 
Grain Quotations. 
NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE. 




Opening. 02'/s 93% Highest.. 03 03% 
Lowest..,.. 025,8 03 










Opening. 93 92% 
Highest.93 93Vi 
Lowest.01% 92V4 
Closing.»';. 91% 92% 
CORN. 
Julv. Aug. 
Opening.,.... 67Vi 67% 
Highest...,. £*,_ 67% 67% 
Lowest...Vi.,,.... 66% 64% 
Closing. ...». 66% 64% 




Opening. 8(5 85 Yu 













Closing. 49 Vs 483/s 
Portland Daily Press Stock List. 
Corrected by Swan & Baerett, Bankers and 
Brokers, 186 Middle street. 
STOCKS. 
Description. Bar Value. Bid. Asked 
Canal National Bank.100 126 128 
Casco National Bank.100 115 117 
Cumberland National Bank.. 40 40% 42 
First National Bank.100 loo 102 
Merchants'National Bank.. 73 115 117 
National Traders’ Bank_100 116 118 
'Portland National Bank.... 100 103 105 
Portland Trust Co...100 114 116 
Portland Company....... 1.100 100 
Portland Gas Company. 60 80 85 
Portland Railroad CompanylOO 115 120 
'-(Portland Water Co.100 110 115 
‘■Maine Central R R.100 115 120 
BONDS. 
Portland City 6s, 1897.108 110 
(Portland 6s, 1907.123 125 
Portland 4s, 1902—1912 Funding.. 102 103 
Bangor 6s, 1894, R. R. aid.102 104 
Bangor 6s, 1899, R R. aid........108 110 
Bangor 6s, 1905, Water. 120 121 
•Bath6s, 1898, R. R. aid... 105 107 
■Bath 6s,■ 1897, Muntcipal.7..*.w... 102 104 
.Bath 4%s, 1907, Municipal1/. VT...100 102 
Bath 4s, 1921, Refunding......... 98 100 
Belfast 6s, 1898*R. R. aid.... :... .106 108 
Belfast 43/1892^1922, Municipal.. 98 100 
(Calais 4s,&901—1911, Refunding. .100 101 
‘Lewiston6s, 1901, Municipal..... 112 114 
Lewiston 4s, 1913, Municipal..100 102 
-Saco 4s, 1901, Municipal.100 102 
Maine CentralR, R. 7s.1898,1st. mtgll3 115 
7s, 1912, cons. mtgl34 136 
4 Vis.103 105 
g6s, 1900, extens’nllo 112 
“6s, 1895—1905 D’bl02 103 
Leeds & Farmington R. R, 6s, 1896.105 106 
Portland & Ken. R. R. 6s, 1895.... 103 105 
Portland & Ogd’g g6s, 1900, 1st mtgl08 110 
Portland Water Co’s 6s, 1899..,..108 110 
Portland Water Co’s 4s, 1927. 96 98 
Boston Stock Market. 
rrk« «>A«A to rl,nt.t:__ n 
•tocks II Boston: 
Atchison. Topeka & Stanta Fe R...33% 
C. B. & Q. •. «*•••••••!•• %.•**•*• •,» %« 99% Mexican Central ■.. .,.., _.. ib% 
.Union Pacific.........39 
Boston & Maine R. ... .179 
do pfd.AVfK... 148% 
Bell Telephone...210 
New York and New England it.... 38% 
do pfd. .85 
New York Mining Stocks. 
(By Telegraph.) 
NEW YORK. June 6, 1892.—The following 
are today’s closing quotations of mining stocks: 
Col. Coal........... r.',.»«'«......... 33% 
Hocking Coal...............14 
Homestalte..14 00 
Ontario........ . .38 60 
Quicksilver..... j, ,i?.'‘K.. 3% 
do pfd.ii.,1..'. 17% 
Mexican...<. 
New York Stock and Money Market. 
(By Telegraph). 
NEW YORK. June 6, 1892. 
The following are to-day s closing quotations 
of Government securities: 
June 4. June 8. 
Ncw4’s reg.118 116 
New4’s coup...,.117 117 
United States2s reg... .100 100 
Central Pacific lsts. .. .108% 108% 
Denver & R. G. 1st...315% H6 
Erie 2ds.....106% 105 
Kansas Pacific Consols....... .109% 109% 
Oregon Nav. lsts..110% 110% 
Kansas Pacificists.109 108% 
Closing quotations of stocks: 
Adams Express..147 147 
American Express...120 120 
Central Pacific........ 30% 30 % 
Ches.fi Ohio.Vi.. ...... 22% 22% 
Chicago & Alton.148 148 
Chicago & Alton preferred.... 160 160 
Chicago. Burlington fi Quincy. 99% 99% 
Delaware fi Hudson Canal Co.139% 136 
Delaware. Lackawana fi West..l67% 154% 
Denver & Rio Grande........ 16 16 
Erie. 26% 26% 
Erie preferred.............. 64% 63% 
Illinois Central. 102% 103 
Ind., Bloom fi West.»,,,,,,, 
Lake Erie & West........24 24 
Lake Shore.......132% 132% 
Louis & Nasli. 72% 72% 
St. Louis fi San Fran.,,... 
Manhattan Elevated......... 132 132 
Michigan Central...107 107% 1 
Minn. & St. Louis.. ..12% 11% 
Minn. & St. Louis pfd.. 29% 28% 
Missouri Pacific. 55% 55 
New jersey Central.138% 136% 
Northern Pacihc common..,,.. 19% 19% 
Northern Pacific pfd......... 52% 52% 
Northwestern....•». 119% 119% 
Northwestern pfd.146 140 
New York Central.113V* 113 
New York. Chicago & Sf Louis. 16% 16% 
do pfd..... 72 72 
Ohio & Miss.,.. 20 20 
Ont, & Western. 18% 18% 
North American............. 14% 14% 
Pacific Mail...34% 34% 
Pullman Palace...*197% 197% 
Reading.. 60 68% 
Rock Island...76% 77 
St. P ul.. 76% 77 
*“• .. ^/V5 J4074 
St. Paul. Minn. & Mann.112% IISV2 
St. Paul & Omaha... 49% 48% 
no pfd.121*4 121*/* 
Texas Pacific, new. >9*4 914 
Union acific. 39*4 38% 
U. S. Express. 55 52 
Wabash, St, Louis & Pacific .. 10% 10*4 
do pfd. 24 23% 
Western Union.. 95% 94 
Sugar Trust.4... 98% 98% 
do pfd. 
Richmond <c West Pom:. 9% 914 
do Dfd. 48 48 
Boston Produce Market 
BOSTON, June 6, 1892.—The following are 
to-dav’s quotations of Provisions. Produce, etc. 
Pork—Long cuts 00 00@14 50: short outsat 
00 00@14 75; Packs at 14 75@00 00; lean lends 
at 00 00@14 75; pork tongues 17 25; butt pork 
10 25. 
Hams at 10%e; small do 11c; pressed hams 
11c. 
Lard—Choice at 7c ^ lb in tierces and tubs: 
10-lb pails in cs 7% c. 
Hogs—Choice city dressed 6%c H>; country 
do 5% c. 
Butter—Western extra creamery I8@18%c: 
fancy higher: firsts and extra firsts at 16<ajl7c; 
extra imitation ereamrv 14gl5 c; factory cnoice 
12@13c iNorthern creamery, choice 19®19%c: 
New Vork ana Vermont dairy, good to choice 
15«17o; Eastern creamery, good to cnoice at 
16@18e. Tne abo'ji quotations are receivers, 
prices for strictly Wholesale lots- 
Cheese—Northern cnoice full creams, new at 
lOVaigllc; fair to good at 8@10c; Western 
choice, new, HxglOvac; lair togooa at9@l0c; 
^ggs-?Eastern extras 17®.1.7 V8 c: Vt and N H 
extras at 17@17y2c; Mich, extra at 16ya@i7c; 
Southern choice at 16; Western firsts at 10® 
i6y2c. 
Poultry—Northern fresh-killed turkeys,choice 
—c ;do chickens at 28ffl25c; fowls 16@18c ;Wes- 
tem iced fowls at 13@lsy2C;Western dry pack- 
ed cnickens at 18@20c; do fowls 14!/2@3 5c. 
Beans—N York hand-sicked pea, 1 86® 1 90: 
marrow pea 1 85@190; choice screen at 1 50 
@1 65; hand-picked med 80@1 85;choice yel- low eyes, 170®175: California pea Deans at 
3 30® 2 40; hand-picked. 2 50®2 60. 
Seed—Timothy, 1 60@1 75: Western red top 
1 50®82: clover, 12@13e;Hungarian,l 16® 1 30. 
Hay—Choice; at —®21 00: some fancy higher; 
fair to to good 19 60@$20 EO: Eastern fine, §17 
@$18: poor to ordinary. $16@$17. 
Potatoes—Choice (natives and Maine stock at 
SI 25 bid: choice Vt and northern N H 
Burbanks 45@4s bush-.NY Burbanks and white 
stars 45®:4Sc;Houlton Hebrons 48@60c;Aroos- 
took Hebrons 45@S;8c. 
■Apples—No 1 Russets 3 00S3 25; No 2s at 
2 00@2 50. 
_
Chicago Cattle Market. 
(By Telegraph) 
CHICAGO. June 6.1892_The Cattle market 
—Receipts 15,000; shipments 5,000; slow and 
steady to weaker; choice to prime steers 4 25@ 
4 60; fair to good 3 90@4 10; others at 3 75® 
3 85; Stockers and feeders 3 76®3 75; Texans 
2 76@3 75. 
Hogs—receipts 47,000; shipments 1,400; 
active to 10c lower; rough and common at 3 50 
@4 26; mixed and packing 4 60@4 65; prime, 
heavy and butchers’ weights at 4 70®4 80; 
light 4 40@4 70. 
Sheep—receipts 9,000; shipments 4000; busi- 




NETWORK. June 6.1892,-The Flour mark- 
et—receipts 15,725 pckgs; exports 950 bbls and 
3159 saoks; actlvo, closing weaker;sales 39,200 
bbls. 
Flour quotations—low extras at 2 65@3 35; 
city mills extra 4 26@4 60; citv mills patents 
4 70@4 90; winter wheat low grades at 2 66® 
8 35; fair to fancy at 3 45@4 66 :patents at 4 25 ®5 00; Minnesota clear 3 60@4 40; straights 
do at 3 904,4 60; do patents 416@6 10; do rve 
mixtures 3 60@4 10; superfine at 210@2 35; 
tine at 1 85@2 50. Suothern flour quiet and 
irregular at 3 30@4 76. Rye stronger with a 
good demand. Cornmeal quiet at 2 85@3 10. 
Wheat—receipts 363,550bush; exports 317,- 
707 bush; sales 156.000 bush; irregular,closing 
lower and moderately active; No 2 Red at 98% 
@1 00% afloat; 97%c@l 00% f o b: No 3 Red 
—; No 1 Northern at 91%@92%c; No 1 hard 
at 95%®95%c;No 2 Northern at 86%@87% ; 
No 2 Chicago 91@91%c; No 2 Mil 90%c;No 8 
Spring at 85%@86%c. Rye strong and want- 
ed ;western 84@88Vac. Corn—receipts 54,260 bush; exports 48 bush; sales 140,000 bush; > 
heavy and lower; free sellers and moderately' 
active; No 2 at 68@80%c in elev, 69@61%c- 
afloat; steamer mixed —c. Oats—receipts 29,- 
275 bush; exports 51,033 bush; sales 61.000 
bush: opened stronger and closed and quiet: 
No 3 at 37% : do White at 43%@44c; No 2 at 
38@39c ;do White at 44®44% c ;Mixed Western' 
36®40c; White do and White State at 40@46c. 
Coffee—Rio quiet and steady; No 7 at 13@<t 
13y80.Sugar—raw firm, fair demand ;reflned ac- 
tive, firm-No 6 at 3y8@4;No 7 at3 13 16@3 16- 
16 ;No 8, 3%@3%c;No 9 at 3 11-16®3 13-16C; 
No. 10 at 3%@3%c;No 11 at 3 9-16@311-16C; 
No 12 at 3%@3%c; No 13 at iSVi@3%c: off A 
4@4%c; Mould A 4 9-16@411-16C: standard 
A 4 5-16®4 7-16c; Confectioners’ A 4 3-16@4 5- 
16e; cut loaf at 6@5ysc; crushed at 5@5**c: 
powdered 4% @4% c; granulated 4s/s@4%c: 
Cubes at 4 9-18@4.11-lGe.Petroleum quiet and 
steady; united BAVsC. Provisions—Pork quiet 
and steady; Beef quiet; beef hams dull; tiereed 
beef quiet'; out meats'Arm; middles quiet. Card 
easier and dull: Western steam closed 6 60:city 
steam 6 00; refined quiet (Continent 6 50@7 00; 
5 A at 7 40@7 60. Butter in fair demand and 
firmer (State dairy 13@17%o; do crm 16® 17 c; 
Western dairy 12® 14c; do crm 13%@17ya: do 
factory 10@13o; Elgin at 17%c. Cheese quiet and weak; State at 9@9y2c; fine White 9%@ 
■ 9%; do colored at 9@9%c; part skims 3@7c. 
Freights to Liverpool are steady and mod- 
erately active; grain per steam 2d. 
CHICAGO, June 6, 1892.—Flour quiet and 
unchanged. Wheat is easy and lower; No 2 
Spring 84% c; Nb;2 Red 88c. Corn weak and 
lower: No 2 at 5lc. Oats lower, No 2 at3So. 
Rye, No 2 at 78c. Barley, No 2 at60®62c./No 1 
Flaxseed at 1 02%. Provisions lower—mess 
pork at 10 35@10 37%. Lard at 6 32@6 82% ; 
Short rib sides 6 25@6 2"Vs. Dry salt meats— 
shoulders 6 2o®5 37ya; short clear sides 6 65 
@6.82ya. 
iteceipts—Flour. 17.000 otils; wheat, 22.000 
bush; corn. 106.000 bush: oats. 236.000 bush; 
rye. 8,000 bush; barley, 18,000 bush. 
Shipments—Flour32.000 bbls; wneat. 69.000 
bush; corn, 316,000 bush; oats 166,000 bush; 
rye, 2,000 bush; barley, 3,000 bush. 
ST. LOUIS. June 6, 1892.—The Flour mar- 
etis unchanged and weak, closing quiet. Wheat' 
unsettled; closed weak; No 2. Bed 87c. Corn- 
weak; No 2 Mixed at 46*4i®46V3C. Oats are 
lower; No 2 at 33c. Bye—no sales. Provisions 
easy, pork Jobbing at 10 00 for old, 11 26 for 
new. Lard at 6 16@6 20. Dry salt meats—loose 
shoulders 6 37VaiSo 60 Jong and ribs at 6 62Ya ; 
shorts at 6 75. boxed lots 15e more. Bacon- 
shoulders at 6 00 Jongs and ribs 712%@7 26; 
shorts 7 70. 
Hams 9 OOSjlO 50. 
Beoeipts—Flour. 5,000 bbls; wheat. 18.000 
bush; corn 122,000bush,: oats, 27,000 bush; 
rye, 0,000: barlev, 0,000 bush. 
Shipments—Flour. 7.000 bbls; wheat. 6.000 
bush; corn, 65,000 bush; oats. 26,000 bush; 
rye. 0.000 bush; barley, 0,000 bnsh. 
DETEOIT.June 6.1892.—Wheat-No 1 White 
at 91c ;No 2 Bed at 93e. Corn—No 2 White at 
—; Oats—No 2 White 39c; No 2 at 39c. Eye 
—No 2 at 80c. 
Cotton Markets. 
(By Telegraph.) 
NEW YOBK. June 6. 1892,-The Cotton 
market is with fair demand; sales 227 bales; 
good ordinary uplands 6 7-16c; do Gulf at 5 13- 
16e; good ordinary stained at'4 15-16e; mid- 
dling uplands at 7 13 I60: do Gulf 8 3-16c; do 
stained at 7B/sc. 
NEW OELEANS. June 6, 1892.-The Cotton 
market is quiet; middling 7%c. 
CHAELESTON. June 6. 1892,-The Cotton 
market is firm; middling 7%c. 
SAVANNAH. June 6. 1892,-The Cotton 
market is firm; middling 7s/sc. 
MEMPHIS. June 6, 1892,-The Cotton mar- 
ket is firm; middlings 7Y3C. 
MOBILE. June 6,1892.—The Cotton market 
is Arm; middling 7%c. 
Foreigm Markets. 
(By Telegraph.) 
LONDON, June 4, 1892-Consols 96 ll-16d 
for money and 96 13-16d for the account. 
OCEAN STEAMER MOVEMENTS. 
FROM FOR TIMK 
Lahn.New York. .Bramen ...Jne 7 
Teutonic.New York. .Liverpool.. .Jne 8 
City of Berlin .New York..Liverpool...Jne 8 
Rhyland.New York.. Antwerp ... Jne 8 
Siberian.New York.. Glasgow ... Jne 9 
Arizona.New York.. Liverpool... Jne 11 
Servia ....... New York.. Liverpool... Jne 11 
Furnesia.New York.. Glasgow .. Jne 11 
Elbe.New York. .Bremen .. .Jne 11 
Werkendam .New York..Rotterdam.. Jne 11 
Noordland.... New York. .Antwerp. ,. Jne 11 
Arizona ......New York. .Liverpool. .Jne 11 
Gellert.New Yrork. .Hamburg .Jne 11 
LaBourgogue .New York. .Havre.Jne 11 
Sardinian .... Quebec.... Liverpool .. Jne 12 
Bothnia.. ....New York. .Liverpool .Jne 14 
Spree... ,.,,*New Ybrk. .Bremen... .Jne 14 
Gallia .New York. .Liverpool ..Jne 15 
Britanic.New York. .Liverpool .Jne 15 
City New York New York.. Liverpool .Jne 16 
Normania... .New York. .Hamburg.. .Jne 16 
Etruria...,. .New York..Liverpool... Jne 18 
Aller.. .New York. .Bremen.Jne 18 
Veendam ....New York. .Rotterdam. .Jne 18 
La Bretagne .New York. .Havre.Jne 18 
Werra.New York. .Genoa.Jne 18 
Majestic.New York.. Liverpool.. .Jne 22 
City of Chicago New York. .Liverpool. ..Jne 22 
Nordland.New York. Antwerp ..Jne 22 
Aurania-.. New York.. Liverpool.. .Jne 25 
Alaska.New York. .Liverpool .Jne 26 
Circassia.New York. .Glasgow ..Jne 25 
Obdam.New York.. Rotterdam.. Jne 25 
Belgenland ... New York.. Antwerp ... Jne 25 
City of Paris. ..New York. .Liverpool.. .Jne 29 
Germanic ... .New York. .Liverpool .Jne 29 
Friesland ... .New York. .Antwerp ...Jne 29 
MINIATURE ALMANAC-JUNE 7. 
ISSrs^/.-.-.-.-::|?|Highwater|:;;; 0 00 
M6Q(m1se>ts<1fJ?: 1*2 18 Height tide {;; gggjg 
M-ARTISTE NEWS 
PORT OP PORTLAND. 
MONDAY, June 6. 
Arrived. 
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, Boston for 
Eastport and St John, NB. 
Sch Albertine Adone, Rich, New York—coal to 
Randall & McAllister. 
Sch Lizzie A Brayton, Rogers. Norfolk—coal 
to Randall & McAllister- 
Sch C J Willard, York, New York—coal to 
Sargent & Dennison. Sell Sarah C Ropes. Kiegar, Philadelphia— 
coal to Me Cent RR- T, 
Sch Otello, Band, Darien—hard pine to 
Richardson, Walker & Lo. 
Sch H A Holder, (Br) Mclntire, St John, NB 
for Boston. T„. 
Sell Flash, (Br) St John. NB for Boston. 
Soli Vineyard, Cummings, St John, NB for 
Boston. 
Soli A Peters. Hinds. Calais for Boston. 
Sell Lydia Grant, Merryman. Harpswell. 
Sell Ciiapel Brothers, Condon. Wood Harbor, 
NS-live lobsters to C W Marston. 
Sell J T Morgan, (Br) McKenzie, Shclbourne, 
NS—canned lobsters to Portland PackingCo. 
Seh Amanda, Nowell, Cape Island, NS—live 
lobsters to W C Rich. 
Sch Carvo, Rhode, Boston—salt to Lord Bros. 
Sch Queen of the West, Dyer, Sullivan— 
lumber to J. H. Hainlen & Son. 
Sch White Foam. Rice. Boston. 
Sch Gamecock, Robinson, Boston for Isleboro. 
Sch Ada Herbert, Lindsey, Boston. Seii Enterprise, Chamberlain, Phipsburg. 
SAILED—Sch Emma F Angell. 
Cleared. 
Steamship Cottage City, Bennett, New Yrork— 
J B Coyle. _ 
Sch John F Randall, Hall, Bangor and Balti- 
more-^ S Winslow & Co. 
Sch 0 D Withered, Garfield, Kennebec and 
Philadelphia or Baltimore—Peter s Nickerson. 
Sch Daniel Webster, Hatch, Pemaquid—J H 
Blake. 
Sch Brilliant, Hooper, 1. enacts Harbor—J H 
Blake. 
Sch Amandine, Newell, Cape Island, NS— 
WC. Rich. _ 
sun rnae oi uiw xw.u, V,; V, UiLH i-.Y3i 
Harbor—\Y C Bleb. 
_ 
Memoranda. 
Seh Gen. Grant, of and from Gloucester, bound 
east, weut ashore on Crotch Island Friday night, 
blit came oil next day uninjured and proceeded. 
Baltimore, June J—;Scli G L Drake, bound to 
Galveston with coal, is ashore on Kent Island. 
Tugs have been sent to her assistance. 
New York, June 5—Sch Beta, at this port from 
Macliias. reports May 31. 9 miles off Boone 
Island, Me., was run into by an unknown three- 
masted schooner and had waistand rail stove in. 
Damage to the other schooner not ascertained, 
as she proceeded Hast. 
Fishermen. 
Sid fm Canso. NS 2d, schs L B Fernald, Henry 
Morgsnthan, F A Smith, and G W Pierce, 
mackereling. 
Passed 2d, schs E M Lincoln, and Ella Maud, 
from Gloucester, mackereling. 
Domestic Ports. 
NEW YOBK—Ar 6th, barque Matanzas, 
Erickson, Havana; sobs Mina Belle, Thompson, 
Gibara; Winner, Frye, Shulee, NS; Delhi, 
Sawyer, do; Lady Ellen, Clark, do: Bhoda 
Holmes, Holmes, Bangor; M B Mahony, 
Hickey, do; Maria, Fernand, do; Herald of 
the Morning. Lewis, Bath; Franklin Nickerson, 
Nickerson, Clark’s Island; Hattie, White, Deer 
Isle; George Nevinger, Duntou, Gardiner; Eva 
May, McDuffie, Portland; James L Maley, 
Bennett, Kockland: Northern Light, Harper, 
Somes Sound.: Brave, Startton, Sullivan; 
Seventy-Six, Hart, Thomaston; Silver Spray, 
Mahonv, do; Henry Whitney, Nickerson, 
Whitney, Me. 
Ar 6th. barques Charles Loring, Bose, Boston; 
James H Hamlen, Dauphney, do; brig Sparkling 
Water, Cole. Porto Kico via Delaware' Break- 
water; sch William H Macy, Havre. 
Passed Hell Gate 5th, achs Sea Bird, Wallace, 
New York for Portland; Thomas Hlx, Thorn- 
dike, do for Kockland; Lizzie Dewey, Beynard, 
Port Johnson for Boston. 
BOSTON—Ar 5th, schs Mary Sprague, Sim- 
mons, Eernandina; Odell, Wade, Belfast; James 
Holmes. Byan, do; Mary Farrow, Condon, do; 
Brunette, Knox, Searsport; E W Day, Crockett, 
Winterport; Mary Eliza, Morrisey, do; Leonora, 
Nickerson, Hampden; Omoha, Dorr, Bangor; 
JW Woodruff, Eaton, do; Elpley, Eobinson, 
Bockport; Olive Elizabeth, Haskell, Bangor; 
Delaware, Hutchins, do: AM Preble, Hinckley, 
Machias; Mazourka, Lane, Bockport; L J Clark, 
Cole, Bangor; H S Collins, Greenlaw, Deer Isle; 
E A Staples, Sellers, Penobscot; Titmouse, Jordan, Orlandj Onward, Chase, Bockport; 
Frances Ellen, Barter, Bootlibay; Femaquid, 
Wheeler-Kockland; ACFox, Hopkins, North 
Haven; Harvester. Koberts, Vinalhaveu; A L 
jrerams, muon, aumvan; a ju ueiaim, comes, 
Mt Desert; Ida, Leighton, Millbridge; Cordova, 
Barbour, Green’s Landing,; Mary Steele, 
Haskell, do; Quickstep. Buckminster, do; 
Medford, Lowell, Bangor; Jackin, Smith, Darna- 
riscotta. 
Sid 6th. schs M S Hart. M F Sprague, A W 
Fiske, Mary 3 Standisk, W B Herrick, and M A 
Acliovn. 
Ar6th, sch Nimbus, Young, Buenos Ayres; 
Elbridge Souther, Seavey, Matanzas; Robert 
.McFarland, Harding, Brunswick; Mary F. 
Corson, Robinson, Jacksonville; Pavilion, Rich, 
Bangor; AgnesE Manson, Manson, NoriolK. 
Sid 6th, barque Chestina Redman, brig Eugene 
Hale, sch Chas H Walston. 
PASCAGOULA—Ar 4th, sch Ella M Storer, 
Seaman, Matanzas. 
Sid 4th, schs Ada Bailey, Corson, Philadel- 
phia; Fannie L Child, Fuller, Boston. 
CHARLESTON—Ar( 6th, brig Jennie Hurl- 
bert, Haudv, Orehilla. BALTIMORE—Ar 6th, sch Ellen Crusoe, 
Taplea. Bath. 
Sid 6th, sch R Bowers, Boothbav. 
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 6th, schs Laura C 
Anderson, Potter, Kennebec; Horatio L Baker, 
Crowell, Swan Island. 
Ar 6th. sch Frank T Stinson, Hodgdon, Bath. 
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 6th. schs Nellie E 
Rumball, Mitchell Guantanamo; Fannie J 
Bartlett, Hutchins, do; Edward Johnson, 
Warren, Cienfuegos. 
Sid 6th. sch Isaiah K Stetson, from Matanzas 
for Boston. 
PROVIDENCE-Ar 4th, sch St Elmo, Rock- 
land. 
NEWPORT—Ar 6th. sch Emma Green, 
Greene’s Landing. 
Ar 4th. sch Zampa, Maehias. 
FALL RIVER—Ar 4th, schs Exchange, Rock- 
port ; Purintan, Mt Desert. 
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 4tli, schs Messenger, 
Rondout; James Barrett, Hallowell. 
NORFOLK-A1- 4th, sch J M Haskell, Red 
Beach. 
NOBS If A—Passed by 5tli, brig Harry Stewart 
from Philadelphia for Portland; schs Isaac 
Orbeton, Trim, St Pierre for Boston; Robert 
McFarland, from Brunswick for do; Agnes E 
Manson, and Melissa Trask, coastwise. 
HYANNIS—Ar 4th, sch Adam Bowlby, 
Bangor, to discharge. 
CHATHAM—Passed West 5th, sch Charles 
Loring. Boston for New York. 
SALEM—Ar 6th, schs Mary Sands, Randolph, 
for Danversport; Bloomer Tremont, for do; 
Sandy Point. Bangor for Providence; Elizabeth 
Foster, and Ella Rose, from do for Province- 
town ; Silas McLoon, Rockport for Fall River; 
Ann Bangor; J B Knowles, and Eva Adell, do. 
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 4th, schs Mary Willey, 
Bangor; Ellen Perkins, Elizabetkport. 
Foreign Ports. 
Ar at Wellington, NZ April 14, barque Annie 
Reed, Welt, New York via Dunedin. 
At Hong Kong May 4, ships Iceberg, Treat 
for Manila; W H Smith, Brown, for New York; 
Wm J Rotck, Bray from San Franeisco. 
Ar at Yokohama May .7, ship Geo Skolfleld, 
Dunning, Yokosuka. 
At Gonaives, May 19, sch Maggie Abbott, 
Port an Prince. 
Ar at Havana May 29. schs Geo A McFadden, 
Malcomsen, Philadelphia; Carrie T Blano, 
Bond, New York. 
Ar at Hillsboro, NE June 3, sch John S Case, 
Wilson, Rockland. 
Cld 3d, schs Carrie C Ware, Newark; Fred B 
Balona, Philadelphia. 
Ar at St John, NB June 4th, schs Richard 
Peterson, Salem; Active, Rockland; Hunter, 
Portsmouth. 
Ar nt Halifax .Tune 6. sch Vnvtun'! from 
St Johns, PR. 
Sid 4th, brig Edith, Porto Rico. 
Spoken. 
June 1, lat 43 26 N, Ion 46 55 W, ship Emily 
Reed, from Dublin for New York. 
June 2, 45 miles S of Hatteras, sch Edna & 
Emma, from Baltimore for Eleuthera, in tow of 
tug Douglas. 
DR. WOODBURY’S ANTIDOTE 
is especially recommended to patients 
suffering from nervous 
exhaustion, i||||||||||k feebleness 
and the var ions evils 
caused by in tMB| digestion. A 
small wine glassful be- 
fore meals brings quick 
relief and good sound health. Sold 
by Druggists everywhere. 
Ieb5 dlyccl 
• 
The financial strength of the 
UNION MUTUAL L1>E INgUlS 
ANCE COMPANY is beyond ^11 
question;it has already returned 
more to its policyholders than pro- 




That 1ms been tinder medical 
treatment three months with- 
out relief, we will send one case 
of Murdock’s Liquid Food, Bos- 
ton, free of charge. 
IF 
Paralytic 
under treatment for three 
months has had no relief, we 
will give one case of Murdock’s 
Liquid Food free of cost. 
Our reasons for the above 
offer arc that we have never 
known a case of paralysis that 
we have not cured or very much 
helped, or a consumptive that 
has not been either cured or a 
strong testimony that life has 
been very much prolonged by 
its use. 
In all cases of Disease bene- 
ficial results are sure to be ob- 
tained by the use of Murdock’s 
Liquid Food. This statement is 
auestcu oy tne crucial lest ox 
over THREE THOUSAND oper- 
ations iu a prominent hospital 
in this country, and by its use 
he unprecedented record was 
reported of a loss by death of 
only live patients in a thousand, 
and many of these difficult cases 
of surgery. We shall be pleased 
to give any inquirer the further 
facts, but the above is convin- 
cing proof that Murdoch's 
Liquid Food is not an artificial 
stimulant to the system, but 
though it can be given in the 
most extreme cases of exhaus- 
tion with perfect safety, its in- 
fluence is permanent and with- 
out a reactionary influence dele- 
terious to the system. 
We would remind tlie public that no 
substitute (and there are many so-called 
Foods and Food Extracts in the market) 
has a record in any way approachihg •the results of the Murdock Liquid 
Food in the past 12 years. 
ap8r eodtf 
CITY OF DEERIJTG. 
Boaidof Registration of Voters, ) 
Deering:, Me., June 1,1893, ) 
SPECIAL NOTICE. 
Ward Seven City of Deering. 
The Board of-Registration will be in session 
at Town Hall, corner of Brighton St. and 
Stevens Plains Avenue. Monday, June 6th, 
from 9 to 12 a. m. and from 2 to 6 and 7 to 9 
p. m. each day. 
Stroudwater. 
At Quiraby Hall, Tuesday, June 7, from 9 to 
12 a. m. from 2 to 5 and 7 to 9 p, m. 
Dibby Corner. 
Harmon Hall, Wednesday, June 8, from 9 to 
12 a. m. from 2 to 5 and 7 to 9 p. m. each 
day, to receive applications of persons who may claim the right to vote in said City. 
Persons holding naturalization papers will pre- 
sent them in order to be registered. All per- 
sons wishing to be registered must appear in 
person in order to be registered. Voters can 
attend any meeting which will be most con- 
venient. 






“Bv a thorough knowledge of the naturallawa which 
govern the operations of digestion and nutrition and 
by a careful application of the fine properties of well- 
selected cocoa, Mr. Eppa has provided our breakfast tables 
with a delicately flavo red beverage which may save us 
many heavy doctor's bills. It is by the judicious use of 
such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually 
built up until strong enough to resist every tendency to 
disease. Hundreds of subtile maladies are noatingaround 
uh ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We may 
escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well- 
fortified with pure blood and a properly nourished frame. 
—"Civil Service Gazette 
Made simply with boiling water or milk. 8old only in 
half-pound tins, by grocers, labelled thus: 





The Republicans of Windham are notified to 
meet at Town Hall, on Saturday, the nth of 
June, at 3 p. m., to choose five delegates to at- 




The Republicans of Cumberland are request- 
ed to meet at the Town House on Saturday, 
June 11th, at 2 o’clock p. m„ to choose dele- 
gates to attend the State convention. Also to 
select delegates for District and County conven- 
tions. Per Order, 
Town Committee. 
Cumberland Center, Me., June 4th, 1892. 
„UAWSOA HOUSE,” 
South Harpswell, Me. 
THIS pleasant, seaside hotel has been greatly improved, and is now supplied with ail the 
modern improvements, including hot and cold 
sea water baths. Scenery unsurpassed; good 
bathing, boating and Ashing. Open for guests 
June 15th, 1892. Special rates for parties. 
HARPSWELL HOTEL COMPANY. PROPRIETORS 
For accommodations or particulars apply to 
J. J. POOLER, Manager, Portland, Me. 
mar24-tf 
CITY OF1 DEEHIUG. 
Board of registration, of voters, Deering, Me., June 1, 1892. NOTICE—In 
order to accomodate those who are physically 
unable to come from home the Board will visit 
such persons, upon their written request. 
Notice should be sent to 
J. N. READ, Chairman 
Board Registration, 
ju3d2wWoodfords, Me. 
J. c. clay; 
Stenographer and Typewriter. 
Formerly with Hon. W. L. Putnam, U. 8. 
Circuit Judge, will hereafter be found at office 
of A. S. Woodman. Attorney-at-Law, No. 3fi 
Exchange Street, Portland, Me. All work 
promptly executed. maylSlm* 
DRY GOODS. 
Hanson C. Larrabee, 
246 Middle Street. 
UNDERWEAR 
SALE. 
A FEW MORE DAYS. 
--- 
On account of tlie lateness of 
the Summer Season one manu- 
facturer was obliged to sacrifice 
profits to close out the stock of 
Summer-weight Underwear. 
We have purchased eight solid 
cases of Ladies’, Mens’ and Chil- 
dren’s Medium and Summer- 
weight Underwear. 
One case Ladies’ Jersey Vests, 
low neck and sleeveless, 
9c Each. 
Worth 25c. 
One case Ladies’ regular 
37 l-2c Swiss Ribbed Vests, low 
neck and sleeveless, all sizes, 
12 l-2c Each. 
One case Ladies’ Unbleached 
Ribbed Vests, low neck and 




One case Cadies’ 62 l-2c Egyp- 
tian Cotton, shaped, Jersey 
Vests, fancy finished neck, long 
sleeves, 
25c Each. 
One lot Cadies’ Swiss Ribbed 
Vests, low neck, short sleeves, 
worth 50c, for 
25c Each. 
One case regular 25c quality 
Cadies’ and Misses’ Jersey Vests, 
low neck and sleeveless, 
8c Each. 
cors rs. 
At this sale we shall sell one 
more case of regular $1.00 Cor- 
sets, Elastic Hip, Nursing Cor- 





All sizes, white, drab, pink, blue 
and black. 
A regular 50c Corset, in all 
sizes, white and drab, 
For 25c. 
GENTS’ and BOYS* 
UNDERWEAR. 
SOc oualitv Medium and Sum. 
mer-weiglit Underwear to be 
sold for 
25c Each. 
One case Men’s Colored Bal- 
briggau Shirts and Drawers, 
regular 75c quality, for 
39c Each. 
One case Men’s regular 87 l-2c 
quality Shirts and Drawers, 
silky fibre, combed Egyptian 
yarn, all sizes, gossamer weight, 
at 
50c Each. 
One case silk finished Balbrig- 
gan Shirts and Drawers, actual 
value $1.25, at the ridiculously 
low price of 
65c EACH, or $1.25 A SUIT. 
A few small lots of Uadies’ and 
Men’s extra fine qualities Sum- 
mer-weight Underwear to be 
sold at one-half the value. 
Ladies’ and Children’s 
HOSIERY. 
Some great values will be 
placed on sale today. 
One case Uadies’ Fast Black 
Hose, 
6 prs. for 25c. 
We also have a complete line 
of the different qualities in the 
UNWORTH HOSIERY. 
for Uadies, Men and Children. 
One pair warranted to outwear 
two pairs of any other make. 
This is a Spot Cash Purchase; 
every sale will be positive and 
for cash. 
Do You Know from Experience that 
there is Some Satisfaction 
in putting on a shirt that’s fit to wear, 
an excellent place for the shirt that 
in’t, is the rag basket. If you have not 
been troubled with an ill-made, ill-fit- 
XiXg auLuuuuii/auiD oiiuu, jVU XldVc cS- 
caped a positive infliction; if you have 
been bothered by such an article you 
will be all the more apt to steer dear 
in the future. Don’t get in a perfect 
rage every time you put a shirt on, 
but try OUR SENATOR, the most per- 
fect fitting shirt made. The price does 
not signify the value. 
Laundered $1.10, Unlaundered $1. 
You have had plenty of experience 
with shirts, and this experience has 
probably taught you something. There isn’t the least reason why you should 
be content with second rate material 
or make when that which is neither the 
one or the other is at your disposal 
for less than the same amount of 
money. Our BONANZA, made of the 
Langdon Cotton, reinforced front and 
back, perfect in fit and workmanship. 
Try one. Only 75c unlaundered, 8oc 
laundered. 
Our Forest City Short Bosom Shirt 
and Portland Pride are equal value ac- 
cording to price, 65c and 50c each 10c 
extra laundered. 
The Wonder Shirt is rightly named. 
Price S5c unlaundered, 10c extra for 
laundered. 
insonTTarrabee, 
246 Middle Street. 
lea dtt 
MISCEIXANEOCS. 
Testimonials have come 
from different sections 
stating that AMANDINE 
with QUINCE is found to 
be just the best thing to 
use while traveling, for 
bathiug the face and 
hands, to remove cinders 
sind dust. Everyone knows 
iiow impure and irritating 
is water used on traius. 
AMANDINE cleanses 
quickly, and cools and 
soothes the skin. 
— SOLD BY — 
J. M. DYER. 
niay26co(ltf 
Our new Spring stock of 
Paper Hangings is ready to 
exhibit. 







<wy hiImj cusnco 
Paints in onfiUtO. 
tiieWorld. 
W. W, WHIPPLE & 00., 
21 Monument Sq. 
mar2G dt£ 
John Conley <5 Son. 
Lubricating, Burning and Leather Oils 
Naphthas and Gasolene, Tallow, Axle and 
Machinery Greases, Parattne Wax 
and Candles, Cod Liver Oil for 
Medicinal Purposes, and all 
Kinds of Fish Oils. 
OIL BARRELS, TANKS AND CANS. 
33 and 35 Commercial St., 
PORTLAND, MAINE. 
maylG dtf 
If:,™! MO LASSES. 
Ex. seh. Grace Eice, sailed from Barbadoes, W. 
I., May 14, arrived May 29, now landing 
and for sale by the importers, 
-TID3 — 





Prime and Choice Porto Rico 
MOEASSES. 
Just landed from schooner “Alianza,” 
and for sale in lots to suit 
by the Importers. 




FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO 
OR.C3r^L3XTS 
Very Fancy or Plain at 
NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST. 
W. P. HASTINGS’. 
dacl7 _m 
Hay_Salt 
Liverpool Common Fine, 
American Common Extra White, 
For Salting Hay, Ac. 
LORD BROS & CO., 




NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY 
SECOND PAGE. 
Geo. C. Sliaw & Co. 
Owen. Moore & Co. 
Farrington & Bickford. 
Freeport Steamboat Co. 
Cumberland sanitarinm. 
The Atkinson Company; 2. 
FOURTH PAGE. 
Notice is hereby given. 
Tennis goods; Chas. Day. 
Vampers and top stitchers wanted. 
AMUSEMENTS. 
New church vestry. 
FIFTH PAGE. 
The Atkinson Company; 3. 
Burroives’ Improved screens. 
Campaign flags. 
Seminary notice. 
Delsartian summer school. 
Salesmen wanted. 
EIGHTH PAGE. 
X. John Little & Co. 
J. R. Libby. 
Manson G. Larrabee. 
New Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found, 
and similar advertisements, will be found under 
their appropriate headings on page 6. 
At 10 a. m. today F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell 
at No. 120 Pleasant street the entire household 
furniture. See auction column. 
For additional Local News see 
Fifth Page, 
BRIEF JOTTINGS. 
A change of time will be noticed in the 
Freeport Steamboat Company’s time ta- 
ble this morning. 
The engineer and hose driver of Mach- 
igonne Engine Company entertained the 
company at supper last evening. 
Hon. Fred E. Richards has presented 
the Veazie band of Rockport $10 tow- 
ards the purchase Of new uniforms. 
Sunday some one went down to 
Hawkes’s granite yard at the foot of Wil- 
mot street and ruined a valuable pol- 
ished stone. 
The advertising car of the Forepaugh 
show arrived from Rochester yesterdav 
morning and is standing at the foot of 
Preble street. 
Joseph Porter, the sailor who deserted, 
and who'it was expected would be be- 
fore the commissioner yesterday, was let 
off on promise of good behavior. 
Mr. Warren C. King of 17 Smith street 
dropped a chisel on his foot at Peaks 
Island yesterday morning, inflicting a 
severe but not dangerous wound. 
At a meeting of the direotors of the 
Scarboro and Cape Elizabeth Fair the 
premium list was revised and it was voted 
to hold the fair on September 27, 28 and 
29. 
It was close and hot yesterday morn- 
ing, followed about noon by a heavy 
shower. Then the air cleared a little 
and the rest of the day was bright and 
warm. 
Mr. William Abbott had two fingers of 
his right hand severely crushed by being 
caught in the gears of a crane at the 
Portland Company. Dr. Merrill dressed 
the wound. 
T. J. Tolman, chairman of the commit- 
tee in charge, told of the arrangements 
for the National Y. P. S. C. E. Conven- 
tion in New York in July to a mass meet- 
ing of the Portland unions at High street 
church last evening. Mr. V. R. Foss pre- 
sided and Rev. Messrs. Fenn, Whitman 
and Greene took part in the exercises. 
A pair of horses belonging to the Port- 
1 oti/-1 TTnf£"Q DoiIvao PAmTionw ron oTrnTT 
near the station on Preble street yester- 
day morning. In Monument square they 
locked the wheels of the wagon to which 
they were attached with those of Mr. 
Frank Hanson’s team. The pole was 
broken and the horses fell. No other 
damage was done. 
PERSONAL. 
Mrs. Cecily Howard died yesterday at 
St. Joseph’s Home in Deering, at the ad 
vanced &ge of 96. 
Mr. T. Frank Jones, of E. Bussell & 
Co., and ex-Alderman Kelsey, have just 
returned from a five weeks’ trip to the 
Pacific slope, visiting all the important 
cities. 
Bev. A. W. Pottle of Westbrook is in 
attendance on the commencement exer- 
cises at the seminary and college at 
Kent’s Hill, he being a trustee of that 
institution. 
On Friday last, Miss Ethel Tucker, 
leading lady of Lothrop’s stock compa- 
ny, was given a gold locket set with dia- 
monds as a birthday gift from her asso- 
ciates in the company. 
Mr. Isaac B. Bich, manager of the 
Hollis street threatre in Boston, is in the 
city, having come to Maine to place his 
cottage at Lake Maranocook in readiness 
for the season. Ho expects to occupy it 
with his family about June 30th. 
A Horse Thief at Pride’s Corner. 
Sunday night Mr. Samuel Pride and 
family of Pride’s Corner went to bed at 
the usual time and everything was left 
in its usual condition about the house. 
Yesterday morning when Mr. Pride got 
up, ctuouL o u ciocx, ana went to tne 
stable he found his best horse and Con- 
cord wagon gone. Some of the neigh- 
bors say they saw that the stable doors 
were open at about 10 o’clock Sunday 
night, and a man who came in from Ray- 
mond yesterday morning reported that 
he saw the horse there at an early hour. 
A Lady Missing. 
Mrs. Spaulding of Cavendish, Vt., came 
on the train over the Grand Trunk yes- 
terday with her son. Near Danville 
Junction the son went into the smoking 
car and when ho returned he couldn’t 
find his mother anywhere. She is 67 
years old. He informed our police force 
and is very anxious about her. 
Messrs. Geo. C. Shaw & Co., are sell- 
ing a pure and reliable Litliia water 
which the Hygeia Sparkling Distilled 
Water Company of New York have pre- 
pared. This water shows regular and 
uniform quantities of Lithia and can be 
prescribed with a certainty of obtaining 
what is expected. Messrs. Shaw’s an- 
nouncement regarding this water in an- 
other column should be read carefully. 
THE CITY GOVERNMENT. 
Considerable Business Transacted 
Last Evening. 
THE INFIRMARY GETS A DONATION 
OF $2,500. 
City Solicitor Says Band Concerts are Re- 
gal-Pay i of Firemen—Registry of Dogs, 
Special Policemen, Methods of Auditor’s 
Office and Other Subjects Considered, 
At the meeting of the city government 
lart evening considerable business of a 
routine and miscellaneous nature was 
transacted; but nothing came up in either 
board to occasion much debate, except 
the order giving $2,500 to the Eye and 
Ear Infirmary. 
BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN 
Present, the Mayor and Messrs. Gup- 
till, Tolman, Gallagher, Brackett and 
Rogers. 
We Shall Have Band Concerts. 
The opinion of City Solicitor J. J. 
Lynch as to the legality of band con- 
certs was received. The city solicitor 
calls attention to section 16 of the Char- 
ter, which says: “They (City Council) 
may assess money for celebrating the 
anniversary of our National Indepen- 
dance and other public celebrations.” 
ml. __j*_l_ m. _- .r 
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“other public celebrations.” 
The city solicitor is not aware that 
this point has ever been passed upon by 
Maine courts; but Massachusetts courts 
have, in 140 Mass. 407. Hubbard v^ City 
of Taunton. From this the city solicitor 
concludes that appropriation of money 
for band concerts would be legal. 
This question of band concerts was 
held up in a conference committee, hav- 
ing passed the lower board in May. Last 
evening the Aldermen receded and con- 
curred with the lower board. 
Messrs. Simpson, Howe and Smith 
were appointed from theCommonCouncil 
as a committee under the order, for ar- 
ranging the concerts. To these the May- 
or added Aldermen Gallagher and Rog- 
ers. 
The committee will determine wheth- 
er any of these concerts shall be held on 
Sundays. From the sentiments ex- 
pressed last evening it seems that a con- 
test will come up on this point in the 
committee. 
A portion of the committee are bent 
on having Snnday concerts, while others 
are against it. The question was dis- 
cussed informally last evening after the 
adjournment. Aldermen Gallager and 
Rogers seemed opposed, and it is proba- 
ble that one at least of the councilmen 
on the committee will act with them and 
defeat Sunday concerts. 
The Donation to the Eye and Ear In- 
firmary. 
An order to give the Maine Eye and 
Ear Infirmary $2,500 came up from the 
lower board passed. With the order 
came a petition asking for its passage. 
This petition was signed by a long list of 
the most prominent business and profes- 
sional men in the city. 
Alderman Gallagher moved that the 
order have a passage as he considered 
the institution a very worthy one. 
Alderman Guptill moved that the or- 
der be laid upon the table until the city 
solicitor could be consulted. Mr. Gup- 
till was not certain that the appropria- 
uuu tvuutu uo iDgaix. 
Alderman Brackett said tlie city had 
appropriated $200 for several years for 
the institution. If that was legal, this 
was. 
Mr. Guptill’s motion was voted down; 
and then the order passed only Mr. Gup- 
till voting nay. 
Deposit of Rubbish. 
Alderman Gallagher introduced an or- 
der which was passed unanimously, that 
all refuse arising for care of streets and 
construction of streets and sewers, and 
by the operations of corporations or indi- 
viduals, shall be delivered and deposited 
on land belonging to the city, under di- 
rection of the street commissioner with 
the approval of the committee on streets, 
etc. 
New Fire Company and New Horses. 
Alderman Rogers introduced an order 
that the organization of a new engine 
company, to be known as Chemical No. 
1, be and is hereby authorized in ac- 
cordance with Sec. 19 of fire department 
ordinance. This company will consist of 
three men at a salary not to exceed $2.25 
per day each. Mr. Rogers presented an 
order authorizing the fire department 
committee to purchase the horses for 
use of the department at a cost of not 
more than $500, which is to be charged 
to fire department appropriation. These 
two orders received an unanimous pas- 
sage. 
Special Policemen. 
The following were appointed special 
policemen without pav: Howard P- 
Knight, Howard F. Hall, Chas. R. 
Moore, John W. Clapp, Henry Chamber- 
lain, Lewis A. Littlejohn of Peaks Island 
and Ezra Drew. 
George D. Reemts of Ward 3 was ap- 
pointed a special policeman in the em- 
ploy of the city at Peaks Island. 
The Methods of the Auditor’s Office. 
Auditor Deake, in making his monthly 
report of the amounts expended on ap- 
propriations, called attention to what he 
considers defective methods of keeping 
the accounts of his office. He recom- 
mends that as soon as any committee 
makes a purchase or contract the terms 
of the same be forwarded to the auditor 
to be entered on his books against the 
appropriation. According to the present 
method the auditor knows nothing of 
these contracts or expenditures until the 
bills are presented. Until Mr. Deake’s 
recommendations are carried out he says 
the monthly reports must continue mis- 
leading. 
Fire Department Salaries. 
The captains and clerks of the several 
fire companies petition for an increase of 
salaries to correspond with the increases 
given other members of the companies. 
It was referred to the committee on sal- 
aries. 
The Browns’ Offer. 
The Park Commissioners asked for 
more time before reporting on the pro- 
posed exchange of property contemplated 
by the offer of the Brown heirs. 
Now Register Tour Dog. 
The Ordnance respecting the registry 
of dogs was reported correctly engrossed 
and passed finally. Any keeper of a dog 
who has paid the tax required by the 
the 
ffice, 
and cause the dog to wear a dog collar 
engraved with the owner’s name and 
registered numbei'. The fee for the reg- 
istry is 25 cents. 
Petitions Received and Referred. 
John Gither and others for continua- 
tion of Sheridan street. 
Of Edward Duddy add others for ex- 
tention of Carey Lane to Sheridan street. 
New Wooden Buildings. 
Petitions for new wooden buildings 
were presented by the following persons 
and were granted: George W. Way, Geo. 
F. Lord, Charles F. Simonds, E. C. John- 
son, Anders ST. Bruns. 
The petition of John F. Proctor to 
erect a shed at 23 Casco street was not 
granted but referred, as this location is 
within the fire limit. 
License.. 
These licenses were granted: 
James H. Buck & Co., pawnbrokers, 
272 Middle street, subject to approval of 
city marahal. Geo. L. Lothrop, Portland theatre. 
Edward L. Hamilton, fishmarket, Peaks 
Island, subject to approval of board of 
health. 
Mrs. Catherine Foley, for employment 
office at 114 Exchange street; subject to 
approval of city marshal. 
Those were granted victuallers’ licenses 
subject to the approval of the City Mar- 
shal: 
Aggus, James L., Bates, Edwin L., 
Blown, Elmer E., Beardsworth, J. J., 
Berry, Herbert C., Bennett, Edward, 
Bailey, C- J., Calkins, Annie, 
Collins, James, DaSylva, G., 
Daley, J. L., Dimock, A. G., 
Druker, Abraliam, Derllnzskv. A., 
Ennis, Mrs. Sarah, Finch, Mrs. Catherine, Gibbs, J. L., Hamilton, Simeon, 
Harlow & Littlefield, Jlllson, F. A., 
Keegan, Peter, Kilday. D. E., 
Logue, John, McDonald, Mrs. S., 
Mitchell, Joseph, Miller, H. A„ 
Marstou, S. H., McIntosh, Mrs. E. L., 
O’Hara, J. N., Preston, Mrs. Emma, 
Peterson, Mrs. Clara, Pine, J. A., 
Kudnick, Joseph, Eich, E. H., 
Sampson, Mrs. Hanna, Saunders Charles, 
Stowell, C. H., Toomey, MichaeL 
White, Joseph C., Whitehall, E, S„ 
Waite, B. H. 
The Poll Tax Reduced. 
An order reducing the poll tax from 
$3 to $2 was passed in concurrence with 
the lower board, and will now be the rule 
of the city. This will take effect in the 
the taxes due next October. 
Other Matters. 
All other matters which came from the 
lower board were concurred in. 
Miscellaneous. 
Reports of the marshal on flights out 
during May was received and ordered 
on file. 
The committee on accounts reported 
they had examined the statement of the 
City Auditor of the appropriations, ex- 
penditures of the city for the year end- 
ing March 31St, 1892 and find them prop- 
erly audited and correctly stated. The 
report was accepted. 
The treasurer’s report for 1891-2 was 
presented and ordered on file. The joint 
standing committee reported it correct 
and thejaalance of cash in the hands of 
the treasurer at the close of the year 
was $486.42. 
The treasurer was authorized to give 
Win. J. Whiting a certain note when 
Whiting paid the principal. 
Three hundred dollars was appropri- 
ated for a landing at Crotch Island. 
Orders for the macadamizing of Dow 
street, Cumberland from Franklin to 
Washington and State street, from Snrinor 
te York were passed. 
John G. Munroe was authorized to 
connect his draid with the city sewer. 
An order was passed for the erection 
of a small building for the storage of 
sewer pipe, the same to cost $275. 
The joint committee on accounts rej 
port that the accounts of the treasurer 
and collector for the year ending March 
31, 1892, have been found correct. 
An insane person was committed to 
the insane asylum. 
The committee on engrossed bills re- 
ported as correctly engrossed the ordi- 
nance against loitering, and it was finally 
passed. 
Mrs. Mary Weloh asks that the monu- 
ment on her lot in Evergreen Cemetery 
be repaired, it having been damaged by 
the falling of a tree upon it. The matter 
was referred to the cemetery trustees. 
IN COMMON COUNCIL. 
Absent Messrs. Howe, Rines and 
Leighton. 
After some discussion, the order pro- 
viding for a new city hall exit was passed 
in concurrence. 
A petition for the macadamizing of 
Pearl street from Cumberland to Oxford 
was referred. 
An order for repairing the gutters on 
Oxford street, between Franklin and 
Boyd streets, was referred. 
The order appropriating $500 for a 
Fourth (Of July celebration was voted 
uuwu. 
Reducing the Poll Tax. 
Mr. Hicks offered an order that the poll 
tax be reduced from $3 to $2. He said 
the assessors said that out of $31,000 last 
year they got about $18,000, and that the 
rate of taxation on other property had 
been steadily reduced, while the poll tax, 
the poor man’s tax, remained the same. 
He moved the passage of the order. 
Mr. Chute thought a little more time 
ought to be given to think this matter 
over. It was a pretty important one. 
Mr. Melaugh thought the poll tax was 
higher in proportion in Portland than in 
other cities and payers of it were paying 
a real estate as well as poll tax at the 
present time. The assessors also thought 
they could collect enough more in poll 
tax at the reduction to make up the dif- 
ference. The order was passed. 
Want More Pay. 
Mr. Merrill offered the petition of Diri- 
go Hose Company for higher pay; mem- 
bers, $10 more; clerk $5 more; captain, 
$20 more, lie moved its reference. 
Mr. Pennell hoped it would pass to- 
night. There were few men in the com- 
pany and there was money in the hands 
of the committee. 
Mr. Kelioe thought to pass it tonight 
would usurp the comfnittee’s power. 
Mr. Merrill said money was appropria- 
ted for sala ries for 130 firemen by mistake 
at the beginning of the year and there are not that number. Therefore there is 
money enough to pay the increase. 
Mr. Merrill offered an order to pay 
Dirigo Hose Company the money stated 
above and the order had a passage and 
was sent up. 
Arc Light. 
An arc light was asked for on the cor- 
ner of High and Sherman streets. Re- 
ferred and sent up. 
Eye and Ear Infirmary. 
President McGowan called Mr. Randall 
to the chair, and then read a petition 
from W. L. Putnam, Albion Little and 
others for an appropriation for the Eye 
and Ear Infirmary, and an order author- 
izing the city treasurer to pay $2500 to the Infirmary from the contingent fund. 
Mr. McGowan spoke in praise of the work of the institution, and recommend- 
ed the passage of the order in accordance with the petition. 
Mr. Pennell said he didn’t wish to 
throw cold water on the project, but 
wanted to make sure of the legality. 
Mr. McGowan said Portland had given 
$200 a year in the past, and surely it was 
as legal to give $2500 as S200, and if the 
gentlemen were satisfied whose names 
were on the petition he thought the council could be. 
The order had a unanimous passage. 
A Eot for Bosworth Belief Corps. 
A petition was received from Bosworth 
Relief Corps, asking for a lot in Ever- 
green Cemetery, and an accompanying 
oruer to me trustees ot tne cemetery tor 
the same passed and sent up. 
Hanging Signs. 
Mr. Prince offered an order that the 
Mayor and Aldermen enforce the ordi- 
nance in relation to hanging signs, as 
contained in the ordinances. Mr. Pen- 
nell moved it lay on the table, and it was 
so voted. 
IN JOINT CONVENTION. 
Charles E. Bailey was re-elected sur- 
veyor of lumber, and John M. Hussey 
city constable. 
A Elquor Hiding Place Found. 
The sheriffs made a seizure at David 
P. McGlinchy’s drug store on Middle 
street and found back of the prescrip- 
tion counter a hiding hole. The 
sheriffs obtained 20 quart bottles, two 
pint bottles and two half pint bottles of 
whiskey, and quart of peppermint and 
whiskey split, and one quart of ginger 
and whiskey split. 
Yesterday morning McGlincy was in 
the Municipal Court but his case was 
continued until Wednesday morning. 
Maine Historical Society. 
The annual meeting of the Maine His- 
torical Society will be held in the Cleave- 
land lecture room at Brunswick, Wednes- 
day, June 22d, at 8.30 a. m., for the elec- 
tion of officers and of new members. Ac- 
tion will be taken upon a change of the 
by-laws relating to the time and place 
for the annual meeting; also upon a 
ohange of the main library room in the 
Baxter building, in order to secure in- 
creased accommodation for the library 
and cabinet. 
Kittle Fox of Falrhaven, Vt. 
“When my daughter Kitty was about three 
years old, Eczema or Salt Kheum appeared on 
her face. It itched so badly she would 
Scratch till It Bled 
We had seven or eight doctors, without the 
least.shadow of benefit When Kitty had 
taken half a bottle of 
Hood’s Sarsaparilla 
She was better, and when she had taken 1% 
bottles she was perfectly cured and has shown 
No Sign of Salt Rheum 
For almost four years. Her skin is now as fair 
and clear as any child’s in town.” Wm. Fox, 
Williams Slate Mantel Works, Fair Haven, Vt. 
HOOD’8 PlLL8 are the best after-dinner Pills, 
assist digestion, cure headache and biliousness. 
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. 




We have just purchased a 
wholesale stock of Boys’ Shirt 
Waists, at very low prices, by 
taking; the quantity, and offer 
them as follows: 
Boys’ Cambric Waists, 25c., 
(bone buttons, good quality and styles.) 
Boys’ Percale Waists, 50c., 
(box plaited,:pearl buttons', fine styles.) 
Boys’ Outing; Waists, 50c., 
(box plaited, pearl buttons, first quality.) 
Boys’ Boston Waists, 50c., 
(box plaited, pearl buttons, Percale, same in 
style and fit as the 
STAR WAISTS. 
Women’s Shirtwaists, SOc., 
(made of Momie Cloth and Cambric, plaited, 
with belts, choice style, laundered 
Collars and Cuffs.) 
Women’s Blouses, 50c., 
(an odd lot at half price to close.) 
Women’s Percale Waists, 75c., 
(laundered Collars and Cuffs, plaited, with 
belts, superior styles.) 
Women’s Satine Waists, $1, 
(laundered Collars and Cuffs, in black, black and white and fancy colors, 
and up to $2.25.) 
Wash Silk Waists, $4. 
The warm weather is creating quite a de- mand for Shirt Waists. Most of our patrons will remember how difficult it was last summer 
to find a good assortment after the first of the 
season, f'lease gfve us an early call. 
J. R. LIBBY, 
Congress Street. 1*7 dtf 
new advebtisements. 
Manson C. Larrabeps 
THIRD ANNUAL SALE 
-OF- 
Cottons & Domestics 
-FOK- 
HOTELS AND SUMMER COTTAGES 
COMMENCING TODAY. 
SHEETS AND PILLOW SLIPS. 
One lot Bleached Pillow Slips, sizes 45 
and 40, at 16 2-3c each. 
One lot Bleached Sheets,heavy quality, 
size 81 and 90, 50c each. 
The best Brown Cotton made 5c 
yard. 
The, best 9-8 Brown Cotton made 
6 l-2c yard. 
Extra fine heavy 9-4 Brown Cotton 
15c yard. 
Extra fine heavy 10-4 Brown Cotton 
15 l-2c yard. 
Extra fine heavy 9-4 Bleached Cotton 
19c yard. 
Extra fine heavy 10-4 Bleached Cotton 
31c yard. 
Best quality 5-4 Oil Tabling 12 l-2c 
yard. 
Turkey Red Damask 23c yard. Bleached Table Damask, extra, 25c 
yard. 
Unbleached Damask, 19 and 25c 
yard. 
Remnants best quality Dining Cam- bric 2 l-2c yard, 
Remnants 25c English Silesias 8c 
yard. 
60 dozen Turkish Towels 5c each. 
Best Cotton Twilled Crash, 2 3-4c 
yard, 
Pure Irish Glass Linen Crash 6 l-4c 
yard. 
Regular 17 cent Barnsley Toweling for 9c yard. 
Our customers are well aware our line 
of Linen and Housekeeping Stook has no rival in prices or quality. Gne more case of that 15c Nainsook, Checks and Stripes, to be sold at 6 l-4c 
yard. 
A poorer quality for 3 3-4c. 
18 inch Cotton Diaper at the popular nvipo fl dAm T-vi On/i L 
Ginghams 5c yard. 
Good quality Dress Ginghams 11c 
yard. 
Monday morning we shall open 1000 
pieces Llama Cloths, a perfect imitation 
of Wool Cashmere, cream ground in beautiful designs and coloringing, 7c 
yard. 
100 pieces Cream ground Challies at 
3 l-2c yard. 
600 pieces Gloriana Tissue, one yard 
wide, light, medium and dark ground, each and all are beauties, never been sold less than 17c, Monday morning we com- 
mence the sale at 8c. 
60 pieces Corded Taffetta Lawns, these have been rapid selling at 25c. We shall 
show you a fine line of these goods at a divided price for this sale, 12 l-2c 
yard. 
Cumberland Figured Serges, 88 inches 
wide, 5c. 
Striped Outing Flannel 5c yard. 
Homespun Outing Flannel, sold ev- 
erywhere for 10c, Middle street price 
« l-4c. 
A large variety of Scrim, full width, 5 c yard. 
Crochet Quilts, 65c, 
Genuine Marseilles Quilts, $1.19. 
They say they are worth §1.75. 
White Domet Flannel 5c yard. 
An extra heavy yard wide Sheeting 
Flannel, slightly imperfect, actually worth 26c., for lOc. 
The Price of every Lady’s and Child’s Garment in our Cloak Depart- 
ment will be divided one-half. The 
prices made will close every garment in the store. 
Children’s Light Print Dresses, made 
in Gretchen style, front of waist with 
three box plaits, sizes 3, 5 and 7; price all sizes, 25c each. 
HOSIERY. 
The celebrated Fast Black Linworth 
Hosiery, with the linen heel and toe, is 
the most durable of any make on the 
market for the same price. We have 
them for men, women and children, all 
sizes; price 25, 37 1-2 50c pair. Sold 
only at this store, 246 Middle street. 
Other makes in the fancies and plain col- 
ors. 
GENTLEMEN’S WHITE SHIRTS 
Do you know from experience that there is some satisfaction in putting on a shirt that’s fit to wear? an excellent 
place for the shirt that isn’t is the rag basket. If you have not been troubled 
with an ill made, ill-fitting, uncomfora- 
ble shirt, you have escaped a positive in- 
fliction; if you have been bothered by such an article you will be all the more 
apt to steer clear in the future. Don’t 
get in a perfect rage every time you put 
a shirt on, but try OUR SENATOR, the 
most perfect fitting shirt made. The 
price does not signify the value. 
LAUNDERED, $1.10. UNLAUNDERED, $1.00. 
You have had plenty of experience 
with shirts, and the experience has prob- 
ably taught you something. There isn’t 
the leastreason why you should be content 
with second rate material or make when 
that which is neither the one or the other 
is at your disposal for less than the same 
amount of money. Our BONANZA, 
iiiauo ui mo uauguwu loimuiUoll 
front and back, perfect in fit and work- 
manship. Try one. Only 
75c. ULNAUNDERDD. 85c. LAUNDERED. 
Our Forest City Short Bosom Shirt 
and Portland Pride are equal value, ac- 
cording to price, 65c. and 50c. each, 10c. 
extra laundered. 
The Wonder Shirt is rightly named. 
Price 35c. unlaundercd, 10c. extra for 
laundered. 
Manson C. Labrabee. 
246 Middle Street. 
Je7 dtf 
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. 
I ! 
Black Tyroline Silk $1.25,1.50,1.75 and 1.88 a yard. 
These goods are all silk and warranted. 
Black Bengaline Silk $1.00,1.25, 1.50 1,75 and 2.00 
a yd. 
Perfect in color and texture. 
15 patterns of Figured India, white ground, at $1.00 
a yard, from 1.25. 
Full line of Changeable Silk $1.00 and 1.25 a yard. 
Black Taffeta Silk, for skirts, 75c and $1.00 a yard. 
Figured India Silk, navy blue ground with white 
polka spot, for waists, at $1.00 a yard. 
BARGAINS IN WOOL DRESS GOODS. 
6 pieces Black Wool Henrietta, 48 inches wide, at 
^ 
$1.00 and 1.25 a yard. 
5 pieces Black Heumbone Stripe, 42 inches wide, 50c 
a yard. 
5 pieces Blue Storm Serge, 54 inches wide, at $1.25 
a yard. 
5 pieces Blue Storm Serge, 42 inches wide, at 50c yd. 
2o “ Bedford Cord, colors blue, gray, tan, brown, 
and peach, reduced from $1.75 to 1.25 a yard. 
10 pieces Wool Crepons, light colors suitable for eve- 
□ning dresses and tea gowns,^reduced from $1.25 to 
62 l-2c a yard. 
50 pieces Delhi Suiting, for island and mountain 
wear, 40 inches wide, at 29c a yard. 
We recommend these goods as superior to any wool 
fabric, for the price, in the market. 
HOT WEATHER DRESS FABRICS. 
50 pieces woo! Cliallies, 30 inches wide, at 20c a yd., 
worth 37 l-2c. 
25 pieces Figured Batiste Cloths at 25c a yard. 
20 “ Cream Crepons at 25c a yard. 
50 “ Scotch Ginghams at 25c, 37 l-2c, 42c and 
up to 62 1 -2c a yard. 
20 pieces Organdie Muslins at 42 l-2c a yard. 
10 “ Imported Seersuckers at 33c a yard. 
100 “ Gloriana Tissues at 10c a yard, worth 15c. 
50 “ Figured Bedford Cords at 12 l-2e a yard. 
50 “ French Wool Flannels at 42c and 50c yard. 
These goods are very desirable for Blouse Waists and 
Tennis Suits. 
1000 yards remnants of white check and plaid Nain- 
sooks at 7c a yard, worth 15c. 
500 yards Apron Material at 7c a yard, worth 15. 
One bale fine Unbleached yard wide Cotton at 6c yd. 
1000 yards figured double-faced Canton Draperies at 
15c a yard, marked down from 33c. 
60 pieces of yard wide Percales at 62 l-2c a yard. 
50 dozen Ladies’ Morning Wrappers, made of cam- 
bric, satine and ginghams, prices $1.25, 1.50,1.75 
and 2.00. 
SMALL WARES. 
100 dozen Leonard’s Sewing Silk at 6c per spool, war- 
ranted first-class and 100 yards on a spool. 
100 dozen best Spool Cotton at 3c a spool. 
200 boxes Embroidery Silk at 12c per box, just half 
price. 
800 pieces all Silk Ribbons—No. 9 at 10c a yard, No. 12 at 13c a yard, No. 16 at 15c a yard ; the prices 
are just half usual value. 
Ben's Not Weather Furnishings. 
Outing Flannel Shirts at 25c each 
Outing Flannel Shirts at 50c each 
Negligee Shirts at.50c each 
Hathaway’s Negligee Shirts at 1.00 each 
Cray mixed Underwear, Shirts and Drawers 
at 50c garment 
Balbnggan Shirts and Drawers at 25c garment 
Balbriggan Shirts and Drawers at 50c garment 
Women’s Hot Weather Furnishings. 
Fine line of Print, Gingham, Satine and Bedford Cord 
Wrappers at $1.25, 1.50, 2.00 and 2.50 each. 
Shirt Waists at 50c, 62c,75c,1.00,1.50 and 2.00 each. 
Gauze Underwear, Lisle Underwear, Silk Underwear 
and everything new and desirable. 
Boys' Hot Weather Furnishings. 
Boys’ Blouses at 25c. 
Boys’ Blouses at 37c. 
Boys’ Blouses at 45c. 
Boys’ Blouses at 50c. 
Boys’ Blouses at 62c. 
FRESH HEW STYLES. 
■ 
